B


Bacharach, Benjamin; b. Philadelphia, 1865; d. Atlantic City, June 18 1936. To Atlantic City 1881. • Banker, realtor, civic ldr, philanthropic worker, Atlantic City; a fdr Home for Afflicted Children; officer synagog. • See: UJE; AJYB, 38:425.

Bacharach, George; b. Berne, Oct 16 1888; d. NYC, Sep 20 1943. To NYC 1920. • U Zurich, BS, DSc U Geneva; honorary degree. • Chemist, Brooklyn; faculty Fordham, Brooklyn Coll; author in field. • See: UJE; AJYB, 46:334; WWLAF, 1928, 1938; NYTimes, Sep 22 1943, 21:3.


Bachrach, Herman Ilfeld; b. Las Vegas, NV, May 4 1899. U PA, PA Museum School of Art. • Artist, Philadelphia. • See: WWLAF, 1938.


Bach, Harold L; b. Brooklyn, June 17 1894; d. NYC, Mar 14/15 1968. Cornell. • Stockbroker, financial ldr, NYC; active Fedn of Jewish Philanthropies, Jewish Big Brothers; WWI service. • See: AJYB, 70:519; WWLAF, 1918; BEOA; WWLAF, 5; NYTtimes, Mar 18 1968, 45:4.

Bach, Jules Semon; b. NYC, Nov 9 1861; d. Palm Beach, Mar 24 1944. Financier, broker, art collector, NYC; donated art collection to Metropolitan Museum of Art; Episcopalian. • See: AJYB, 24:116; WWLAF, 1918; BEOA; WWLAF, 2; DAB, 3.

Bach, Leopold Semon; b. NYC, Nov 12 1865/1866; d. NYC, Oct 10 1927. Financier, commodity broker, NYC; officer trade assn; trustee Home for Aged & Infirm Hebrews. • See: UJE; WWLAF, 1926; WWLAF, 1; NYTtimes, Oct 11 1927, 1:7.


Bachmann, Alberto Abraham; b. Geneva, 1875. To US 1916, to Paris 1922. • Little Conservatory of Music. • Violinist, composer; mem NY Philharmonic; author in field. • See: UJE.

Bachmann, Burton Stanley; b. Chicago, Sep 20 1897. Northwestern. • Mfr, salesman, Chicago; WWI service. • See: WWLAF, 1938.

Bachner, Lester R; b. NYC, Aug 9 1897; d. Apr 5 1976. LLB NYU, post-grad Columbia, NYU. • Lawyer, NYC; pres Dreyfus Fund; active Republican politics. • See: WWLAF, 1928; NYTtimes, Apr 7 1976, 44:4.

Bachrach, Alfred R; b. 1900; d. NYC, Sep 21 1982. CPA, communal ldr, NYC; pres Emanu-El; bd Fedn of Jewish Philanthropies, Montefiore Hospital, Beth Abraham Hospital. • See: AJYB, 84:329.

Bachrach, Benjamin Charles; b. Elgin, IL, Jan 29 1874; d. Dec 1950. AB Notre Dame, Cornell, Columbia, LLB Kent Coll of Law. • Lawyer, noted public defender, Chicago; defense lawyer in Leopold-Loeb case. • See: UJE; WWLAF, 1926, 1928, 1938; BEOA; NYTtimes, Jan 1 1951, 172.


Bach, David; b. Russia, ca 1863; d. Cincinnati, July 31 1946. To US ca 1886. • Rabbi, Cincinnati. • See: AJYB, 49:608.


Babin, Victor; b. Moscow, Dec 13 1908; d. 1972. To US 1937. • Honorary degree. • Pianist, composer; dir Cleveland Inst of Music; chfr Berkshire Music Centre; WWII service. • See: WWLAF, 5; NYTtimes, Mar 2 1972, 42:4.


Bach, Aaron J; b. NYC, 18557; d. Deal, NJ, Sep 24 1934. Tobacco dealer, NYC; public official, mayor, Deal, NJ; active Republican politics. • See: UJE; AJYB, 37:254.

Bach, Ephraim Lee; b. Linton, IN, Aug 31 1905. BS U IL, Natl Inst of Commercial Org Secys. • Business assn exec, South Bend; earlier Linton & Missawa, IN. • See: WWLAF, 1938.

Bach, Ferdinand S; b. Nashville, IL, Aug 28 1866. Social work exec, St Louis; exec dir Jewish Fdn of Charities; active YMHA. • See: WWLAF, 1928 (addenda), 1938.

Bach, Julius Max; b. Austria, ca 1872; d. NYC, Nov 29 1946. To US 1939. • Rabbi, Vienna, NYC; with Am Congregation of Jews from Austria. • See: AJYB, 49:608; NYTtimes, Nov 30 1946, 1:3.


Bachrach, Louis; b. 1891?; d. NYC, Dec 7 1968. Business exec; trustee Kingsbridge Hgu Jewish Center; pres Yeshiva Salanter; officer Heb Akeba Academy. • See: AJYB, 70:519.


Back, Jacques; b. Trèves, Germany, Dec 16 1879. To US 1897. • Publisher, editor, The Observer, Nashville; active Zionist Org, YMHA, Nashville Symphony Soc. • See: WWWIA, 1938.

Backer, Gabriel; b.*; d. May 23 1934. Communal worker, Dorchester, MA; supporter communal education. • See: AJYB, 36:278.

Backer, George; b. NYC, Jan 18 1902/1903; d. NYC, May 1 1974. Realtor, newspaper publisher, public official, politician, NYC; mem City Council; pres Jewish Telegraphic Agency; owner, publisher, editor NY Post; active Joint Distribution Com, ORT, Am Jewish Com, Am Labor Party, refugee aid. • See: UEJE, EF; AJYB, 76:511; WWWIA, 1938; WWWIA, 6; NYTimes, May 2 1974, 50:4.

Backer, Jacob; b. ca 1864; d. July 23 1938. Merchant, communal worker, St Louis. • See: AJYB, 41:418.

Backer, Jules; b. NYC, May 3 1910; d. Scarsdale, Mar 25 1982. BCS, AM, MBA, DCS NYU. • Economist, consultant; faculty NYU; nat chr Reform Jewish Appeal; exec com Union of Am Heb Congregations; author/editorialist in field. • See: AJYB, 84:329; WWWIA, 8.


Badanes, Ida (Mrs Alexander Rovinsky); b. Russia, ca 1867; d. Los Angeles, Jan 1946. To US 1890. • MD Boston U. • Physician, journalist, playwright, NYC; with Bd of Health; feature staff Day. • See: BEOAJ; NYTimes, Jan 29 1946, 25:1.

Badanes, Saul; b. Russia, ca 1865; d. Brooklyn, Apr 23 1940. To US ca 1881. • AM Columbia, MA, PhD NYU. • Educator, Brooklyn; developed method for teaching math in primary grades; tchr Heb Technical School; author/lecturer in field. • See: AJYB, 42:476; NYTimes, Apr 25 1940, 23:6.


Bader, Maximilian; b. Lemberg, Mar 5 1893. To US 1913. • U Vienna, BA; U Lemberg, BA; MA, PhD Columbia, JD NYU. • Lawyer, NYC; staff Heb Standard, Am Jewish Chronicle; asst aty US Dept Labor; active Democratic politics, Jewish immigrant causes, Mason. • See: WWWIA, 1928, 1938.


Badman, Maria; b. Russia, ca 1868; d. Okt1963. To US ca 1912. • Civic & philanthropic worker, St Paul; pres Assocd Jewish Charities; earlier rancher, banker, Deadwood, SD. • See: AJYB, 24:100; NYTimes, July 28 1921, 13:5.


Baer, Benjamin; b. Strasbourg, June 3 1845; d. St Paul, July 27 1921. To US ca 1861. • Civic & philanthropic worker, St Paul; pres Assocd Jewish Charities; earlier rancher, banker, Deadwood, SD. • See: AJYB, 24:100; NYTimes, July 28 1921, 13:5.
To US ca 1847.  • MD Charleston Med Coll.  • Author, tchr, physician, wholesale druggist, language teacher, Charleston, SC; Civil War Confederate service; convert to Methodism.  • See: JF.

Baker, Jacob; b. ca 1846; d. Hancock, MI, Jan 5 1915.  • Pres Bd of Education, Hancock, MI.  • See: AJYB, 17(1915-1916):218.

Baker, Joseph Louis; b. Chicago, Apr 29 1880; d. Dec 8 1954.  • BS, MS U Chicago, MD Rush Med Coll, post-grad Berlin, Vienna.  • Surgeon, obstetrician, gynecologist, Chicago; faculty Rush Med Coll; officer professional soc; author in field; WWII service.  • See: WWWAJ, 1938, WWWLA, 3.

Baker, Louis; b. ca 1864; d. Manchester, NH, Sep 1935.  • Merchant, communal worker, Boston.  • See: AJYB, 38:425.

Baker, Max; b. Frankfurt, Nov 10 1912.  • To US 1921.  • Notre Dame, U AZ, LLB Creighton.  • B'nai B'rith fraternal worker, Omaha; asst secy Aleph Zadik Aleph.  • See: AJYB, 1938.

Baker, Maxmillian Adelbert; see Baker, Buddy.


Baker, Rachlin; b. ca 1869; d. Sep 11 1939.  • Rabbi, Oakland, CA.  • See: AJYB, 42:476.


Baerwald, Edith (Mrs Paul Baerwald); b. borough of Manhattan, NYC; partner Lazard Freres; a fdr, natl officer Louisville, Des Moines, St Louis.  • See: AJYB, 136.

Baerwald, Paul; b. Frankfurt, Sep 27 1871; d. Long Branch, July 2 1961.  • To US 1886/1896.  • Banker, communal ldr, NYC; partner Lazar Frères; a fdr, natl officer Joint Distribution Com, Agro-Joint; benefactor Heb U; active War Refugee Bd, Palestine Economic Corp.  • See: UJE, EJ, AJYB, 24:116, 64-492; WWWAJ, 1938; BEOAJ; WWWLA, 5; NYTomes, July 3 1961, 153.

Bailey, Carol Oppenheimer (Mrs Thomas Pearce Bailey); b. Savannah, Sep 19 1884.  • Chicago Tchrs Coll, Columbia.  • Kindergarten & normal school tchr, summer camp owner, Winter Park, FL; Episcopalian.  • See: WWWAJ, 1938.

Baird, Cora (Mrs William B Baird); b. NYC, Jan 26 1912; d. Dec 1967.  • Hunter.  • Noted puppeteer, NYC.  • See: WWWLA, 5; NYTomes, Dec 7 1967, 52:4.

Baiz, Jacob; b. Barcelona, Venezuela, Jan 17 1843; d. NYC, June 20 1899.  • To US 1851.  • Merchant, exporter, entrepreneur, railroad bldr, NYC; consul various Central American countries; officer Heb Sheltering & Guardian Soc; active synagog.  • See: UJE, PAJHS, 9:163-65.

Baizerman, Eugenia (Mrs Saul Baizerman); b. Warsaw, 1889; d. NYC, Dec 1949.  • To NY 1914.  • Educational Alliance, Natl Academy of Design.  • Painter, forerunner of abstract expressionists, NYC.  • See: Ef (sub Baizerman), AJYB, 24:116, NYTomes, Sep 1 1937, 561.


Bakeef, Samuel; b. London, Apr 13 1889.  • To US 1919.  • U London.  • Engineer, patent holder, NYC, Los Angeles, San Diego.  • See: WWWAJ, 1926, 1928.

Balaban, Abraham Joseph; b. Chicago, Apr 20 1889; d. Nov 1962.  • Motion picture exhibitor, NYC; mgr Roxy Theatre; officer Central Refugee Com; bd Coll for Women (Geneva, Switzerland); WWII USO service.  • See: WWWLA, 4; NYTomes, Nov 3 1962, 25:3.


Balaban, Abraham Joseph; b. Chicago, Apr 20 1889; d. Nov 1962.  • Motion picture exhibitor, NYC; mgr Roxy Theatre; officer Central Refugee Com; bd Coll for Women (Geneva, Switzerland); WWII USO service.  • See: WWWLA, 4; NYTomes, Nov 3 1962, 25:3.

Bakst, Henry Jacob; b. Providence, May 19 1906; d. Aug 25 1972.  • PhB Brown, MD Harvard.  • Physician, Boston; specialty: cholesterol, lipids, blood clotting, cancer control; faculty Tufts; active med assn; WWII service.  • See: WWWAJ, 1938, WWWLA, 7.

Baker, Hyman D; b. ca 1861; d. Los Angeles, Dec 26 1934.  • Realtor, NYC.  • See: AJYB, 37:254.

Baker, Isaac; b. Erie, 1845; d. Erie, 1929.  • Clothier, banker, stockbroker, Erie; mem school bd; officer synagog, trade assn.  • See: UJE.

Balaban, Barney; b. Chicago, June 8 1887; d. Byram, CT, Mar 7 1971.

Motion picture exec, communal worker, Chicago; exec Paramount Pictures; bd Heb Theological Coll, Yeshiva Coll, United Jewish Appeal. • See: UJE; EJ; AJYB, 73:629; WWL, 5; NYTimes, Mar 8 1971, 361.


Accompanist, conductor, NYC; faculty Juilliard, Tanglewood-Berkshire Music Center; dir Eastman School of Music. • See: WWL, 5; NYTimes, Apr 18 1973, 504.

Balaban, Harry; b. Chicago, July 23 1903.
Theatre operator, Chicago; with First Natl Pictures. • See: WWL, 1938.


Motion picture exec, Chicago. • See: WWL, 3; NYTimes, Apr 5 1957, 27:4.


To NYC 1936. • PhD U Brussels. • Socialist ldr, worker; ldr Communist Internationale; autobiography. • See: UJE; NTimes, Nov 26 1965, 57:3.

Balag, Mordecai; b. ca 1860; d. Mar 20 1938.

Hazzan, NYC. • See: AJYB, 40:381.

Baldauf, Leon Kahn; b. Louisville, 1877.


Baldauf, Minnie I; b. Louisville, July 7 1872.

Social worker, kindergarten tchr, Louisville; with Neighborhood House; active Natl Council of Jewish Women. • See: AJYB, 7(1905-1906):37-38.

Baldauf, Morris; b. ca 1839; d. Henderson, KY, July 9 1911.

Communal worker, Henderson, KY. • See: AJYB, 14(1912-1913):123.

Balint, Emery; b. Hungary, 1892.

Academy of Art (Budapest, Berlin), Julien Académie. • Author, artist, NYC; general secy Anti-Horby League. • See: WWL, 1928.

Balish, Benjamin; b. NYC, Jan 3 1896.

Produce merchant, realtor, NYC; active trade assn. • See: WWL, 1938.


To US 1904. • Garment mfr, St Louis. • See: WWL, 1928.

Ball, Charles; b. Poland, Sep 21 1885; d. Scranton, May 1953.

Shoe merchant, Scranton; officer YMHA, Civic Betterment Assn; active Community Chest, Travelers Aid. • See: WWL, 1928 (addenda); NTimes, May 22 1953, 27:1.

Ballenberg, Adolf GERHARD; b. Chicago, May 9 1893.

BS MI Coll of Mining. • Paper mfr, Chicago; pres Home for Jewish Orphans; officer Jewish Childrens Welfare Soc; WWI service. • See: WWL, 1938; BEOA.

Ballin, Hugo; b. NYC, Mar 7 1879; d. Pacific Palisades, CA, Nov 1956.


Ballin, Julius; b. Germany, 1848; d. NYC, Nov 30 1923.

To US 1862. • Social worker, philanthropist, NYC; officer Home for Aged & Infirm Hebrews. • See: AJYB, 7(1905-1906):38, 26:113; NTimes, Dec 3 1923, 17:3.

Ballin, Max; b. Nordhausen, Germany, Aug 13 1869; d. Detroit, Mar 3 1934.

In US by 1901. • MD U Berlin. • Surgeon, researcher, scientist, Detroit; WWI service. • See: AJYB, 24:116, 36:278; WWL, 1926, 1928; WWL, 1.

Ballin, Milton J; b. NYC, ca 1864; d. NYC, Sep 1947.


Ballis, Samuel R; b. Chicago, Nov 11 1901.

Crank Technical School. • Clothing mfr, Chicago; active Republican politics. • See: WWL, 1938.

Ballon, Harry Clarence; b. Montreal, Dec 6 1901.

To US 1928, to Montreal 1933. • McGill U, U Frankfurt, U Budapest. • Surgeon, St Louis, Montreal; faculty Washington U; author in field. • See: WWL, 1938.

Bamberger, Alfred H; b. NYC, May 22 1919; d. Apr 4 1954.


Bamberger, Arrie; b. Danville, IL, June 22/ 24 1887.

BS U Chicago, MD Rush Med Coll. • Surgeon, Chicago; faculty U IL; officer med soc; author in field. • See: WWL, 1926, 1938.


AB Johns Hopkins, ordained, DH Heb Union Coll; honorary degree. • Rabbi, scholar, author, Albany, NY, NYC; pres Central Conf of Am Rabbis; mem Jewish Publication Soc

Bible translation com. • See: UJE; EJ; AJYB, 82:36; WWL, 1938; WWL, 8.

Bamberger, Clarence; b. Salt Lake City, July 16 1886.

ME Cornell, Berlin, Paris. • Mining engineer, legislator, Salt Lake City; bd Red Cross; active Republican politics; WWI military & government service. • See: WWL, 7.


Merchant, radio station pres, civic ldr, Newark; ldr Jewish Appeal; trustee Inst for Advanced Study (Princeton); active Boys Scouts. • See: AJYB, 54:538; NTimes, June 30 1952, 19:4.

Bamberger, Elkan; b. ca 1822; d. Baltimore, May 3 1909.


Ab Williams, EM Columbia; honorary degree. • Engineer, mining exec, Salt Lake City; active Republican politics. • See: AJYB, 24:116; WWL, 1938; WWL, 3.


BS, MA, PhD Columbia. • Educator, Baltimore; with public school system; faculty Johns Hopkins; dir Tchrs Coll; author in field. • See: UJE; AJYB, 24:116; WWL, 1926, 1928, 1938; BEOA.

Bamberger, Fritz; b. Frankfurt, Jan 7 1902; d. NYC, Sep 22 1984.

To US 1919. • PhD U Berlin; honorary degree. • Scholar of philosophy, editor, Berlin, NYC; faculty Academy for Jewish Research, Coll of Jewish Studies (both Berlin), Jewish Inst of Religion; exec Leo Baeck Inst; staff Coronet; author in field. • See: EJ; EJ:1983-1985; AJYB, 86:436-37.

Bamberger, Gabrieli; b. Darmstadt, 1845; d. Chicago, Jan 9 1909.

To US 1879. • Pioneer in manual training; orgr Chicago Jewish Training School; active religious schools, synagog. • See: UJE; AJYB, 5(1901-1904):216.

Bamberger, George W; b. ca 1880; d. July 9 1936.

Physician, pioneer in bloodless surgery, Chicago. • See: AJYB, 39:588.


BS, CE U PA. • Civil engineer, Philadelphia; with PA Railroad, US War Dept; active flood control, hydro-electrical power; WWI service. • See: WWL, 1926, 1938.

Bamberger, Ira Leon; b. Hartford, Jan 21 1852; d. Brooklyn, Dec 27 1919.

MA, LLB Columbia. • Lawyer, industrialist, social worker, banker, Brooklyn; counsel Bd of Education; officer Heb Orphan Asylum. • See: AJYB, 7(1905-1906):38, 22:164; NTimes, Dec 29 1919, 9:3.

Bamberger, Julian Maas; b. Salt Lake City, Feb 9 1889. BA Princeton. • Corp exec, legislator, Salt Lake City; pres State Travelers Aid; active Red Cross, Boy Scouts, Am Legion. • See: WWIAJ, 1938; BEOAJ.

Bamberger, Leon; b. NYC, Sep 2 1868; d. Philadelphia, Feb 1941. Cooper Inst. • Photoengraving exec, Philadelphia; fd Labor Day Baby Parade (Ocean City, NJ); active trade assns. • See: AJYB, 1938; NTimes, Feb 25 1961, 21:3.


Bamberger, Louis; b. Baltimore, May 15 1855; d. South Orange, NJ, Mar 11 1944. Honorary degrees. • Dept store merchant, NYC. • Lawyer, legislator, NYC. • Lawyer, legislator, Durham, NC; investigator To US ca 1940. • Kaiser Friedrich Museum (Berlin). • Painter; noted for portraits of Holocaust survivors. • See: UJE; Ef; Ef: 1983-1985.

Band, Max (Mordecai); b. Milwaukee, Oct 7 1846. To US 1861. • Governor, storekeeper, railroad & traction line bldr, banker, mineowner, Salt Lake City; mem Bd of Education; officer synagog; active Democratic politics, aid Jewish agricultural colony at Clarion. • See: UJE; Ef; Ef: 1938-1985.

Bandes, Louis E; see Miller, Louis E.


Bandler, Max; b. Bolechow, Poland, Mar 12 1878. Businessman, NYC; active communal charities. • See: WWIAJ, 1928.

Bandler, Samuel Wyllis (William); b. d. NYC, July 31 1932. Gynecologist, NYC. • See: AJYB, 24:117, 35:122.

Bandman, Chester Gabriel; b. Birchiamr, AL, May 21 1886. BS U PA, post-grad U Berlin, LLB U AL, U Chicago, U CA; • Mathematician, tchr, Birmingham, AL, Pittsburgh; education dir synagog; author in field. • See: AJYB, 24:117; WWIAJ, 1926, 1938.


Bane, Henry; b. Siauliai, Lithuania, May 12 1905. To Durham, NC 1914. • AB Duke, LLB U NC. • Lawyer, Durham, NC; investigator Wickersham Commn. • See: WWIAJ, 1938.

Banen, Florence Dorfman (Mrs Maurice Banen); b. Virginia, MN, June 9 1905. Superior State Teachers Coll. • Communal & civic worker, Virginia, MN; officer Natl Council of Jewish Women; active work for crippled children, Little Theatre movement. • See: WWIAJ, 1938.

Banever, Gilbert; b. New Haven, June 8 1913. BFA Yale. • Painter, New Haven. • See: WWIAJ, 1938.

Bank, Morris; b. Croz, Russia, May 11 1873. Communal worker, Baltimore; dir Assocd Jewish Charities. • See: WWIAJ, 1928.

Banks, Polan (Algernon); b. Norfolk, 1906. Baltimore City Coll. • Author, newspaperman, novelist. • See: UJE.


Banowitch, Morris Mortimer; b. NYC, May 28 1891/1892. MD LI Coll Hospital, post-grad U Vienna. • Physician, internist, Brooklyn; with LI Coll Hospital. • See: WWIAJ, 1928, 1938.

Basa, Theda (born Theodosia Goodman); b. Cincinnati, July 20 1885; d. Los Angeles, Apr 7 1955. U Cincinnati. • Film actress, the “vamp,” Hollywood, CA. • See: AJYB, 24:117; WWIAJ, 3; NA/modern; DAB, 3; NTimes, Apr 8 1955, 21:1.

Barach, Alvan Leroy; b. Newcastle, PA, Feb 22 1895; d. Dec 13 1977. CCNY, MD Columbia. • Physician, NYC; a developer of oxygen tent; faculty Columbia; author in field. • See: WWIAJ, 1938; BEOAJ; WWIAJ, 7; NTimes, Dec 14 1977, IV 17:4.

Barach, Frederica Pisek (Mrs Alvan L Barach); b. Lake Hopatcong, NJ, Aug 1 1904. AB Vassar. • Editor, NYC; editor-in-chief Golden Book Magazine. • See: WWIAJ, 3.

Barach, Joseph Hayem (Hayim); b. Kalvaria, Lithuania, Mar 12 1882; d. Mar 7 1954. To US 1888. • MD U Pittsburgh, post-grad Columbia. • Physician, Pittsburgh; with US Public Health Service; faculty U Pittsburgh; officer professional soci; author in field; WWI service, WWII selective service. • See: WWIAJ, 1926, 1938; WWIAJ, 3; NTimes, Mar 10 1954, 25:5.

Baran, Rose (Mrs Julius Baran); b. Chicago, 1859?; d. NYC, Apr 19 1951.


BA U Cincinnati, LLB NJ Law, ordained Heb Union Coll. • Rabbi, Cincinnati, Akhona, Bayonne; faculty U TX. • See: WWIA, 1926, 1928, 1938; BROAJ; CCARYB.

Barash, Solomon; b. ca 1856; d. NYC, Sep 17 1934.

Communal worker, NYC. • See: AJYB, 37:254.

Baratz, David; b. ca 1876; d. NYC, Oct 21 1931.

Yiddish actor, NYC. • See: AJYB, 34:109.

Barbash, Samuel; b. Austria, Jan 29 1884; d. Atlantic City, Nov 14 1946.

To US 1884. • MD Medico Chirurgical Coll (Philadelphia?). • Physician, heart specialist, Atlantic City; mem State Bd of Med Examiners; med dir Atlantic City Hospital. • See: AJYB, 49:608; WWIA, 1938, NTimes, Nov 15 1946, 24:22.

Barbe, Lizzie T (Mrs Martin Barbe); b. East Liberty, OH, 1856; d. Chicago, Sep 29 1943.


BS U Pittsburgh, MD Jefferson Med Coll. • Physician, public school & insurance med inspector, Pittsburgh. • See: WWIA, 1938.


AB Wayne. • State official, statistician, labor analyst, economist, Detroit; with MI Employment Security Commn. • See: WWIA, 5.


To US 1939. • Educator, author; a fdr, dir Brandeis Camp Inst; dir Brandeis Youth Found. • See: AJYB, 78:538; NTimes, May 17 1976, 32:3.

Barere, Simon; b. Odessa, Sep 1 1898; d. NYC, Apr 2 1951.

Concert pianist. • See: AJYB, 53:523; NTimes, Apr 3 1951, 1:2.

Bare, Louis Herbert; b. South Norwalk, CT, Jan 26 1896; d. 1955.

PhB, MD Yale. • Urologist, Brooklyn; author in field; WWI service. • See: WWIA, 1938; NTimes, Mar 4 1955, 23:5.

Baright, Clarice Margolies (Mrs George F Baright); b. NYC, ca 1886; d. NYC, Jan 1961.

NYU. • Lawyer, municipal judge, communal charity worker, NYC; supporter civic improvement. • See: UJE; NTimes, Jan 9 1961, 392.

Bar-Ilan (Berlin), Meir (Meyer); see Berlin, Meyer.

Barinds, Henrietta; b. ca 1853; d. June 11 1897.

Communal worker, Memphis. • See: AJYB, 40:381.

Barish, Thomas; b. Karlitz, Minsk, Sep 15 1897.

To US 1900. • AB, ME Columbia. • Mechanical engineer, Jersey City; state pres NJ Fedn YM & YWHAs; bd Heb Orphan Home, WWII service. • See: WWIA, 1928, 1938.

Barison, Morris Everett; b. Jersey City, Oct 19 1895.

LLB NY Law. • Lawyer, legislator, Democratic ldr, Jersey City; state pres NJ Fedn YM & YWHAs; bd Heb Orphan Home, WWII service. • See: WWIA, 1928, 1938.

Barit, A Edward; b. NYC, Aug 30 1888/1890.

Auto mfr exec, Detroit, with Hudson Motor Car. • See: UJE; WWIA, 1918.


U Chicago. • Labor ldr, orgr Textile Workers Unions, CIO; dir AFL-CIO Com on Political Education; WWII service. • See: Fink, 13.

Barkhouse, Julius; b. Germany, 1837; d. Chicago, Oct 3 1921.

To US ca 1851. • Civil War veteran, banker, Chicago; earlier distiller, Louisville; ldr Newhousey Home (Cincinnati). • See: AJYB, 24:100; NTimes, Oct 4 1921, 15:7.

Barlow, Adolph; b. NYC, Feb 6 1910; d. NYC, Mar 26 1969.


Barlowsky, Maurice; b. Lowell, MA, Aug 1 1899.

LLB Boston U. • Lawyer, communal worker, Lowell, MA; ofr Zionist Org of Am, B'nai B'rith; active Republican politics. • See: WWIA, 1938.

Barlow, Adolph; b. ca 1845; d. Detroit, Sep 1934.

Civil War veteran, Detroit. • See: AJYB, 37:254.


BS CCNY, PhD Columbia. • Psychologist, educator, researcher, NYC; faculty CCNY; WWII service. • See: WWIA, 7.

Barnard, Bernard; b. Chicago, Apr 16 1887.

LLB John Marshall Law. • Lawyer, Chicago; WWII service. • See: WWIA, 1938.

Barnard, Harris; b. ca 1856; d. NYC, Apr 29 1912.

Communal worker, NYC. • See: AJYB, 14(1912-1913):127.


U Denver, PhD U Chicago, post-grd John Marshall Law. • Biographer, journalist, Chicago; active Am Civil Liberties Union, liberal politics. • See: WWIA, 8.

Barnett, Meyer; b. Paterson, July 30 1881.

EE Columbia. • Engineer, mill mgr, communal & civic worker, Paterson; WWII service. • See: WWIA, 1928, 1938.


To US 1848/1849. • Businessman, mfr, public figure, communal ldr, philanthropist, mayor, Paterson; produced uniforms for Union Army during Civil War. • See: UJE; ET-AJB, 7(1905-1906):39, 30:79; WWIA, 1926; NTimes, Dec 24 1927, 15:3.

Barnes, Binnie (Gittel) (Mrs Samuel Joseph); b. London, Mar 25 1908.

To Hollywood, CA 1933. • Movie actress, Beverly Hills. • See: WWIA, 1938.

Barnet, Gates; b. Syracuse, Oct 1 1850.


Barnet, Morris S; b. Bavaria, June 1 1858; d. Dec 23 1921.

To US 1875. • Leather merchant, philanthropist, NYC; bd Mt Sinai, Heb Union Coll. • See: AJYB, 24:100; NTimes, Dec 25 1921, 20:3.

Barnet, Samuel; b. NYC, Nov 27 1890.


Civic & communal ldr, Albany, NY. • See: AJYB, 35:122.


To US: 1904. • BS, MS, PhD U Chicago. • Mathematician, Cincinnati; faculty Washington U (St Louis), Harvard, U Cincinnati. • See: WWIA, 1938.


Baum, Beil Carl; b. Green Bay, WI, June 1 1890. Merchant, Green Bay, WI; active Masons, B’nai B’rith. • See: WWL AF, 1938.


Baum, Felix; b. Schroda, Germany, Feb 20 1883; d. Jan 1898. To US 1924. • U Berlin, MD U Heidelberg/U Leipzig. • Physician, Newark; med dir Natl Jewish Hospital; Am correspondent Aertzliche Sammelblatter; author in field; WWII Prussian army service. • See: WWL AF, 1926, 1928, 1938; BEOAJ, Nat’l 9 Jan 1958, 33-2.

Baum, Harry; b. Cracow, July 11 1882; d. June 6 1959. To US 1883. • BS CCNY, EE Columbia. • Engineer, consult, NYC; faculty CCNY; advisor Bd of Higher Education; WWII service. • See: WWL AF, 1926, 1928, 1938; NYTimes, 3, NYTimes, June 7 1959, 86:5.

Baum, Isidor; b. Poland, Nov 7 1892; d. Apr 1966. To US 1900. • Paper mfr, NYC; bd United Home for Aged Heb, synagog. • See: NYTimes, 4; NYTimes, Apr 12 1966, 35:3.

Baum, Joseph; b. NYC, Dec 17 1869; d. Woodmere, LI, Apr 1948. BS NYU, MD Columbia. • Physician, Far Rockaway; med inspector, NYC Health Dept. • See: WWL AF, 1918; NYTimes, Apr 10 1948, 13:6.

Baum, Leo; b. Osann on the Mosel, Germany, Apr 14 1865. Ice cream mfr, Cleveland; officer trade assoc. • See: WWL AF, 1928.

Baum, Mark; b. Smok, Galicia, Jan 2 1903. To US 1919. • CCNY, Nat Academy of Design. • Artist, NYC. • See: WWL AF, 1938.


Baum, Michael J; b. Jackson, TN, Mar 1 1881. Businessman, Denver; dir Natl Jewish Hospital. • See: WWL AF, 1938.

Baum, Michael T; b. * Editor, Paterson. • See: AJYB, 24:117.

Baum, Mildred Adelsdorf (Mrs D Solomon Baum); b. Norfolk, May 18 1866. Communal, civic & cultural ldr, Norfolk; officer Norfolk Soc Arts, Travelers Aid, Natl Council of Jewish Women. • See: WWL AF, 1938.

Baum, Millicent; b. NYC, ca 1863; d. NYC, Mar 24 1943. Public school techer, principal, NYC; advisor to mayor; officer professional assn. • See: AJYB, 45:381; NYTimes, Mar 25 1943, 21:1.

Baum, Morton; b. NYC, Dec 28 1905; d. NYC, Feb 1968. BA Columbia, LLB Harvard. • Lawyer, alderman, cultural ldr, NYC; mem Lincoln Center Bd; co-fdr Center of Music & Drama; officer synagog; active Republican politics. • See: BEOAJ, NYTimes, Feb 8 1968, 43:3.


Baum, Vicki (Hedwig) (Mrs Richard Lert); b. Vienna, Jan 24 1882; d. Hollywood, CA, Aug 29 1960. To US 1911. • Vienna Conservatory. • Novelist, Berlin, NYC, Los Angeles; earlier harpist; autobiography. • See: UJE; Ef; WWL AF, 4; DAB, 6; NYTimes, Aug 30 1960, 29:1.

Bauman, Corinne Bernheimer (Mrs Alvin L Bauman); b. St Louis, Oct 6 1882. Monticello Coll. • Communal & civic worker, St Louis; officer Natl Council of Jewish Women; bd League of Women Voters. • See: WWL AF, 1926, 1938.

Bauman, Edgar Harold; b. NYC, Jan 4 1899. Commercial banker, NYC; active synagog. • See: WWL AF, 1938.

Beck, Joseph Clar


Baumrind, Harold; b. NYC, Apr 13 1911. Ordained Yeshiva Coll. • Rabbi, cantor, businessman, NYC, Maspeh, NY; officer Zionist Org of Am. • See: WWIA, 1938.


Bayar, Herman G; b. *; d. June 4 1942. Rabbi, Fairfield, CT. • See: AJYB, 44:335.


Baylinson, Abraham S; b. Moscow, Jan 6 1882; d. NYC, May 6 1950. To US 1892. • Artist, NYC; faculty Art Students League; supervisor WPA; active Soc of Independent Artists. • See: UJE, AJYB, 24:117, 52,501; WWIA, 1938; NTimes, May 7 1950, 1065.


Beacher, Lawrence Lester; b. Czeme, Czechoslovakia, Aug 18 1905. To US 1921. • Dr of Optometry PA State Coll of Optometry. • Optometrist, NYC; faculty PA State Coll of Optometry; author in field. • See: WWIA, 1938.


Bean, Louis H; b. Russia, Mar 29 1896. To US 1906. • AB U Rochester, MBA Harvard. • Agricultural economist, Washington DC; with Dept of Agriculture, Agricultural Adjustment Adm; author in field. • See: WWIA, 1938; BEOA.

Bear, Alexander; b. Marion, VA, 1841; d. Richmond, 1924. MD U MD. • Physician, civic ldr, mayor, legislator, Norfolk, NE, then Richmond; regent U NE; Civil War service. • See: AJYB, 45:381; NTimes, Oct 2 1942, 25:1.

Bear, Benjamin; b. Hohebach, Württemburg, Nov 3 1853. To US 1867. • Retail clothing & furnishings business, Decorah, IA; pres Decorah Hospital; active Red Cross. • See: WWIA, 1928, 1938; BEOA.

Bear, Harry; b. 1870 1930. Tobacco Med Coll of VA; other professional orgs, B'nai B'rith; author in field. • See: UJE, WWIA, 1938; BEOA, WWIA, 3.

Bear, Joseph; b. Richmond, June 17 1889. MD Med Coll of VA. • Obstetrician, Richmond; faculty Med Coll of VA; author in field; WWI service. • See: WWIA, 1938.


Bearyn, Benjamin; b. Kletzk, Poland, Dec 20 1867. Communal ldr, Springfield, MA; pres Jewish Civic League; natl dir Heb Immigrant Aid Soc; active communal charities. • See: WWIA, 1928.

Bearman, Abraham Nathaniel; b. Taurogen, Lithuania, Dec 8 1873. U MN. • Communal worker, Minneapolis; pres Jewish Family Welfare Bd; officer Jewish Sheltering House, synagog. • See: WWIA, 1926.

Bearman, Leo Edward; b. St Louis, Nov 29 1902. LLB Vanderbilt. • Lawyer, communal worker, Memphis; officer B'nai B'rith; bd Old Folks Home; active Natl Fedn of Temple Brotherhoods. • See: WWIA, 1938.

Bearman, William W; b. Providence, Oct 12 1889. AB, LLB Boston U. • Lawyer, communal worker, Providence, NYC, Los Angeles; asst city atty, Los Angeles; bd Loyola; active Republican politics, synagog, Non-Sectarian Orphanage; author in field. • See: WWIA, 1928, 1938.


Beaumont, Louis Dudley (family name Schoenberg); b. Dayton, OH, Apr 26 1857; d. NYC, Oct 1 1942. Dept store merchant, philanthropist; co-fdr May Dept Stores; honorary pres Natl Jewish Hospital; benefactor Western Reserve; WWI Red Cross service. • See: AJYB, 45:381; NTimes, Oct 2 1942, 25:1.

Beber, Meyer; b. Minsk, Dec 27 1899. To US 1904. • BS, PhD, MD U NE. • Biochemist, physicist, Omaha; faculty U NE; author in field. • See: WWIA, 1928, 1938.


Beck, Joseph Clar; b. Prague, Sep 26 1870. To US 1884. • MD U IL. • Plastic surgeon, otolaryngologist, Chicago; faculty U IL; mem Peoples Church; WWI service. • See: WWIA, 1938.


Beck, Morris; b. Fürth, Jan 26 1864. Legislator, communal worker, Janestown, ND; WWI Jewish War Relief Campaign officer, Liberty Loan & Red Cross fundraiser. • See: WWL AJ, 1928.


Beckelman, Moses W; b. NYC, Aug 12 1906; d. NYC, Dec 10 1955. BS CCNY, post-grad Columbia, Grad School for Jewish Social Work, NY School of Social Work. • Social worker, NYC; with Joint Distribution Com; active UNRRA, refugee work; editor in field; WWII Joint Distribution Com & OSS service. • See: EJ; AJYB, 58:475; WWL AJ, 1938; NY Times, Dec 11 1955, 88:3.


Becker, Benjamin Vogel; b. Warsaw, IN, June 20 1871; d. Feb 5 1937. Lawyer, Chicago; orgr Bank Internal Settlement (Baden-Baden); WWI Red Cross service. • See: WWL AJ, 1938; WWL AJ, 3.


Becker, Julius; b. Gottesberg, Germany, ca 1882; d. NYC, Apr 30 1945. To US 1941. • Journalist, editor; fdr, honorary pres Foreign Press Asst; officer professional soc; League of Nations reporter. • See: AJYB, 47:518.


Bechardt, Moses; b. NYC, Feb 17 1876; d. Bronx, Apr 14 1940. BA CCNY, Columbia. • Rabbi, public school tehr, NYC, Bronx. • See: AJYB, 42:476; NY Times, Apr 15 1940, 17:4.


Beckman, Theodore N; b. Dzigovska, Russia, Sep 3 1895; d. Apr 20 1973. To Columbus, OH 1914. • BSc, AM, PhD OH State. • Economist, Columbus, OH; faculty OH State; with Dept of Commerce; active trade orgs, Hiller; author in field; WWII service. • See: WWL AJ, 1926, 1928, 1938; BEOAJ; WWL AJ, 5; NY Times, Apr 22 1973, 24:6.


Bedacht, Max; b. Munich, 1885; d. July 1972. To NYC 1908. • Communist Party ldr; general secy Internatl Workers Order; editor New Order; later poultry farmer. • See: EJ; NY Times, July 5 1977, 47:3.


Beer, Hofmann Richard; b. Vienna, July 11 1866; d. NYC, Sep 26 1945. To NYC 1919. • U Vienna. • Noted Austrian poet, playwright, art collector, Vienna. • See: UJE; EJ; AJYB, 48:484; NYTimes, Sep 27 1945, 21:3.


Beer, Max; b. Tarnobrzeg, Galicia, 1864; d. 1940. In NYC 1899-1901. • London School of Economics. • German socialist, journalist, NYC, England; staff HE; author in field; autobiography. • See: UJE; EJ, 2.


Beer, Morris Abely; b. NYC, July 17 1887; d. NYC, Feb 7 1936. BS CCNY, AM Columbia. • Poet, author, public school & CCNY tchr, NYC. • See: AJYB, 38:425; WWLAJ, 1926, 1928.

Beer, Sophia Walter (Mrs); b. ca 1845; d. NYC, Jan 16 1935. Communal ldr, philanthropist, NYC. • See: AJYB, 37:254.


Begun, William; b. Lahishan, Poland, Dec 22 1908. To US 1914. • BBA Northeastern. • Accountant, insurance broker, statistician, tchr, communal worker, Gardner, MA; officer fraternal orgs. • See: WWLAJ, 1938.

Behar, Nissim Abraham; b. Jerusalem, Jan/Feb 1848; d. NYC, Jan 1 1931. To US 1901. • Alliance Israélite Universelle. • Fdr modern Heb education, communal org; fdr Nat Liberal Immigration League; a fdr Fed of Jewish Orgs; ldr fight against immigration restriction. • See: JE; UJE; EJ; AJYB, 7(1905-1906):40, 24:118, 33:125; WWLAJ, 1926.


Behrend, Bernard Arthur; b. Villeneuve, Switzerland, May 9 1875; d. Mar 25 1932. To US 1898. • CE U Berlin. • Electrical engineer, engineering physicist, Brookline, MA; designed generators, Niagara Falls. • See: AJYB, 24:118; DAB, 1.

Behrend, Ernst Richard; b. Coeslin, Germany, Mar 29 1869; d. Erie, Sep 22 1940. To US 1896. • Honorary degree. • Paper mfr, yacht owner, inventor, Erie; a fdr Natl Industrial Conf Bd. • See: WWLAJ, 2; NYTimes, Sep 23 1940, 17:5.

Behrend, Jeanne (Mrs Alexander Kelberline); b. Philadelphia, 1911. Curtis. • Concert pianist, composer; faculty Curtis. • See: UJE.

Behrend, Moses; b. Philadelphia, June 6 1877. MD U PA. • Physician, Philadelphia; faculty Jefferson Med Coll; pres med soc; author in field. • See: WWLAJ, 1926, 1928, 1938; BEAOF.

Behrendt, Jacob; b. Canada, 1866; d. NYC, Sep 26 1945. Civic worker, sheriff, Detroit. • See: AJYB, 41:418.

Behrendt, Milton Aubrey; b. Ovid, MI, May 24 1908. LLB Detroit Coll of Law. • Lawyer, common pleas court judge, Detroit. • See: WWLAJ, 1938.

Behrendt, Walter Curt; b. Metz, Dec 16 1884; d. Norwich, VT, Apr 26 1945. To US 1914. • Dr Eng Technische Hochschule (Dresden). • Architect, regional planner, architectural historian, critic, Hannover; faculty Dartmouth; author in field; WWI German army service; Protestant. • See: WWLAJ, 2; DAB, 3; NYTimes, Apr 27 1945, 19:3.

Behrens, Herman Albert; b. Villeneuve, Switzerland, May 9 1875; d. Mar 25 1932. To US 1898. • CE U Berlin. • Electrical engineer, engineering physicist, Brookline, MA; designed generators, Niagara Falls. • See: AJYB, 24:118; DAB, 1.


Beierfeld, Isidore; b. Baltimore, Nov 6 1897. Baltimore City Coll, Johns Hopkins, LLB U MD. • Social worker, MD legislator, Yonkers; exec dir Jewish Community Center; officer Natl Assn of Jewish Center Execs, other professional orgs. • See: WWLAJ, 1938.

Beigel, Sydney Karl; b. Posen, Sep 25 1900. To US 1909. • AB, MD U MI, post-grad U Berlin. • Surgeon, Detroit; author in field; WWII service. • See: WWLAJ, 1938.

Bellis, (Menahem) Mendel; b. ca 1874; d. Saratoga Springs, NY, July 7 1934. To US 1920. • Defendant in Russian ritual murder trial, NYC. • See: UJE (sub Bellis Case); EJ; AJYB, 37:254.

Beimel, Jacob; b. ca 1880; d. NYC, Nov 17 1944. To US 1914. • Royal Academy of Arts (Berlin). • Cantor, NYC, Philadelphia; author on Jewish musical topics. • See: AJYB, 47:518; NYTimes, Nov 18 1944, 13:2.


Bein, Royal Hamilton; b. Chicago, Nov 3 1897. BS U PA. • Investment counsellor, businessman, Mansfield, OH. • See: WWLAJ, 1938.


Bekker, Paul; b. Berlin, 1882; d. NYC, Mar 1937. To US 1936. • Violinist, musicologist, impresario, critic, Berlin; with New Yorker
Belais, David

Belais, David; b. NYC, July 2 1862; d. NYC, June 5 1933.

CCNY. • Jeweler, inventor of white gold; a frd Humane Soc of NY, free clinic for animals; officer trade assn. • See: UJE; NYTimes, Mar 8 1937, 19:5.

Belais, David; b. NYC, July 2 1862; d. NYC, June 5 1933.

CCNY. • Jeweler, inventor of white gold; a frd Humane Soc of NY, free clinic for animals; officer trade assn. • See: UJE; AJYB, 35:122; WWLAJ, 1928; NYTimes, June 7 1933, 214.

Belais, Henry; b. ca 1859; d. June 1 1940.

Mt. Sephardic ldr, NYC. • See: AJYB, 42:476; NYTimes, June 3 1940, 15:4.

Belais, Solomon; b. ca 1827; d. NYC, May 21 1911.


Belarsky, Sidney; b. Russia, Feb 23 1900; d. Manhasset, June 7 1975.

To US 1930. • Opera singer, tchr; faculty JTS, U UT, Brigham Young. • See: AJYB, 77:592; NYTimes, June 8 1975, 55:3.

Belasco, David; b. San Francisco, July 25 1853/1858; d. May 14 1931.

Lincoln Coll. • Theatrical producer, playwright, NYC; pioneer in electric stage lighting; "The Girl of the Golden West." • See: JE; UJE; EJ; AJYB, 6(1904-1905):60, 24:118, 33:125; WWLAJ, 1926, 1928; WWWWIA, 1; DAB, 1; NYTimes, May 15 1931, 1:3.

Belber, Aaron Selig; b. Harlau, Rumania, Jan 27 1877; d. Feb 15 1936.

To US 1888. • Bag & trunk mfr, philanthropic worker, Philadelphia. • See: AJYB, 38:425; WWLAJ, 1928.

Belber, Henry A; b. ca 1876; d. Philadelphia, June 17 1934.

Mfr, communal worker, Philadelphia. • See: AJYB, 36:278.

Belber, Marcus Yoseph; b. Jassy, Sep 11 1871; d. Atlantic City, Jan 1 1939.

To Philadelphia 1883. • DDS U PA. • Dental surgeon, Philadelphia; pres Fedn of Rumanian Jews; officer Franklin Free Dispensary; active relief for Rumanian Jews. • See: AJYB, 41:418; WWWWIA, 1938; BEOAJ; NYTimes, Jan 5 1939, 23:5.


Belzer, Maurice; b. *; d. 1978.

Below, Samuel; b. Ekaterinoslav, 1884. Violinist, Rochester, NY; mem Philadelphia Symphony, Kilbourn Quartet; faculty Eastman School of Music; dir Hochstein Memorial Music School. • See: BEOAJ.


Bencowitz, Isaac; b. Unetcha, Russia, Feb 10 1896. To US 1913. • BS U Chicago, MA, PhD Columbia. • Chemist, Gulf, TX; asst Rockefeller Inst; author in field; WWI service. • See: WWLAJ, 1938.


Bendell, Herman; b. Albany, NY, 1843; d. Albany, NY, Nov 14 1932. MD Albany Med Coll, U Heidelberg. • Ophthalmologist, government & consular official, Supt of Indian Affairs (AZ territory); officer med corps; Civil War Union & natl guard service. • See: UJE; AJYB, 35:122.


Bendov, Raphael A; b. Triduba, Podolia, May 25 1893; d. Sep 1951. To NYC 1916. • Tchrs Coll (Jerusalem), Am Coll (Beiruz), MD Albany Med Coll, post-grad Johns Hopkins. • Physician, Zionist ldr, Denver, then NYC; faculty NY Post-Grad, LI Coll Hospital; pres CO Zionist Org; author in field & on Jewish topics. • See: WWLAJ, 1928, 1938; NTimes, Sep 22 1951, 17:5.


Benedict, Abraham; b. Lapeer, MI, ca 1868; d. NYC, Mar 4 1943. Lawyer, NYC; active bar assn, advocate admission of women to bar assn. • See: AJYB, 45:381; NYTimes, Mar 5 1943, 17:3.

Benedict, C, Harry; b. Pittsburgh, Sep 24 1876. BS Cornell; honorary degree. • Metallurgist, Lake Linden, MI; officer professional scd Bd MI Coll of Mines & Metal Engineers. • See: WWL, 1938; WWL, 5.


Benedix, Isaac; b. Holland; d. Savannah, May 31 1804. Merchant, postmaster, Savannah, Charleston, SC. • See: BDEAJ.

Benenson, Benjamin; b. Borisoff, Minsk, July 4 1840; d. Jan 26 1938. To NYC 1899. • Bldr, realtor, civic & communal worker, philanthropist, NYC; officer Bronx Hospital; active Fedn of Jewish Philanthropies. • See: AJYB, 40:381; WWL, 1926, 1938; NYTimes, Jan 27 1938, 21:5.


Benecit, I A; b. ca 1866; d. NYC, Apr 10 1934. Yiddish journalist, NYC. • See: AJYB, 36:278.


Benesch, Alfred Abraham; b. Cleveland, Mar 7 1879. AB, AM, LLB Harvard; honorary degrees. • Lawyer, civic ldr, communal worker, Cleveland, then Columbus, OH; mem City Council, Bd of Education, OH State Dir of Commerce. • See: UYE, EJ, WWL, 1926, 1928, 1938; BEAJ, WWLTV, 6.


Benfield, Bernard; b. NYC, 1861. Engineer, San Francisco. • See: AJYB, 24:118.


Bengis, Robert Oliver; b. New Haven, May 2 1890. PhD, PhD Yale. • Research chemist, Washington DC, New Haven; with Bureau of Chemistry, Yale; author in field. • See: WWL, 1938.

Ben-Horan (Ben Horin), Eliahu; b. Balta, Russia, July 5 1902; d. NYC, Sep 5 1966. To US 1940. • Journalist, Zionist ldr; with Reconstructionist, Israel Bonds Org; active World Zionist Org. • See: AJYB, 68:523; NYTimes, Sep 6 1966, 47:3.

Ben-Horin, Meir; b. Königberg, 1918. Communal educator, Boston, then Philadelphia; faculty Heb Tchrs Coll, Dropse; author in field. • See: EJ.

Benioff, Hugo; b. Los Angeles, Sep 14 1899; d. Mendocino, CA, Feb 29 1968. AB Pomona Coll, PhD Cal Tech. • Seismologist; faculty Cal Tech; advisor US military. • See: EJ; WWL, 5; NYTimes, Mar 2 1968, 29:3.

Benjamin, Adolph (pseudo-Ish Yemenu); b. Lithuania, 1848; d. NYC, Dec 3 1902. To NYC ca 1881. • Rabbi, author, NYC; fdr Jewish Free Sewing & Religious School; active crusader against missionaries & apostates. • See: UYE, AJYB, 5(1903-1904):215.


Benjamin, Alfred; b. Dobbs Ferry, NY, July 17 1895. AB Williams. • Investment banker, NYC; with Lazard Frères; WWI service. • See: WWL, 1938.


Benjamin, David; b. ca 1858; d. Kansas City, May 7 1933. Businessman, communal ldr, Kansas City. • See: AJYB, 35:122.

Benjamin, David Joel; b. Kansas City, Apr 13 1917; d. Mar 1 1967. BA Yale, Harvard. • Pulp & paper co exec, San Francisco; officer MI Zion Hospital; WWII service. • See: WWLTV, 4.


Benjamin, Edward Bernard; b. New Orleans, Nov 18 1897; d. Mar 16 1980. AB Harvard; honorary degree. • Capitalist, business exec, banker, civic, communal & cultural ldr, author, New Orleans; co-fldr, officer Childrens Hospital (Greensboro, NC); officer Jewish Charity & Educational Fds, Touro Infirmary; WWI service. • See: WWL, 1938; BEAJ, WWLTV, 7.

Benjamin, Erich; b. Berlin, Mar 23 1880; d. Baltimore, Apr 22 1943. To US ca 1937. • Psychiatrist, Munich, Baltimore; faculty U Munich, Johns Hopkins. • See: AJYB, 45:381.


Benjamin, Harriet; b. ca 1854; d. NYC, Dec 4 1933. Tchr, NYC. • See: AJYB, 36:278.


Benjamin, Henrietta Israel (Mrs); b. ca 1862; d. Boston, Nov 21 1931. Communal worker, Boston. • See: AJYB, 34:110.


Benjamin, Henry J; b. ca 1858; d. Aug 19 1898. Violinist, Cincinnati; with Cincinnati Symphony. • See: AJYB, 42:476.


Benjaminson (Benjaminsohn), Abraham; b. Russia, Dec 30 1884; d. NYC, May 15 1956. AB Brown, JD NYU, ordained JTS; active Jewish Center. See: AJYB, 35:122.


Bensadon, Joseph; b. NYC, 1819; d. New Orleans, 1871. MD U Charleston. Physician, New Orleans; encouraged Judah Touro to found infirmary; Mexican War & Civil War Confederate service. See: UJE.


Bensoni, Samuel; b. Jerusalem, Sep 12 1894. To US 1903, Palestine 1935. AB Brown, JD NYU, ordained JTS. Rabbi, Haifa, earlier Cleveland, Jacksonville, FL, NYC, Chicago; pres Am-Palest Bank (Tel Aviv); mem Municipal Council (Tel Aviv & Haifa). See: WWLÁJ, 1938; see entry for Benjamin, Samuel.


Benzion (Weinman), b. Ukraine, 1897. To US 1920. Painter, etcher; noted for unconventional handling of biblical themes; with WPA. See: EF.

Benzon, Benedict; b. Goromostapolye, Kiev, 1839; d. US, ca 1915. To US 1887. MD U Wurzburg. Christian missionary to Jews, physician, Heb author; Yiddish translator; convert from Judaism. See: UJE.


Berch, Rose Jean Chmelnitsky (Mrs Samuel H Berch); b. Winnipeg, May 1 1892. To US 1891 (?). communal worker, Los Angeles; officer Natl Council of Jewish Women; Heb Sheltering Home for Aged. See: WWLÁJ, 1938.


active Am Legion, communal affairs, bowling & golf orgs. • See: BEOAJ.


Berick, Morris; b. Pawtucket, Apr 19 1903. NYU, Boston U Law. • Lawyer, city coroner, Pawtucket. • See: WWA, 1938.

Berk, Fred (Fritz Berger); b. Vienna, Jan 25 1911; d. NYC, Feb 26 1980. To US 1941. • Dancer, tchr, folk dance consultant, NYC, Israel; author in field. • See: AJYB, 82:362-63.


Berke, Nathan Ramon; b. Detroit, July 23 1907. U MI, LLB Detroit Coll of Law. • Lawyer, communal ldr, Detroit; active Jewish Welfare Fedn, Jewish Community Center. • See: WWA, 1938; BEOAJ.

Berkelhammer, Irving; b. NYC, Aug 11 1904; d. Apr 1969. LLB NYU. • Lawyer, NYC; active Fedn of Jewish Philanthropies, United Jewish Appeal, Young Mens Bd of Trade, professional asns. • See: WWA, 1938; NYT, May 1 1969, 47:5.

Berkey, Benjamin; b. Podolsk, Jan 1 1911; d. Dec 16 1984. BBA CCN. • Photographic co exec; active City Coll Fund, Baruch Coll Fund. • See: WWA, 8.

Berkley, Maurice; b. ca 1864; d. Kansas City, May 13 1933. Businessman, philanthropist, Kansas City. • See: AJYB, 35:122.

Berkman, Aaron; b. Hartford, May 23 1900. Hartford Art School, Boston Museum of Fine Arts. • Painter, etcher, critic, NYC; faculty NY School of Fine & Industrial Art. • See: WWA, 1918.

Berkman, Alexander; b. Vilna, Nov 21 1870; d. Nice, June 28 1936. To US 1887/1888. • Revolutionary, anarchist, author, Russia, US; friend of Emma Goldman; attempted to assassinate Henry Clay Frick; deported to Russia (1919); autobiography. • See: UJE; EJ; WWA, 4; DAB, 2.

Berkman, Bertha Jerusalinsky (Mrs Henry Berkman); b. Suwalki, Aug 10 1885. To US 1888. • Communal ldr, Chicago; mgr Heb Inst; natl bd Hadassah; active Bd of Jewish Education, Jewish Charities, Natl Council of Jewish Women. • See: WWA, 1938.


Berkman, Theodore; b. Brooklyn, Jan 8 1907. LLB St Johns. • Lawyer, Jamaica, NY; active Am Jewish Cong, Allied Civic Assn. • See: WWA, 1938.

Berko, Geza; b. • Newspaper editor, NYC. • See: AJYB, 24:119.


Berkowitz, David Sandler; b. Pittsburgh, Aug 20 1913; d. May 7 1983. AB, AM, PhD Harvard. • Historian; faculty Brandeis; bd Wabash Family Services; active cultural orgs; author in field. • See: WWA, 8.

Berkowitz, Eugene Bertram; b. Kansas City, Apr 24 1889. Mfr, communal & philanthropic worker, Kansas City; pres Berkowitz Envelope Co. • See: WWA, 1938; BEOAJ.

Berkowitz, Henry; b. Pittsburgh, Mar 18 1857; d. Atlantic City, Feb 7 1924. Cornell, ordained, BHL Heb Union Coll, BL U Cincinnati; honorary degree. • Reform rabbi, author, Philadelphia; fdr Jewish Chautauqua; a fdr Fedn of Jewish Philanthropies; officer Central Conf of Am Rabbis. • See: JE; UJE; EJ; AJYB, 5(1903-1904):44-45, 24:119, 26:153, 448-58; PAJHS, 31:252-53; WWA, 1; DAB; NYT, Feb 8 1924, 195.


Berkowitz, Hyman Chonon (H Chonon); b. Slutzk, Jan 27 1895; d. Madison, WI, Jan 1945. To US 1907. • AB, AM, PhD Cornell. • Philologist, Madison, WI; specialty: Romance languages; faculty U WI; author in field; WWI service. • See: UJE; AJYB, 47:518; WWA, 1926, 1928, 1938; BEOAJ; NYT, Jan 19 1945, 19:5.

Berkowitz, Isaac Dob; see Berkowitz, Yitzhak Dov.


Berkowitz, Louis I; b. NYC, Feb 15 1921; d. Roslyn Hghts, NY, May 19 1980. Social worker, psychologist, consult, Cleveland, NYC; faculty CCNY; with East End Neighborhood Houses, Educational Alliance; officer professional orgs; author in field. • See: AJYB, 82:363.


Berkowitz, Wolf b.; d. reported Oct 22 1937.
Communal worker, Los Angeles. • See: *AJYB*, 40:382.


Berkson, Isaac Baer; b. NYC, Dec 23 1891; d. NYC, Mar 10 1975. BA CMNY, MA, PhD Columbia. • Communal educator, philosopher, NYC, Palestine; faculty Jewish Inst of Religion, CCNY; supervisor Bureau of Jewish Education; dir Central Jewish Inst. • See: *UJE*, *EJ*, *AJYB*, 77:592; *WWIAJ*, 1926, 1928, 1938, *BEOA*.

Berkson, Libbie Suchoff (Mrs Isaac B Berkson); b. Lubetz, Russia, June 12 1905; d. NYC, Dec 23 1982. • Lawyer, communal leader, Los Angeles. • See: *AJYB*, 70:519; *EJ*, *AJYB*, 23:131.

Berkowicz, Ben; d. NYC, Oct 18 1910. • Mfr, exec, aeronautical engineer; WWII service. • See: *AJYB*, 61(1904-1905):62,


Berkson, Isaac Baer; b. NYC, Dec 23 1891; d. NYC, Mar 10 1975. BA CMNY, MA, PhD Columbia. • Communal educator, philosopher, NYC, Palestine; faculty Jewish Inst of Religion, CCNY; supervisor Bureau of Jewish Education; dir Central Jewish Inst. • See: *UJE*, *EJ*, *AJYB*, 77:592; *WWIAJ*, 1926, 1928, 1938, *BEOA*.

Berkson, Libbie Suchoff (Mrs Isaac B Berkson); b. Lubetz, Russia, Nov 17 1891; d. NYC, Mar 10 1975. • Lawyer, communal leader, Los Angeles. • See: *AJYB*, 70:519; *EJ*, *AJYB*, 23:131.

Berkowicz, Ben; d. NYC, Oct 18 1910. • Mfr, exec, aeronautical engineer; WWII service. • See: *AJYB*, 61(1904-1905):62,
Berman, Benjamin Louis
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legislator, Cincinnati; active prison reform, prisoner labor, trade assns. • See: WWLAf, 1938; BEOAf; WWWAf, 4.

Berman, Benjamin Louis; b. Lewiston, ME, Nov 25 1892. LLB Boston U. • Lawyer, state atty, county probate judge, Lewiston, ME. • See: WWLAf, 1938.


Berman, David; b. Bialystok, Jan 1 1900; d. Bayonne, Aug 1959. To Bayonne 1906. • Cornell, LLB NYU. • Lawyer, county judge, Bayonne; mem Bd of Education; pres Zionist Org of Am, bar assn; active Heb Home for Orphans. • See: WWLAf, 1938; NYTmes, Aug 25 1959, 31:5.

Berman, David Victor; b. Lewiston, ME, Apr 26 1900. AB Bowdoin, LLB Harvard. • Lawyer, corporation counsel, Lewiston, ME; officer Zionist Org of Am. • See: WWLAf, 1938.


Berman, Ettta Massell (Mrs Jacob Berman); b. Lithuania, Jan 10 1884. To US 1887. • State Normal Coll (Athens, GA). • Tchr, Anniston, AL; pres Sisterhood. • See: WWLAf, 1938.


Berman, Guss; b. Baltimore, Dec 15 1898. VMI, U VA. • Merchant, Montgomery, AL. • See: WWLAf, 1928.


Berman, Harry Grosten; b. Philadelphia, June 1 1906. PA Academy of Fine Arts. • Artist, Philadelphia. • See: WWLAf, 1926, 1928.

Berman, Harry S; b. Baltimore, ca 1890; d. Detroit, Feb 16 1944. Physician; mem Hoover Commnn to Czechoslovakia; author in field; WWI service. • See: AYB, 46:334; NYTmes, Feb 18 1944, 17:5.


Berman, Hyman; b. Liverpool, Jan 8 1892; d. NYC, Jan 1971. To US 1906. • NYU. • Insurance broker, author, NYC; ldr Ethical Culture; WWI service. • See: WWLAf, 1938; BEOAf; NYTmes, Jan 10 1971, 80:6.


Berman, Jacob Kohn; b. Evansville, IN, Oct 24 1896. AB U IN, MD Jefferson Med Coll. • Surgeon, Indianapolis; faculty IN U. • See: WWLAf, 1938.

Berman, Jeremiah Joseph; b. NYC, Feb 21 1902; d. NYC, Jan 1955. BS CCNY, ordained JTS. • Rabbi, Rochester, NY, NY; officer Zionist Org of Am; active Mizrachi, NY Bd of Rabbin. • See: AYB, 57:605; WWLAf, 1938; NYTmes, Jan 6 1955, 27:3.

Berman, Joseph; b. Radimishel, Russia, Mar 26 1886. To US 1898. • Real estate & insurance broker, Wilmington, DE; officer Zionist Org of Am; dir Heb Free Loan Assn. • See: WWLAf, 1938.

Berman, Louis; b. NYC, Mar 15 1893; d. NYC, May 16 1946. CCNY, BS, MD Columbia, post-grad abroad. • Endocrinologist, author, NYC; specialty: gland functions; faculty Columbia; ldr professional soc. • See: UJE; AYB, 49:608; WWLAf, 1928, 1938; BEOAf; WWLA, 2; NYTmes, May 17 1946, 21:1.

Berman, Louis; b. London, Mar 21 1903. To US 1905. • AB, MA U MN, PhD U CA. • Astrophysicist, San Francisco; faculty Carleton Coll; author in field. • See: UJE; EJ; WWLAf, 1938.


Berman, Morris; b. Kuzmin, Russia, Feb 10 1875; d. Rochester, NY, May 28 1943. To US 1921. • Rabbi, Rochester, NY; earlier communal ldr in Poland. • See: AYB, 45:381; WWLAf, 1938.

Berman, Morton Mayer; b. Baltimore, Aug 23 1899. To Jerusalem 1957. • BA Yale, ordained, MHL Jewish Inst of Religion, post-grad abroad. • Reform rabbi, communal exe, NYC; Chicago; with Free Synagogue, Jewish Natl Fund, Zionist Org of Am, Am Jewish Cong; WWII chaplain. • See: EJ; WWLAf, 1928, 1938; BEOAf.

Berman, Moses; b. ca 1864; d. Los Angeles, Nov 2 1931. Rabbi, Los Angeles. • See: AYB, 34:110.


Berman, Oscar; b. Salant, Lithuania, Dec 23 1876; d. Cincinnati, Dec 1 1951. To US 1893. • Apparel & textile mfr; communal & Zionist ldr, Cincinnati natl officer trade assns; chr Natl Joint Com on Prison Labor; natl dir Heb Immigrant Aid Soc; bd Heb Union Coll. • See: AYB, 54:538; WWLAf, 1926, 1928, 1938; BEOAf; WWLA, 3; NYTmes, Dec 3 1951, 31:5.

Berman, Pandro S; b. Pittsburgh, Mar 28 1905. Movie producer, dir, with RKO, MGM. • See: UJE; WWLAf, 1938; BEOAf.

Berman, Philip Grossman; b. Lawrence, MA, Feb 17 1900; d. Sep 18 1968. MD Tufts. • Ophthalmologist, otorhinolaryngologist, Lowell, MA; military service. • See: WWLAf, 1938; WWLA, 5.

Berman, Robert; b. Quincy, MA, June 9 1887; d. Washington DC, 1938. BS, MA, PhD Columbia. • Labor economist, government consult, Washington DC; faculty UI; with WPA; author/editor in field; WWII service. • See: WWLAf, 1928, 1938; NYTmes, June 3 1938, 21:5.


Berman, Samuel; b. Pinsk, Jan 3 1892. To NYC 1907. • Insurance agent, businessman, NYC; officer Zionist Org of Am; active YM & YWHA. • See: WWLAf, 1938.

Berman, Samuel O; b. ca 1882; d. Oct 8 1938. Publisher, Pharos Tribune, Logansport, IN. • See: AYB, 41:419.

Berman, Saul; b. Grodno, Apr 30 1886. To Hartford 1888. • LLB Yale. • Lawyer, Hartford; mem Bd of Education; officer United Jewish Charities. • See: WWLAf, 1938; BEOAf.

Berman, William; b. Savannah, Oct 2 1893. AB, LLB Harvard. • Lawyer, Boston; natl officer Jewish War Veterans; active veterans assns; WWII service. • See: WWAJ, 1938.

Berman, William Barry; b. NYC, Oct 16 1924; d. 15:6. BS U MN. • Fur & wool dealer, Sacramento; officer B'nai B'rith; synagog; dir United Jewish Welfare Fund. • See: WWAJ, 1938.


Bermann, Richard Arnold (pseud=Arnold Hoelrlrege); b. Vienna, 1883; d. Saratoga Springs, NY, Sep 5 1939. To US 1938. • Austrian author, journalist; dir Am Guild for German Cultural Freedom (NYC); WWI war correspondent. • See: JY; EF; JYB, 42:476; NTTimes, Sep 6 1939, 23:1.


Bern, Paul; b. Wandsbeck, Germany, Dec 3 1889; d. 1932. To US 1930. • Am Academy of Dramatic Arts. • Motion picture writer, dir, Beverly Hills; with MGM. • See: WWAJ, 1.


Bernard, Harold Baruch; b. NYC, Oct 16 1893. ME Stevens Inst. • Engineer, oil co exec, Tulsa; author/inventor in field. • See: WWAJ, 1926, 1928.


Bernays, Augustus Charles; b. Highland, IL, Oct 13 1854; d. St Louis, May 22 1907. BA McKendree Coll (Lebanon, IL), MD U Heidelberg. • Surgeon, St Louis; pioneer in aspess; faculty St Louis Coll of Physicians & Surgeons, Marion Sims Coll; active horse racing; author in field. • See: WWAJA, 1; DAB; NTTimes, May 23 1907, 9:6.

Bernays, Edward L; b. Vienna, Nov 22 1891. To US 1892. • BS Cornell. • Public relations expert, NYC; WWII government service. • See: UE; EF (sub Bernays); WWAJ, 1928, 1938; BEOA.


Bernd, Julius D; b. 1830; d. Pittsburgh, Nov 30 1892. Merchant, philanthropist, Pittsburgh; benefactor Heb Union Coll; active Humane Soc, Gusky Orphanage. • See: JY.


Bernd-Cohen, Max; b. Macon, GA, May 7 1899. AB, LLB Columbia, abroad. • Painter, Westchester, PA, Montezuma, GA. • See: WWAJ, 1938.

Berner, Joseph M; b. Cleveland, June 5 1887. LLB Western Reserve. • Lawyer, communal worker, Cleveland; pres Jewish Welfare Fedn, active Chamber of Commerce. • See: WWAJ, 1938.

Bernice, Albert; b. Baltimore, ca 1878; d. Baltimore, Mar 20 1940. Business exec, Baltimore; active communal & civic affairs, Am Jewish Com; bd Sinai Hospital. • See: JYB, 42:476; BEOA.

Bernie, Louis; b. Baltimore, Dec 31 1875; d. Baltimore, Jan 1940. Merchant, Baltimore; officer Jewish Childrens Soc. • See: JYB, 42:476; WWAJA, 1938; BEOA.

Barnes, Seymour S; b. NYC, Mar 31 1909. Fordham, LLB Fordham. • Lawyer, NYC, with Dept of the Interior (Billings, MT). • See: BEOA.

Bernfeld, Siegfried; b. Lvov, 1892; d. 1953. To US ca 1916. • U Freiberg, U Vienna. • Psychoanlyst, educator, San Francisco; communal orgr Austria; pupil of Freud; active German & Austrian Zionist youth movements. • See: UE; EF.


Bernhard, Georg; b. Berlin, 1875; d. NYC, Feb 10 1944. To US 1941. • Editor, political economist, Reichstag mem; faculty Berlin Handelshochschule; deputy mem Jewish Agency; advisor German League for Human Rights. • See: JYB, 46:334-335; NTTimes, Feb 11 1944, 193.


Bernhard, Maurice; b. ca 1830; d. Chicago, June 13 1933. Civil War veteran, Chicago. • See: JYB, 35:122.


Bernheim, Abram C; b. NYC, Feb 1 1866; d. NYC, July 24 1895. Columbia, U Berlin. • Lawyer, broker, philanthropist, author, NYC; benefactor Columbia, University Settlement; active tenement improvement. • See: JY.

Bernheim, Bernard; b. ca 1850/1851; d. Atlantic City, July 31 1925. Civic & communal worker, distiller, Louisville. • See: JYB, 38:150; NTTimes, Aug 1 1925, 11:5.

Bernheim, Bertram Moses; b. Paducah, Feb 15 1880; d. Baltimore, Nov 28 1958. AB, MD Johns Hopkins, post-grad Europe. •
Bernstein, Alexander A; b. Zaruomin, Poland, Feb 22 1880; d. NYC, Feb 9 1971.
To NYC 1891. • Business exec, actor, songwriter, philanthropist; officer Heb Free Loan Soc; benefactor Haym Solomon Home; active United Jewish Appeal. • See: AJYB, 73:629; WWLAJ, 1938; NTTimes, Feb 11 1971, 48:1.

Bernstein, Aline (born Hazel Frankau) (Mrs Theodore Bernstein) b. NYC, Dec 22 1880; d. NYC, Sep 7 1955.
NY School of Applied Design. • Stage & costume designer, novelist, author, NYC; with Neighborhood Playhouse, Theatre Guild; pres Costume Inst of Metropolitan Museum of Art. • See: UJE; WWWA; 3; NAW; modern; DAB; 5; NTTimes, Sep 8 1955, 31:1.

Bernstein, Allen Milton b. NYC, Nov 23 1881; d. NYC, Jan 18 1951.

Bernstein, Arnold; b. ca 1874; d. Dec 21 1937.
Mayor, Monroe, LA. • See: AJYB, 40:382.

To NYC 1939. • German shipbuilder; est Palestine Shipping Co; WWII German service, decorated. • See: UJE; EJ; NTTimes, Mar 9 1971, 41:1.

Bernstein, Asher; b. Kapule, Russia, Mar 15 1885.
To US 1902. • MD NYU. • Physician, Middle Village, LI. • See: WWLAJ, 1938.

Bernstein, Benjamin Abram; b. Posvol, Lithuania, May 20 1881.
To US ca 1881. • Baltimore City Coll, AB Johns Hopkins, PhD U CA. • Mathematician, Berkeley; faculty U CA (Berkeley); author in field. • See: UJE; AJYB, 24:120; WWLAJ, 1926, 1928, 1938; BEOAJ.

Bernstein, Benjamin Maurice; b. Brooklyn, Apr 23 1893; d. Brooklyn, Jan 1964.
MD NYU. • Gastroenterologist, roentgenologist, Brooklyn; author/editor in field; WWII service, WWII US Public Health Service reserve. • See: WWLAJ, 1938; NTTimes, Jan 20 1964, 45:2.

Bernstein, Bernard; b. Russia, Sep 12 1836.
Rabbi, Chicago. • See: AJYB, 5(1901-1904):45.

Bernstein, Bernard; b. Warsaw, 1861; d. NYC, Aug 1922.
To US ca 1891. • Yiddish actor & noted comedian, Russia, Galicia, NYC. • See: AJYB, 60(1904-1905):62, 25:138; NTTimes, Aug 31 1922, 15:5.


Bernstein, Bernard; b. NYC, Dec 9 1893; d. NYC, Jan 1958.
AB Columbia. • Textile mfgr exec, NYC; a fdr Fedn of Jewish Philanthropists; officer Soc for the Advancement of Judaism; active industry arbitration. • See: WWLAJ, 1938; BEOAJ; NTTimes, Jan 23 1958, 21:5.

MD Albany Med Coll. • Neurologist, Rome, NY; specialty: progressive rehabilitation programs; sup State Custodial Asylum; author in field. • See: AJYB, 24:120; WWLAJ, 1926, 1928, 1938; WWWA, 2; NTTimes, June 14 1942, 46:3.

Bernstein, David; b. Utica, Apr 21 1882; d. NYC, Nov 10 1945.
Motion picture exec, a developer of sound pictures; with Loew's, MGM; active Fedn of Jewish Philanthropists, charities. • See: AJYB, 48:485; WWLAJ, 1938; WWLA, 2; NTTimes, Nov 11 1945, 42:3.

Bernstein, David Brandon; b. NYC, Mar 20 1897.
Cornell, LLB U Southern CA. • Lawyer, Los Angeles; officer B'nai B'rith; WWII service, decorated. • See: WWLAJ, 1938.

Bernstein, Doris Glixon (Mrs Gottfried D Bernstein) b. Peoria, Nov 21 1884.
Social & communal worker, Chicago; fdr, officer Blind Service Assn; active Natl Council of Jewish Women. • See: WWLAJ, 1938; BEOAJ.

Bernstein, Edna Levy (Mrs Milton Louis Bernstein) b. NYC, Jan 6 1884.

PhG MD Coll of Pharmacy, U MD, Johns Hopkins, MD U Vienna, post-grad Paris, London. • Surgeon, ophthalmologist, laryngologist, Detroit; earlier faculty U MD; WWII service. • See: AJYB, 41:419; WWLAJ, 1926, 1928, 1938.

Bernstein, Elias; b. NYC, Sep 3 1889; d. NYC, June 1950.
LLB, LLD NY Law. • Lawyer, Staten Island; mem School Bd; officer bar assn; active Democratic pols; Jewish Community Center, Boy Scouts. • See: WWLAJ, 1928; BEOAJ; NTTimes, June 10 1950, 17:2.

Bernstein, Emil; b. Winsen Luhe, Germany, Aug 24 1869.
To US 1885. • Clothing merchant, business exec, Jacksonville, FL; chm Bd of Health; WWII Jewish Welfare Bd service. • See: WWLAJ, 1928.

Thatcher Coll, Chicago Coll of Pharmacy. • Civil engineer, railroad exec, mayor, communal worker, Shreveport. • See: AJYB, 34:110; WWLAJ, 1926, 1928.

Bernstein, Fred; b. Chicago, Jan 18 1882.
U MI, LLB John Marshall Law. • Lawyer, Chicago; pres B'nai B'rith; active Am Jewish Cong, Hillel. • See: WWLAJ, 1938.

Bernstein, Gedalia; b. ca 1857; d. Chelsea, MA, Jan 6 1936.
Pioneer settler, communal worker, Chelsea, MA. • See: AJYB, 38:425.

Bernstein, Gerson; b. ca 1837; d. Chicago, Mar 9 1908.
Rabbi, Chicago. • See: AJYB, 10(1908-1909):129.

Bernstein, Gottfried D; b. Chicago, May 28 1878.
Broker, Chicago; officer district B'nai B'rith; active Blind Service Assn, communal affairs. • See: BEOAJ.


Bernstein, Herman; b. Neustadt-Schirwinds, Lithuania, Sep 21 1876; d. Sheffield, MA, Aug 1935.
To US 1893. • Journalist, editor, diplomat; fdr Der Tog; editor Am Heb; discoverer of Willy-Nicky correspondence; WWII investigator, war correspondent. • See: JE; UJE; EJ; AJYB, 6(1904-1905):62, 24:120, 38:425; WWLAJ, 1926, 1928; BEOAJ; WWWA, 1; DAB, 1; NTTimes, Sep 1 1935, 18:1.

Bernstein, Hillel; b. Russia, 1896; d. Apr 1977.
To US ca 1898. • Novelist, journalist, satirist, NYC; staff NY Evening Sun, Chicago Tribune; WWII service. • See: UJE; NTTimes, Apr 7 1977, 151.

To US 1870. • Yiddish & Heb editor, publisher, journalist, NYC; fdr The Post; patron Yiddish theatre. • See: JE; UJE; EJ; AJYB, 10(1908-1909):127; Eisenstadt, 20-22; NTTimes, Aug 2 1907, 7:6.

To US as infantic. • Motion picture exec, film pioneer, author, Universal City, CA; earlier supt Jewish Boys Inst (NYC); officer synagog. • See: WWLAJ, 1928; NTTimes, Oct 20 1944, 202.
Bernstein, J Sidney; b. Russia, ca 1874; d. NYC, Dec 9 1943.
To NYC 1900. • Lawyer, NY supreme court judge; bd Jewish Memorial Hospital. • See: AJYB, 46:635; NTimes, Dec 10 1943, 27:1.

Bernstein, Jack; b. Chicago, May 12 1901.
BS Armour Inst. • Civil engineer, designer, construction sup't, Chicago. • See: WWL AJ, 1926.

Bernstein, Jacob A; b. Poland, July 27 1885.
LLB NYU; • Municipal judge, Mt Vernon, NY. • See: WWL AJ, 1928.


Bernstein, James; b. Nesin, Russia, May 18 1875; d. Brooklyn, June 28 1959.
To US 1891. • Physician, social worker; European org, dir Heb Immigrant Aid Soc; active refugee resettlement. • See: AJYB, 61:415; NTimes, June 30 1959, 315.

Bernstein, June Ullman (Mrs Philip Bernstein); b. New Haven, June 9 1898.

Bernstein, Joel; b. Chicago, Jan 9 1921; d. Jan 1 1980.
BA, MA, PhD U Chicago. • Economist, government office; faculty DePaul, dir aid missions; WWII service. • See: WWL AJ, 7.

Bernstein, John L; b. Nezlin, Russia, March 5 1873; d. Danbury, CT, Aug 22 1952.

Bernstein, Joseph (Joe); b. NYC, Nov 1877.
Pugilist. • See: HE.

Bernstein, Joseph; b. ca 1865; d. Elberon, NJ, Oct 11 1934.

Bernstein, Judah Dov; b. Kovno, 1863.
To US 1893. • Hebraist, talmudist, mathematician, author; a fdr, head RIETS; active Union of Orthodox Rabbis. • See: Eisenstadt, 20; Gottlieb, 306.

Bernstein, Leo; b. Russia, July 12 1911; d. NYC, Apr 2 1973.
Zionist org exec w Israel Bond Org, Development Corp for Israel. • See: AJYB, 75:653; NTimes, Apr 3 1973, 46:5.

Bernstein, Leonard; b. Lawrence, MA, 1918.

Bernstein, Louis; b. NYC, Mar 13 1876; d. Feb 1962.


Bernstein, Ludwig Behr; b. Mitzau, Lithuania, May 4 1870/1875; d. Los Angeles, Dec 27 1944.

Bernstein, Maurice; b. NYC, Mar 17 1903.
AB Reed, MA Columbia, School of Jewish Social Work. • Social worker, communal & civic worker, NYC; w Heb Orphan Asylum; editor in field. • See: WWL AJ, 1938.

Bernstein, Michael; b. Russia, 1867.
Architect, NYC. • See: AJYB, 24:120.

Bernstein, Michael; b. 1915; d. NYC, Dec 29 1980.
Semiticist, rabbi, NYC, faculty RIETS, Yeshiva U. • See: AJYB, 82:363.

Bernstein, Michel; b. ca 1858; d. Shreveport, Aug 1923.
Civic worker, Shreveport. • See: AJYB, 26:153.

Bernstein, Mordecai; b. 1898; d. NYC, Apr 21 1966.
To US 1948. • Secy-general Yiddish Socialist Farband, author, NYC; editor Der Weeker. • See: AJYB, 68:523; NTimes, Apr 22 1966, 41:1.

Bernstein, Morris; b. Usda, Russia, 1883; d. NYC, Oct 14 1971.

Bernstein, Moses Lev; b. Minsk, 1869.
Rabbi, talmudist, Hebraist, author, Elizabeth. • See: Eisenstadt, 20; Gottlieb, 311.

Bernstein, Mrs Isaac; b. Israel; d. Sep 27 1936.

Bernstein, Mrs Solomon; b. ca 1848; d. NYC, Dec 10 1933.
Communal worker, NYC. • See: AJYB, 36:278.

Bernstein, Nathan; b. Louisville, July 1 1871; d. before 1938.

Bernstein, Pearl (Mrs Louis W Mack); b. NYC, Sep 2 1904.
AB Barnard. • Civic worker, public official, NYC; w League of Women Voters, Bd of Higher Education; nad officer Jr Hadassah; officer Bd of Estimate & Appointment. • See: UJE; WWL AJ, 1938.

Bernstein, Philip; b. ca 1827; d. Winfield, LA, July 7 1911.
Civil War Confederate veteran, Winfield, LA. • See: AJYB, 14(1912-1913):123.

AB Syracuse U, ordained, MHL Jewish Inst of Religion, Heb U, Cambridge U. • Rabbi, Rochester, NY; pres Central Conf of Am Rabbis; WWII w Jewish Welfare Bd. • See: UJE; EF; AJYB, 87:436; WWL AJ, 1938; BOAOAJ.

MD U PA, MD Hahnemann Med Coll. • Dermatologist, Philadelphia; faculty Hahnemann Med Coll; author in field; WWII draft bc med examiner. • See: WWL AJ, 1926, 1928, 1318; NTimes, Nov 20 1948, 13:5.

Bernstein, Rebecca Thurman (Mrs Israel Bernstein); b. Boston, Apr 14 1896.

Bernstein, Samuel; b. Philadelphia, June 29 1934.
Merchant, communal worker, Philadelphia. • See: AJYB, 36:278.

Bernstein, Samuel; b. Russia, July 25 1861.
Rabbi, Ansonia, CT; earlier Potsville, CT. • See: AJYB, 5(1903-1904):45.

Bernstein, Samuel; b. ca 1863; d. NYC, July 24 1933.
Real estate dealer, communal worker, NYC. • See: AJYB, 36:278.

Bernstein, Samuel; b. ca 1871; d. Oct 5 1938.
Court interpreter, justice of the peace, Passaic. • See: AJYB, 41:419.

Bernstein, Samuel Sr; b. *; d. Kingston, NY, July 26 1935.

Bernstein, Samuel E; b. Kovno, Mar 19 1869; d. Miami, Mar 17 1951.
To US ca 1882. • Silver exec, philanthropist, Brooklyn, NYC; fdr synagogue, family charitable trust. • See: AJYB, 53:523; NTimes, Mar 18 1951, 89:1.
Bettelheim, Felix Albert

BS Columbia, LLB, LLM, AB, AM George Washington, Command & General Staff School. • Military org exec; with Military Order of World Wars; WWI & WWII service; Episcopalian. • See: WWWIA, 3.

Bettelheim, Felix Albert; b. Galgoc, Hungary, Sep 2 1861; d. Baltimore, Apr 4 1900.

To US 1867. • BA U CA, MD San Francisco Med Coll. • Physician; fdr, dir hospital in Cincinnati; author in field. • See: JE, UJE, EJ (sub Bettelheim, Albert Siegfried).

Bettelheim, Samuel; b. Pressburg, Hungary, Jan 19 1873; d. Budapest, 1942.

To US 1923. • Pioneer Zionist & Mizrachi ldr, journalist, prolific author; NYC; fdr; pres Fedn of Hungarian Jews of Am. • See: JE; WWWIA, 1926, 1928.

Bettman, Adalbert G; b. Eugene, OR, Mar 25 1883.

MD OR Med School. • Physician, plastic surgeon, Portland, OR; active med socs; author in field. • See: WWWIA, 1928, 1938; BEOAJ.

Bettman, Alfred; b. Cincinnati, Aug 26 1873; d. Altoona, PA, Jan 21 1945.

AB, AM, LLB Harward, post-grad U Berlin. • Lawyer, public official, city planner, Cincinnati; mem City Planning Commn, Regional Planning Commn; advisor Nat Municipal League; consult TVA. • See: UJE; AJYB, 7(1905-1906):43, 24:120, 47:519; WWWIA, 1926, 1928; BEOAJ; WWWIA, 2; DAB, 3; NTTimes, Jan 23 1945, 19:2.


AB, AM, LLB Harward. • State supreme court justice, state atty general, lawyer, vice-mayor, Cincinnati; dean YMCA Law School; active local/natl Am Legion, Republican politics; WWI service. • See: UJE; AJYB, 24:120, 45:381; WWWIA, 1928, 1938; BEOAJ; WWWIA, 2; NTTimes, July 18 1942, 13:1.

Bettman (Bettmann), Henry Wald; b. Cincinnati, Jan 14 1866; d. Cincinnati, Dec 6 1935.

BA U Cincinnati, MD OH Med Coll, post-grad abroad. • Physician, internist, Cincinnati; a fdr University School; faculty U Cincinnati; pres med soc; author in field. • See: UJE; AJYB, 6(1904-1905):63, 38:425; WWWIA, 1926, 1928; BEOAJ.

Bettman, Irving; b. Cincinnati, Dec 4 1878.

Clothing merchant, communal & civic ldr, St Louis; officer Jewish Hospital, Bd of Childrens Guardian, Chamber of Commerce, Fed of Jewish Charities. • See: WWWIA, 1926, 1918.

Bettman, Jefferson; b. Cincinnati, 1858; d. Rome, Italy, ca 1915.

MD OH Med Coll, post-grad abroad. • Physician, otolaryngologist, Chicago, NYC; author in field. • See: UJE.

Bettman, Meta Pollak (Mrs Irving Bettman); b. Cincinnati, Apr 19 1880; d. St Louis, Aug 18 1955.

Civic & communal worker, St Louis; fdr, officer Nat Council of Jewish Women; officer League of Women Voters; dir MO Assn for Criminal Justice. • See: AJYB, 58:475; WWWIA, 1926, 1938; BEOAJ; NTTimes, Aug 20 1935, 17:4.

Bettman, Ralph Roerene; b. Chicago, Mar 13 1889.

AB Williams Coll, MD Johns Hopkins, post-grad abroad. • Surgeon, Chicago; faculty Rush Med Coll; WWI service. • See: WWWIA, 1938.

Bettman, Abraham; b. Wellhausen, Germany, Jan 26 1860; d. Cincinnati, Jan 14 1901.

To US 1848. • MD U Munich. • Noted obstetrician, Cincinnati. • See: UJE, PAJHS, 23:185-116.

Bettman (Bettmann), Bernhard; b. Weidnitz, Bavaria, Aug 2 1834; d. Cincinnati, June 18 1915.

To Cincinnati 1850. • Public official, civic & communal ldr, Collector of Internal Revenue; poet, Cincinnati; a fdr Heb Union Coll; pres United Jewish Charities; exec bd Union of Am Heb Congregations; active Republican politics. • See: UJE; AJYB, 6(1904-1905):62-63, 18(1916-1917):106; WWWIA, 1.

Betz, Isidor; b. Riga, Sep 24 1884; d. before 1938.

MD LI Coll Hospital, post-grad U Vienna. • Physician, Brooklyn. • See: WWWIA, 1928.

Beutler, Seymour, b. 1896; d. NYC, Oct 13 1912.

Detective, NYC; with Pinkertons; fdr detective agency. • See: AJYB, 15(1913-1914):269; NTTimes, Oct 14 1912, 15:5.

Bey, Murat; b. ca 1884; d. Beacon, NY, July 8 1936.

Secretary to Sultan of Turkey, NYC. • See: AJYB, 39:589.

Bial, Rudolf; b. Habelschwerdt, Silesia, Aug 26 1834; d. NYC, Nov 13 1881.

Violinist, conductor, composer, concert agent, NYC. • See: JE.

Bialik, Manoah L; b. Poland, Apr 20 1902; d. Brooklyn, Oct 5 1962.

To US 1928. • Heb educator, textbook author; dean Flatbush Yeshiva; active Religious Zionists of Am. • See: AJYB, 65:431; NTTimes, Oct 7 1962, 82:5.

Bialostotsky, Benjamin J; b. Pupenmai, Lithuania, June 15 1892/1893; d. NYC, Sep 22 1962.


U PA, MA YALE. • Screen & playwright, dir; with Theatre Guild; one of the blacklisted "Hollywood 10"; Salt of the Earth. • See: WWWIA, 5; NTTimes, July 1 1971, 504.

Biberman, Jacob M; b. Russia, 1884.

To US 1891. • Clothing co exec, Philadelphia; with L'Aiglon Apparel. • See: WWWIA, 7.

Bick, Edgar Milton; b. NYC, Apr 3 1902.

AB, AM, MD Columbia. • Orthopedic surgeon, NYC; author in field. • See: WWWIA, 1938; BEOAJ.

Bick, Isaac; b. ca 1868; d. Providence, Dec 6 1932. • Rabbi, Providence. • See: AJYB, 35:122.


Bick, School; b. Moviav, Russia, Mar 1 1885. • To US 1897. • Rabbi, Heb author, Russia, NYC, Brooklyn. • See: WWWIA, 1938.

Bickel, Alexander Mordecai; b. Bucharest, Dec 17 1924; d. Nov 7 1974. • To US ca 1938. • BS CCNY, LLB Harward; honorary degree. • Constitutional law authority; consult, New Haven; faculty Yale; author in field; WWII service. • See: JE; WWWIA, 6; NTTimes, Nov 8 1974, 42:1.

Bickel, Shlomo; b. Uscienczko, Galicia, June 8 1896; d. NYC, Sep 3 1969.

To US 1939. • LLD State U Czernowitz. • Yiddish essayist, Labor Zionist, literary critic, author; with Der Tag, Yiddish Inst; WWII Austrian service. • See: JE; AJYB, 71:602; WWWIA, 5; NTTimes, Sep 4 1969, 47:2.

Bickerman (Bickermann), Elias Joseph; b. Kishinev, July 1 1897; d. Tel Aviv, Aug 31 1981. • AB, PhD U Petrograd, PhD U Berlin, diplome Paris. • Historian, expert on Hellenistic period, Maccabees; faculty New School, U of Judaism (Los Angeles), U CO, JTS; author in field. • See: UJE; EJ; JE; 1973-1982; JE; 1981-1985; AJYB, 83:352; WWWIA, 8.

Biderman, Issac (Itche) W; b. Grabowicz, Poland, 1892.

To US :1912. • Yiddish writer, bookseller, housepainter, Cincinnati, NYC. • See: UJE.

Biderman, Israel Mordecai; b. Wlodawek, Poland, Nov 28 1911; d. NYC, Apr 19 1973. • To US :1949. • Educator, Heb & Yiddish author; active Jewish Natl Fund, Natl Council on Heb Education, Labor Zionist movement,
Bilder, Nathaniel


Biederman, Solomon J; b. Warsaw, July 4 1896. • BS NYU, ordained 1925; • Rabbi, Syracuse, Brooklyn; active nat'l United Synagogue of America. • See: AJYB, 6(1904-1905):65, 24:121; WJWA, 1; NYT, Dec 18 1905.


Bienstock, Abraham Lawrence; b. NYC, Dec 30 1904; d. Nov 14 1969. • CCNY, LLB NYU. • Lawyer, NYC; bd University Settlement Soc; active cultural orgs. • See: WJWA, 8.


Bienstock, Samuel; b. Russia, ca 1873; d. Sunnyside, Queens, Oct 27 1937. • To US ca 1893. • Druggist, Hartford; mem School Bd; officer trade assn. • See: AJYB, 40:382; NYT, Oct 29 1937, 213.

Bierhoff, Frederic; b. NYC, Mar 6 1868; d. Blue Hill, ME, July 31 1937. • CCNY, MD Columbia, post-grad U Berlin. • Urologist, surgeon, NYC; author in field; WII & natl guard service. • See: AJYB, 40:382; WJWA, 1926, 1928, 1938.

Bierman, Charles R; b. Chutesh, Bessarabia, Feb 1 1879/Feb 15 1880. • To US 1906. • Real estate & clothing businessman, candy mfr, Zionist worker, Chicago; officer Jewish Natl Fund. • See: WJWA, 1938; BEOAJ.

Bierman, Samuel D; b. Radamyczla, Austria, Apr 24 1896. • To US 1900. • BS CCNY, JD, JSD NYU, post-grad Columbia. • Lawyer, NYC. • See: WJWA, 1938.

Bierman, William; b. NYC, Dec 10 1893. • AB, MD Columbia. • Physician, NYC; specialty: physical therapy; author in field. • See: WJWA, 1918.

Biju, Abraham; b. ca 1873; d. May 1 1922. • Comcast merchant, communal worker, NYC; officer trade assns. • See: AJYB, 24:100; NYT, May 2 1922, 196.

Biju, Nathan; b. NYC, June 1 1862; d. NYC, July 8 1930. • PhB, LLB, PhD Columbia. • Lawyer, state supreme court judge, communal ldr, NYC; specialty: corporate law, Jewish immigration; mem State Prison Commn; a fdr Am Jewish Com, Natl Conf of Jewish Charities; pres NY Conf of Charities; active Republican politics. • See: AJYB, 6(1904-1905):65, 24:121; 32:133; WJWA, 1926, 1928; WJWA, 1; NYT, July 9 1930, 23:4.

Bikerman, Jacob Joseph; b. Odessa, 1898. • To US 1915. • U St Petersburg. • Physical chemist, laboratory dir; with MIT; author in field. • See: EJ.

Bilzer, Glicka; b. Gechline, Poland, Jan 23 1884; d. NYC, Apr 4 1964. • To US 1921. • Yiddish actress, lecturer; a fdr Hadassah; active Mizarchi, Am Jewish Cong. • See: AJYB, 66:572.

Bilder, Nathaniel; b. NYC, May 1 1881. • Kent Coll of Law, LLB Lake Forest U. • Lawyer, Newark; active YM-YWHA.
communal philanthropy; WWII fundraiser. • See: WWLAJ, 1926, 1938; BEOAJ.

Bilder, Zerlina Hirsh (Mrs Nathaniel Bilder); b. Chicago, Nov 18 1888; d. Jan 1952. PhD U Chicago. • Peace activist, East Orange, NJ; active communal philanthropies; WWII ambulance driver. • See: BEOAJ; NTimes, Jan 21 1952, 15:1.


Bildersee, Barnett; b. NYC, Apr 6 1911; d. Sep 2 1984. B Litt Columbia. • Newspaperman, public relations exec; editor PM, NY Star, AP; head Bildessee Public Relations; WWII government service. • See: WWWA, 8.


Billikopf, Jacob; b. Vilna, June 1 1883; d. Philadelphia, Dec 31 1950. To US late 1890s. • Richmond Coll, PhD U Chicago, NY School of Philanthropy; honorary degree. • Innovative social worker & fundraiser, welfare ldr; with communal & unemployment agencies (Cincinnati, Milwaukee, Kansas City, Philadelphia, NYC); pres Natl Conf of Jewish Social Service; contributor Natl Survey; active labor relations, refugee aid. • See: UJE; AJYB, 7(1905-1906):44, 24:121, 53:523; WWLAJ, 1926, 1928, 1938; BEOAJ; WWWA, 3; DAB, 4; NTimes, Jan 1 1951, 17:3.


Bimberg, Bernard K; b.; d. NYC, June 28 1934. Theatre bldr, operator, NYC. • See: AJYB, 36:278.


Bimko, Fishel (Fischel); b. Kielce, Poland, Jan 15 1890; d. Apr 1965. To NYC 1921. • Yiddish playwright, novelist, short story author, NYC. • See: UJE; AJYB, 1928; NTimes, Apr 10 1963, 30:1.


Binder, Ella (Mrs); b.; d. reported July 15 1938. Communal worker, Roxbury, MA. • See: AJYB, 41:419.


Binder, Jacob; b. Kreslavka, Russia, Dec 18 1886. To Boston 1906. • Artist, portraitist, Boston. • See: WWLAJ, 1926, 1928, 1938.

Binder, Robert Deber; b. Baltimore, Jan 7 1884. LLB U VA. • Lawyer, communal & civic worker, Newport News, VA; officer Heb Burial Soc, B'Nai Abraham, active Am Jewish Com; WWII service. • See: WWLAJ, 1938.


Bing, Alexander Max; b. NYC, June 22 1878. AB CCNY, MA, LLB Columbia. • Realtor, lawyer, author, NYC; promoter of low cost housing; WWII government service. • See: UJE; WWLAJ, 1938.

Bing, Benjamin; b. Urbana, IL, Aug 27 1867. BS, MS U IL. • Chemist, Urbana, IL. • See: WWLAJ, 1938.


Bing, Louis S Jr; b. Cleveland, Mar 17 1899. AB Harvard. • Business exec, communal ldr, Cleveland; pres Jewish Welfare Fedn; active business orgs. • See: WWLAJ, 1938; BEOAJ.

Bing, Siegfried; b. Bavaria, Feb 23 1885. To US 1903. • Merchant, Lexington, KY; active Bd of Commerce. • See: WWLAJ, 1938.


Bionin, (Dr) Samuel Augustus; b.; d. Jan 1914. To US 1878. • Johns Hopkins, Columbia, abroad. • Philologist, linguist, Egyptologist, NYC; interested in mental languages. • See: Eisenstadt, 20-21; NTimes, Jan 10 1914, 9:6.

Binkowitz, Barnett; b. NYC, Nov 14 1899. CCNY, BS Columbia, MD LI Coll Hospital. • Cardiologist, Brooklyn; author/lecturer in field. • See: WWLAJ, 1928, 1938.

Bin-Nun, Dov; b. Kibbutz, Russia, Jan 7 1910; d. Apr 27 1968. To US 1929. • AB Chapman Coll, MA NYU, PhD U Southern CA. • Heb language & literature specialist, Los Angeles; faculty U Judaism, Heb Union Coll-Jewish Inst of Religion; officer professional socs; WWII service. • See: WWLAJ, 5.

Binsky, Aaron Isidor; b. Russia, Mar 10 1883. To NYC 1885. • Merchant tailor, insurance agent, bookkeeper, NYC; officer trade assn. • See: WWLAJ, 1938.

Binstock, Louis; b.; d. Feb 22 1974. BA, LLB U TN, ordained Heb Union Coll. • Rabbi, author, Baltimore, New Orleans, Chicago; earlier lawyer; active civil liberties. • See: WWLAJ, 1938; CCARPB.

Binswanger, Augustus; b. ca 1844; d. Chicago, Mar 13 1934. Lawyer, Chicago; specialty: commercial & corporate law. • See: AJYB, 36:278.


Binswanger, Isidore; b. Wallerstein, Bavaria, 1820; d. Richmond, 1890. To US 1841. • Businessman, communal ldr, Richmond, earlier Philadelphia; officer Heb Education Soc; bd Maimomides Coll; active Jewish immigrant aid. • See: UJE; AJYB.

Binswanger, Milton S; b. Richmond, Dec 25 1878. Business exec, Memphis; active civic & communal causes. • See: WWLAJ, 1928, 1938; BEOAJ.


Birenbaum, Abe; b.; d. NYC, Jan 11 1976.
Mfr, civic & communal ldr; mem Bd of Education; officer synagog; bd JTS; active United Synagogue of Am. • See: AYJB, 78:539; NYTimes, Jan 12 1976, 30:4.


Birnbaum, Amalie (Mrs Arthur Radwaner); b. Ostrode, East Prussia, Aug 24 1885. To Chicago 1912. • Violinist, Chicago; with Womens Symphony, Chicago Philharmonic; faculty Chicago Musical Coll School of Music, Black School Music. • See: WWILAJ, 1938.


Birnbaum, Philip; b. Kielce, Poland, 1904. To US 1923. • Author, translator, Heb tchr, prayer book annotator. • See: EJ.


Blachschleger, Eugene; b. Cincinnati, July 6 1867; d. Cleveland, Nov 9 1935. To Chicago 1912. • Violinist, Chicago; with Toronto Symphony. • See: WWILAJ, 1938; BEOAJ; WWWILAJ, 5; NYTimes, July 16 1942.

Blakey, Eileen; b. Blackpool, England, Jan 14 1902; d. Pinchurst, NC, Sep 18 1979. To US as child. • Educator, social worker, communal ldr; staff Federal Emergency Relief, FL State Welfare Dept, UNRRA; dean U CA Grad School of Social Welfare; a fdr several schools of social work; author in field. • See: AYJB, 81:364.

Black, Max; b. Russia, Mar 14 1886. Business exec, Bethlehem, PA; officer B’nai B’rith; dir Community Chest, Chamber of Commerce, Boy Scouts. • See: BEOAJ.

Black, Morris; b. Russia, Mar 14 1886. • Business exec, Detroit; mem US Natl Com on Human Rights Year; active bar assns. • See: WWWILAJ, 1938; BEOAJ.

Black, Morris Alfred; b. Toledo, May 31 1888. BA Harvard. • Clothing mfr, Cleveland; officer business orgs; active civic affairs. • See: WWWILAJ, 1938.

Black, Louis; b. ca 1844; d. Cleveland, Jan 12 1919. Civil War veteran, communal worker, philanthropist, Cleveland. • See: AYJB, 21:204.

Blais, Boris; b. Russia, July 24 1890. Kiev Imperial Academy of Fine Arts, Imperial Academy of Fine Arts (Leningrad), Beaux Arts (Paris); honorary degree. • Sculptor, Philadelphia; ldr, dean Temple U School of Fine Arts. • See: AYJB, 24:121; WWWILAJ, 8.

Blaine, Arthur M; b. Taurogen, Lithuania, June 18 1901; d. NYC, June 1966.
Blank, Alexander Peter

To US 1906. • CCNY, JTS, LLB NYU. • Lawyer, special ass’t state atty general; with NY Public Housing Adm; a fdr Young Israel; pres Jewish Civic League; active Democratic politics. • See: WW1AJ, 1938; NYT Times, June 29 1966, 47:2.


Blank, Samuel Leib (Loeb); b. Dunayevitz, Ukraine, 1892/1893; d. 1962. To US 1922. • Heb novelist, short story writer, Philadelphia. • See: UJE; EJ.

Blank, Sheldon Haas; b. Mt Carmel, IL, 1896. Ordained Heb Union Coll, AB AMU Cincinnati, PhD U Jena. • Rabbi, biblical scholar, Cincinnati; faculty Heb Union Coll; author in field. • See: UJE; EJ.

Blankfort, Michael; b. NYC, 1907; d. Los Angeles, July 13 1982. Screenwriter, novelist, author, philanthropist, Los Angeles; bd professional orgs; WWII service. • See: AJYB, 84:330.

Blankstein, Louis; b. Lodz, Nov 25 1883.

To US 1901. • Realtor, communal worker, NYC, Brooklyn; bd Jewish Center. • See: WW1AJ, 1926, 1938.


Blatman, Saul; b. NYC, Dec 6 1918. BA Brown, MD Duke. • Medical educator, pediatrician, faculty NYU, Mt Sinai, Dartmouth; WWII service. • See: WW1AJ, 8.


Blateis, Simon Risfeld; b. Teichen, Austria, Mar 27 1876; d. Miami Beach, June 11 1968. To US 1882. • Columbia, MD Bellevue. • Physician, pathologist, Brooklyn; faculty LJ Coll Hospital; officer med socs. • See: WW1AJ, 1926, 1928, 1938; BEOAJ; WW2LA, 5; NYT Times, June 13 1966, 47:3.

Blau, Bruno; b. West Prussia, 1881; d. Germany, 1954. To US after WWII. • German lawyer, sociologist; editor, dir history & historical demographics of Jews; author in field. • See: EJ.


To US 1905. • AB U Cincinnati, ordained Heb Union Coll. • Rabbi, essayist, NYC, London; faculty Jewish Inst of Religion. • See: UJE; AJYB, 24:121.

Blau, Joseph Leon; b. 1909. Columbia. • Educator, historian of ideas, NYC; faculty Columbia; officer Conf of Jewish Social Studies; author in field. • See: EJ.

Blau, Julius; b. Rabbi, Charleston, SC. • See: AJYB, 7 (1905-1906):119.


Blauner, Julius; b. ca 1874; d. NYC, Sep 24 1933. Merchant, communal worker, NYC. • See: AJYB, 36:278.


Blauster, Louis; b. Russia, Jan 20 1869; d. Atlantic City, July 27 1937. To US 1888. • Oil co exec, philanthropist, Baltimore; innovator, developer high-test gasoline. • See: UJE; EJ (sub Blauster); AJYB, 40:382; WW1AJ, 1938; WW2LA, 1; NYT Times, July 28 1937, 19:1.
Blaustein, Miriam U (Mrs David Blaustein); b. Norfolk, June 16 1883. Volunteer social worker, Zionist ldr, author, Norfolk; nat exec bd Hadassah; active Red Cross. • See: AJYB, 1926.

Bleich, Anna B; b. • d. Chevy Chase, MD, June 28 1976. Communal social worker, Washington DC; exec officer Jewish Social Service Agency; active Brandeis, Hillcrest Children's Center. • See: AJYB, 78:539.

Bleich, Nathan; b. Riga, Feb 15 1883; d. Jan 1952. CCNY, JTS, Columbia, MA, PhD NYU. • Rabbi, author, Houston; officer TX Zionist Assn; WWII Jewish Welfare Bd service. • See: AJYB, 24:121; WWL, 1926; NTimes, Jan 10 1952, 29:2.


Bleibtreu, Jacob; b. Frankfurt, Sep 30 1886; d. Dec 1976. To US 1909. • Rabbi, Johannesburg, South Africa; talmudic scholar; author, lit. • See: AJYB, 24:100; NTimes, Apr 26 1922, 19:5.

Blindman, Frank Samuel; b. Podolia, Nov 18 1889. To Minneapolis 1912. • Merchant, Minneapolis; active Talmud Torah, synagog. • See: AJYB, 1938.


Blitzer, Moses D; b. NYC, 1890?; d. NYC, May 15 1967. To NYC 1899. • Rabbi, communal & Zionist exec, NYC; exec United Jewish Appeal. • See: AJYB, 1938; BEOAJ; WWL, 7; NTimes, Dec 6 1976, 36:4.

Blitzer, Henry (Harry Green); b. NYC, Apr 1 1892. CCNY, NYU. • State & screen actor, mgr, Los Angeles. • See: BEOAJ.

Blitzer, Moses D; b. NYC, 1890?; d. NYC, May 15 1967. To NYC 1899. • Rabbi, communal & Zionist exec, NYC; exec United Jewish Appeal. • See: AJYB, 1938; BEOAJ; WWL, 7; NTimes, Dec 6 1976, 36:4.


Blok, Abraham Philip; b. Polangen, Kurland, Apr 23 1908. To US 1924. • Ordned Yeshiva Coll/RIETS, BA, JD NYU. • Lawyer, NYC; active Boy Scouts; author/lecturer on Jewish topics & in field. • See: WWL, 1938; BEOAJ.


Blok, Adolph; b. NYC, Aug 30 1873; d. NYC, Sep 1948. CCNY, PhD St Francis Xavier, LLB Columbia. • Lawyer, realtor, NYC; interested in tenement legislation. • See: WWL, 1938; NTimes, Sep 8 1948, 29:5.


Blox, Bertram; b. NYC. Playwright, Washington DC. • See: AJYB, 24:121.

Blox, Blanche (Mrs Alexander Bloch); b. NYC, Dec 20 1890. Academy of the Visitation (Mobile), Columbia, abroad. • Pianist, conductor, librettist, teacher, Hillsdale, NY; active Democrat politics; author in field. • See: WWL, 1938.


Blox, Chayim; b. Nagy-Bosko, Hungary, 1881. To US 1939. • Author, used Eastern European Jewish life & legends; later anti-Semite; WWII Austrian army service. • See: UJE.


US Naval Academy, Ogden Coll (KY). • Admiral, Judge Advocate General, US Navy; Spanish-American War, Boxer Rebellion, WWI service, retired during WWII. • See: UJE; EJ; DAB, 8; NYTimes, Oct 7 1967, 29:1.

Bloch, Clement; b. Szaky, Russia, Nov 17 1865.
To US 1890. • MD U Königsberg. • Physician, NYC; w/ Bd of Health. • See: AJYB, 6(1904-1905):65.

Bloch, Edward; b. 1816; d. 1881.
Printer, publisher, Albany, NY, Cincinnati; publisher Am Israelit. • See: EJ (sub Bloch).

Bloch, Edward; b. ca 1829; d. Cincinnati, Mar 22 1906.
Publisher, Cincinnati. • See: AJYB, 8(1906-1907):225.

Bloch, Elijah Meir; b. Telsiai, Russia, 1894; d. Cleveland, Jan 22 1955.
To US 1941. • Talmudic & rabbinics scholar, Russia, Cleveland; faculty Rabbinical Coll of Telshe, later Cleveland; active Agudath Israel of Am, World Agudath Israel; author in field. • See: EJ, AJYB, 57:605; NYTimes, Jan 24 1955, 23:5.

To US 1916, 1938. • Honorary degree. • Noted composer, San Francisco, Agate Beach, OR; dir Cleveland Inst of Music; dir San Francisco Conservatory; lecturer on metaphysics U Geneva. • See: UJE; EJ; AJYB, 24:121, 62:449; WWIAJ, 1926, 1928, 1938; BEOAf; WWILIA, 3; DAB, 6; NYTimes, July 16 1959, 27:1.

Bloch, Ernst; b. Ludwigshafen, Germany, 1885; d. 1977.

PhD U Leipzig. • Atomic physicist, Nobel laureate, Palo Alto, Zurich; faculty Stanford; author in field. • See: EJ; EJ:1983-1985; WWIAJ, 1938; BEOAf; WWILIA, 8.

Bloch, Gotthelf; b. ca 1838; d. Toledo, Sep 18 1909.

NYU Law. • Lawyer, Union City, NJ; active Jewish War Veterans, Jewish Community Center, Republican politics. • See: BEOAf.

LLB Columbia. • Lawyer, Scarsdale, NYC; mem State Real Estate Bd; officer real estate assns; active Community Church (White Plains), Democratic politics. • See: WWIAJ, 1938; NYTimes, July 27 1970, 27:5.

Bloch, Herbert; b. Berlin, 1911.
To US ca 1939. • Classical scholar; faculty Harvard; officer professional soc; author/editor in field. • See: EJ:1973-1982.

Bloch, Herman W; b. Buffalo, Feb 22 1874; d. NYC, June 9 1970.
Business exec, communal welfare ldr; chr European Childrens Aid; trustee Fedn of Jewish Philanthropies; dir Natl Refugee Service; active Jewish Childrens Clearing Bureau; author on child care. • See: AJYB, 72:539; NYTimes, June 10 1970, 47:3.


Bloch, Jesse A; b. *; d. Jan 17 1951.
Took mfr, Wheeling, W VA; with Mail Pouch. • See: WWIA, 3.

Bloch, Joseph; b. Wachenheim, Germany, July 10 1826; d. Mobile, July 12 1903.
To US ca 1848. • Musician, violinist, guitarist, music publisher, music store owner, Mobile; faculty Spring Hill Coll; orgn board, chorus. • See: AJHQ, 53:70-75.

To Cleveland 1861. • LLB IA State. • Lawyer, legislator, court of record judge, Cleveland. • See: WWIAJ, 1938; NYTimes, Aug 16 1946, 21:5.

Bloch, Joshua; b. Dorbain, Lithuania, Dec 9/10 1890; d. Queens, Sep 26 1957.
To US 1907. • Heb Union Coll, JTS, Dropsie, U Cincinnati, Columbia, Union Theological Seminary, MA, PhD NYU. • Reform rabbi, librarian, bibliographer; faculty NYU; head NY Public Library Jewish Division & helped it develop a major Jewish collection. • See: UJE; EJ; EJ:1942-1946; WWIAJ, 1926, 1928, 1938; BEOAf; PATHS, 47:216-22; NYTimes, Sep 27 1957, 19:5.

To US 1893. • PA Museum & School of Industrial Art, PA Academy of Fine Arts. • Artist, Philadelphia; faculty PA Academy of Fine Arts; WWI service. • See: WWIAJ, 4; NYTimes, Aug 24 1966, 51:4.

Bloch, Konrad; b. 1912.
To US 1936. • Technichal High School (Munich), PhD Columbia. • Biochemist, Nobel laureate; specialty: cholesterol; faculty Columbia, U Chicago, Harvard; consult US Public Health Service; author/editor in field. • See: EJ.

Bloch, Leon; b. Neustadt, Poland, Mar 20 1879.
To US 1883. • AB U Chicago, MD Rush. • Physician, gastroenterologist, Chicago; faculty U Chicago. • See: WWIAJ, 1928, 1938.

Merchant, communal worker, Philadelphia; pres Orphans Guardians; officer Fedn of Jewish Charities. • See: WWIAJ, 1926, 1938.

U CA (Berkeley). • Corp exec, San Francisco; w/ Crown Zellerbach; dir Mt Zion Hospital; active Chamber of Commerce. • See: WWIAJ, 1938; BEOAf; WWILIA, 3; NYTimes, June 13 1951, 29:4.

Bloch, Maurice; b. NYC, Apr 26 1891; d. NYC, Dec 5 1929.
CCNY. • Lawyer, legislator, NYC; minority ldr NY Assembly; active Democratic Party politics. • See: UJE; AJYB, 32:153; WWIAJ, 1926, 1928; NYTimes, Dec 6 1929, 27:1.

Bloch, Max; b. Vilna, June 2 1886; d. Smithtown, LI, Dec 1952.
To US 1904. • BSc, CE Cooper Union, Brooklyn Polytech, CCNY. • Civil engineer, Brooklyn, NYC; w/ Bd of Water Supply. • See: WWIAJ, 1928, 1938; NYTimes, Dec 30 1952, 19:5.

Bloch, Max; b. ca 1890; d. Dusseldorf, Aug 19 1930.
Tenor, NYC; w/ Metropolitan Opera. • See: AJYB, 33:125.

Bloch, Monroe Percy; b. NYC, June 2 1894; d. May 1970.
AB Yale, LLB Harvard. • Lawyer, NYC; bd Hamilton-Madison House; WWII service. • See: WWIAJ, 5; NYTimes, May 2 1970, 33:5.

Bloch, Morris; see Bloch, Maurice.

Bloch, Paul; b. Newspaper publisher, NYC. • See: AJYB, 24:121.

Bloch, Philip; b. ca 1859; d. NYC, Oct 24 1914.

To US 1923, to Munich. • Physician, Chicago, NYC; faculty U IL, U Chicago, Columbia; author in field, WWII German army service. • See: WWIAJ, 1938; WWILIA, 6; NYTimes, Apr 26 1975, 30:6.

Bloch, Samuel; b. ca 1876; d. Youngstown, July 18 1932.
Rabbi, Youngstown. • See: AJYB, 35:122.

Bloch, Samuel S; b. ca 1850; d. Oct 2 1937.
Mfr, tobacco firm head, civic worker, Wheeling, W VA. • See: AJYB, 40:382; NYTimes, Oct 3 1937, II 8:3.

Bloch, Solomon Daniel; b. Camden, AL, 1855; d. Mobile, Mar 17 1924.
Publisher, legislator, mayor, county commr,
Block, Paul


Block, Abram L; b. ca 1865; d. June 21 1937.

Block, Adolph; b. NYC, Jan 29 1906; d. NYC, Aug 20 1978.

Block, Alexander; b. Kovno, Apr 30 1866.

Block, Anita Cahn (Mrs S John Block); b. NYC, 1882; d. Dec 13 1967.

Block, Arthur Joseph; b. Buffalo, Jan 28 1885.

Block, Benjamin; b. ca 1845; d. Philadelphia, June 26 1922.

Block, David Julian; b. ca 1875; d. Winnetka, Apr 8 1939.

Block, Emanuel J; b. Cincinnati, May 22 1880; d. Mar 1939.
Steel mfr, Chicago. *See: WWLAJ, 1938; NTYTimes, Mar 6 1939, 15:5.

Block, Eugene Benjamin; b. Oakland, CA, June 12 1890.

Block, Frank Benton; b. Philadelphia, June 20 1890.
MD U PA. *Surgeon, gynecologist, Philadelphia; author in field; WWI service. *See: WWLAJ, 1926, 1938.

Block, Gordon A; b. Philadelphia, Apr 21 1885.


Block, Henry David; b. NYC, Feb 22 1920; d. Oct 6 1978.

Block, Herbert Lawrence (Herblock); b. Chicago, 1909.
Newspaper political & editorial cartoonist, Pulitzer prize winner, Chicago, Washington DC; with Washington Post. *See: EJ.

Block, Herman Bernhardt; b. Crawfordsville, IN, Aug 4 1904; d. Oct 26 1980.
U WI. *Exec, Fairfield, CT; WWII service. *See: WWLAJ, 7.

Block, Herman W; b. Buffalo, Feb 22 1872/1874; d. NYC, June 9 1970.

Block, Isaac; b. ca 1840; d. Chicago, July 10 1912.

Merchant, Macon, GA, NYC. *See: BEOAJ.

Block, Isidore Aaron; b. ca 1853; d. Philadelphia, Oct 31 1923.


Block, Joseph; b. ca 1831; d. Chicago, Dec 6 1914.

Block, Joseph L; b. Chicago, Oct 6 1902.

Block, Leon; b. Cincinnati, July 18 1859.

Block, Leon; b. Waco, Mar 21 1892.
MD U CO. *Ophthalmologist, otorhinolaryngologist, Denver; WWI service.

Block, Louis; b. ca 1870; d. Davenport, June 3 1935.

Block, Louis James; b. Bohemia, Sep 10 1851; d. Dec 8 1927.
AB, AM, PhD Washington U (St Louis). *Tchr of philosophy, educator, poet, Chicago; author in field. *See: AJYB, 24:122; WWLAJ, 1926; WWLAJ, 7.

Block, Marvin Avram; b. Buffalo, Jan 11 1903.

Block, Max E; b. Aug 5 1872.
Insurance agent, Greensboro, NC. *See: WWLAJ, 1938.

Block, Max Harry; b. Seattle, Aug 15 1901; d. Seattle, June 5 1959.

Block, Melvin A; b. NYC, May 28 1908; d. Mar 11 1963.
BS U PA. *Pharmaceutical exec, Jersey City, NYC; chr Joint Defense Appeal; natl council Anti-Defamation League; WWII service. *See: WWLAJ, 4; NTYTimes, Mar 12 1963, 7:5.


Orphans court judge, Baltimore; supervisor Harbor Bd; active synagog; Civil War service. *See: UJE, AJYB, 31:92.

Block, Nathan F; b. ca 1844; d. Louisville, Jan 1 1917.

Block, Paul; b. ElDira, NY, Nov 2 1877; d. NYC, June 22 1941.
Cornell; honorary degrees. *Newspaper chain publisher, advertising exec, philanthropist,
Underwear mfr, Chicago. • See: *WWLA*, 1938.


Bloom, Sol; b. Pekin, IL, Mar 9 1870; d. Bethesda, Mar 7 1949. Honorary degree. • Congressman, politician, NYC; delegate UN charter writing, UNRRA; businessman, real estate operator, showman; translator, NYC, Denver; translated Bible, Hebrew, Into English. • See: *WWIA*, 1926, 1928, 1938; *WWIA*, 8.


Bloomfield, Samuel Joseph; b. NYC, June 17 1863/1873; d. NYC, May 10 1968. BS Columbia. • Dept store exec, NYC; active Fedn of Jewish Philanthropies, Am Jewish Com, Montefiore Hospital, Metropolitan Museum of Art. • See: *UJE* (sub Bloomfield); *AJYB*, 24:122, 70:519; *WWLA*, 1926, 1928, 1938; *WWWA*, 1; *DAB*, *NYTimes*, June 14 1928, 27:5.


Bluestein, David M; b. NYC, Sep 30 1898; d. Bronxville, Mar 5 1969. Lawyer, NYC; active United Jewish Appeal,
Bluestein, Herman

Jewish Center, Yeshiva U. • See: AJYB, 71:602; NYT, Mar 6 1969, 43-1.

Physician, Chicago; faculty Chicago Med School; author in field; WWII service. • See: WWIA, 6.

Bluestein, Saul; b. ca 1886; d. May 2 1939.
Merchant, civic & communal worker, Memphis. • See: AJYB, 41:419.

Bluestone, Ephraim Michael; b. NYC, Dec 26 1891; d. NYC, July 1 1979.
BS, MD Columbia. • Physician, hospital admr, consult, communal ldr, NYC; a fdr School of Administrative Med (Columbia); dir Montefiore Hospital; faculty NYU; examiner Municipal Civil Service of NY; officer professional orgs; author/editor in field; WWI service. • See: AJYB, 41:364-65; WWIA, 1938; BEOAJ; NYT, July 3 1973, IV 13:2.

To US 1879/1880. • MD NYU. • Physician, Zionist ldr, Hebraist, NYC; fdr United Zionists; orgr Machzike Talmud Torah; officer Fedn of Am Zionists, Mizrachi, Sons of Zion; editor, publisher Shmalmitz. • See: UJE; AJYB, 37:254-255; WWIA, 1926, 1928; PAJHS, 35:53-64.

Bluestone, Myron Jacques; b. NYC, Jan 25 1904.
Public relations counsel, NYC; with Manischewitz, then motion picture & stage cos. • See: WWIA, 1938; BEOAJ.

Blueth, Solomon; b. Brooklyn, Feb 9 1894.
BA CCNY, MA Columbia, post-grad Columbia, NYU, Western Reserve. • Editor, communal & synagogue exec, social worker, author, NYC; editor Jewish Social Service Quarterly; active professional orgs; WWI service. • See: WWIA, 1928, 1938; BEOAJ.

Blum, A; b. *
Rabbi, Brooklyn. • See: AJYB, 7 (1905-1906):120.

Blum, Abraham; b. Guttenheim, Alsace, 1843; d. NYC, Aug 1921.
To US 1868. • Rabbi, police chaplain, Dayton, OH, Galveston, Augusta, Los Angeles, NYC; supt Lebanon Hospital; fdr Reform synagogue in Bronx. • See: AJYB, 24:101; PAJHS, 29:155-56; NYT, Aug 7 1921, 22:5.

Blum, Abram; b. ca 1848; d. Oct 26 1937.
Mayor, communal worker, Nutley, NJ, Franco-Polish War French service. • See: AJYB, 40:382.

Blum, Albert; b. NYC, 1870; d. May 1 1940.
Sorbonne. • Dye industry developer, exec, industrialist, NYC; fdr General Assn of Alsatians-Lorrainers of Am; officer trade assn; bd French Hospital; benefactor French universities; active promoter French-US relations. • See: UJE; AJYB, 42:477; NYT, May 3 1940, 21:4.

Blum, Albert Herbert; b. Baltimore, June 25 1900.
Baltimore City Coll, BA Johns Hopkins, LLB U MD. • Asst state atty, domestic relations judge, Baltimore; active lacrosse, handball. • See: WWIA, 1938; BEOAJ.

Blum, Alexander Aladar; b. Budapest (Cincinnati), Feb 7 1889.
To US 1900. • Cincinnati Art Academy, Natl Academy of Design. • Etcher, painter, Rye, NY, NYC. • See: UJE; AJYB, 24:122; WWIA, 1928, 1938; WWIA, 8.

Blum, Berta (Mrs); b. ca 1861; d. Brooklyn, Nov 23 1934.
Communal worker, Brooklyn. • See: AJYB, 37:254.

Blum, Edward Charles; b. NYC, Feb 24 1863; d. Brooklyn, Nov 20 1946.
Dept store exec, civic & cultural ldr; communal worker, NYC; pres Municipal Art Commn; mem NY Probation Commn. • See: UJE; AJYB, 49:608; WWIA, 1926, 1928, 1938; BEOAJ; WWIA, 2; NYT, Nov 22 1946, 23:1.

Blum, Edward Isaac; b. Paris, Sep 24 1876; d. NYC, Mar 26 1944.

Blum, Elias; b. Eisdorf, Hungary, Feb 22 1881.
To US 1891. • New England Conservatory, Grand Ducal School of Music (Weimar). • Tenor soloist, organist, Grinnell IA; faculty Grinnell Coll; officer professional soc. • See: WWIA, 1938; WWIA, 6.

Blum, Elizee (pseud=B AlkvitlAlquit); b. Chelm, Poland, Dec 19 1895/1896; d. 1963.
To NYC 1914. • Yiddish poet, short story writer, factory worker, NYC; mem In Zikh group; contributor Jewish Morning Journal. • See: UJE, 1938.

Blum, Gustav; b. NYC, Oct 21 1887; d. July 1963.

Blum, Harry; b. *; d. Oct 3 1971.
Distillery exec, Chicago. • See: WWIA, 5.

Blum, Harry H; b. NYC, ca 1878; d. Dec 6 1966.
Retail clothier, watch collector, Chicago; benefactor Art Inst, Michael Reese Hospital. • See: WWIA, 4; NYT, Dec 8 1966, 47:1.

Blum, Helen Abrahams (Mrs Alexander A Blum); b. Philadelphia, Aug 17 1886.

Blum, Henry Nathan; b. Baton Rouge, Dec 22 1876.
BA LSU, MD Tulane, post-grad abroad. • Ophthalmologist, New Orleans; faculty Tulane. • See: WWIA, 1928, 1938.

Blum, Henry S; b. Hungary, Jan 17/19 1884.
LLB De Paul. • Lawyer, Chicago; specialty: credit law; author in field. • See: WWIA, 1926, 1928, 1938.

Blum, Jacques Loeb; b. Ogontz, PA, May 18 1895; d. 1947.
Dept store exec, Pittsburgh; dir Jewish Family Welfare. • See: WWIA, 1938; NYT, May 3 1947, 17:5.

ME Stevens Inst. • Consult mechanical engineer, NYC; specialty: combustion & power. • See: WWIA, 1928, 1938; NYT, July 26 1961, 31:3.

Blum, Leon; b. Alsace, 1837; d. Galveston, 1906.
To US ca 1854. • Merchant, wholesale cotton importer, dry goods exporter, philanthropist, Galveston; chrm Bd of Public Works. • See: UJE.

Blum, Max L; b. Darmstadt, Germany, June 22 1865.
To Pittsburgh 1886. • Dept store exec, Pittsburgh; active communal philanthropies. • See: WWIA, 1938.

Blum, Mrs Gabrielle; b. ca 1870; d. Philadelphia, July 25 1933.
Communal worker, Philadelphia. • See: AJYB, 36:278.

Blum, Richard Julius; b. Pittsburgh, Feb 7 1901.
U PA. • Dept store exec, communal & civic worker, Pittsburgh; with Gimbels. • See: WWIA, 1938; BEOAJ.

Merchant, NYC; active Fedn of Jewish Philanthropies. • See: WWIA, 1938; NYT, May 21 1950, 10:45.

AB, PhD U CA (Berkeley). • Asia expert, diplomat, San Francisco; pres Asia Found; admr, Marshall Plan (France); mem US natl commn UNESCO; WWII government service. • See: AJYB, 67:532; WWIA, 4; NYT, July 10 1965, 253.

Blum, Robert Frederick(k); b. Cincinnati, July 9 1857; d. NYC, June 1903.
McMicken Art School, Academy of Fine Arts (Philadelphia). • Artist, illustrator, decorator, muralist, NYC. • See: UJE; WWIA, 1; NYT, June 9 1903, 9:6.
Blumberg, Arnold R; b. Utica, June 10 1896.

LLB Syracuse U. • Lawyer, childrens court judge, Little Falls, NY; mem Bd of Education; active Boy Scouts; WWI service. • See: WWLAJ, 1938.

Blumberg, Baruch Samuel; b. NYC, 1925. Union Coll, MD Columbia, PhD Oxford U. • Physician, Nobel laureate; developed test for hepatitis virus in blood; with Inst for Cancer Research; faculty U PA; author/editor in field. • See: EJ; 1973-1982.

Blumberg, Benjamin; b. Terre Haute, Apr 22 1889. AB DePauw, JD U Chicago. • Lawyer, businessman, author, Terre Haute. • See: WWLAJ, 1926.

Blumberg, George; b. Brooklyn, Apr 29 1903; d. NYC, Jan 1960. NYU. • Insurance broker, business exec, oil firm owner, legislator, Brooklyn; officer Jewish Chronic Disease Hospital; active Republican politics. • See: WWLAJ, 1938; NYTimes, Jan 19 1960, 35:1.

Blumberg, Harry; b. NYC, 1902; d. Ann Arbor, Apr 28 1983. Tchr of medieval philosophy, Heh; faculty Hunter, Tel Aviv U; author/editor in field. • See: AJYB, 85:413.

Blumberg, Harry S; b. Chicago, Apr 28 1897. Crane. • Metallurgist, Jersey City; WWI naval inspector. • See: WWLAJ, 1938.


Blumberg, Henry; b. Zhagory, Russia, May 13 1886. To US 1891. • AB, AM Columbia, PhD U Gottingen, abroad. • Mathematician, Columbia, OH; faculty U NE, U IL, OH State; author in field. • See: AJYB, 24:123; WWLAJ, 1926, 1928, 1938; BEOAJ; WWLAJ, 7.

Blumberg, Henry; b. Waukegan, IL, Aug 24 1902. BS, LLB Harvard. • Lawyer, Chicago; officer Young Men's Jewish Council for Boys Clubs; active Democratic politics. • See: WWLAJ, 1938.


Blumberg, Hyman; b. Legum, Lithuania, Nov 25 1885; d. NYC, Oct 17 1968. To US 1890. • Labor ldr; officer Amalgamated Clothing Workers, Am Labor Party; advisor internat delegaion, US Army; active NRA. • See: AJYB, 70:519; Fink, 28; WWLAJ, 5.

Blumberg, Jacob; b. NYC, Dec 31 1893. MD Albany Med Coll. • Neurologist, Elizabeth; with State Dept of Labor; WWI service. • See: WWLAJ, 1938.

Blumberg, Jacob; b. ca 1886; d. July 3 1939. Violist, Kansas City; with Kansas City Philharmonic. • See: AJYB, 42:477.

Blumberg, Leo; b. Wilmington, DE, July 22 1894. BS, BS, ME, EE U DE, Purdue, PhD candidate Temple U. • Mechanical engineer, Wilmington, DE; faculty U DE, WWI service. • See: WWLAJ, 1928, 1938; BEOAJ.

Blumberg, Lester; b. ca 1876; d. Brooklyn, Mar 15 1919. Spanish-American War veteran, Brooklyn. • See: AJYB, 21:204.


Blumberg, Max; b. Kovno, Apr 15 1887. To US 1901. • Business exec, communal worker, philanthropist, Brooklyn; pres Pride of Judah Orphan Home; officer Beth Moses Hospital. • See: WWLAJ, 1928, 1938.


Blumberg, Nathan; b. NYC, June 6 1883; d. NYC, July 1966. AB CCNY, LLB Columbia. • Lawyer, NYC; counsel employers assns; active JTS, synagog. • See: WWLAJ, 1938; BEOAJ; NYTimes, July 15 1966, 31:1.

Blumberg, William L; b. NYC, 1876; d. Cedarhurst, LI, Mar 1938. Hardware merchant, public official, mayor, Cedarhurst, LI; active charities, religious orgs, civic improvement. • See: UJE; AJYB, 40:382; NYTimes, Mar 9 1938, 23:4.


Blume, Peter; b. Snargon, Russia, Oct 27 1906. To NYC 1911. • Educational Alliance, Beaux Arts, Art Students League. • Artist, painter, muralist, Gaylordville, CT; with Federal Art Project. • See: EJ; WWLAJ, 1938; BEOAJ.

Blumenberg, Leopold; b. Brandenburg, Sep 28 1827; d. Baltimore, Aug 12 1876. To US 1854. • Businessman, Baltimore; orgr MD Volunteer Regiment; pres Natl Schuetzen-Verein of Am; active synagog; Prussian military service, Civil War Union service. • See: EJ; UJE; EJ.


Blumenthal, Mark; b. Altenstadt on Mer, Germany, 1926; d. Oranienburg, Germany, 1928. Physician, NYC; known for work with deaf; a fdr YMHA; officer med socs, Sabbath Observance Soc; Civil War service. • See: JE; UJE; AJYB, 6(1904-1905):67-68; NYTimes, Jan 12 1921, 15:5.

Blumenthal, Maurice B; b. NYC, 1870; d. Mar 16 1915. Physician, NYC; known for work with deaf; a fdr YMHA; officer med socs, Sabbath Observance Soc; Civil War service. • See: JE; UJE; AJYB, 14(1912-1913):127; AJYB, 18(1916-1917):106.

Blumenthal, Reuben Richard; b. Philadelphia, Nov 5 1904. BS, MS, PhD U PA. • Research physiologist, chemist, New Brunswick; author in field. • See: WWL, 1938; BEOA.

Blumenthal, Sidney; b. NYC, June 17 1863; d. Jan 5 1948. Exec, NYC; honorary dir Educational Alliance. • See: WWL, 2; NYTimes, Jan 6 1948, 24:2.


Blumenthal, Walter Hart; b. Clinton, IA, Feb 9 1883. BSE U PA; BPh U Halle. • Author, editor, rare book dealer, poet, NYC; assoc editor Am Heb; literary editor UJE. • See: UJE; AJYB, 24:123; WWL, 1926, 1928, 1938; BEOA.


Blumenthal, William Raphael; b. Cleveland, July 29 1890. BS OH U, MA Harvard. • Social service exec, Detroit; natl exec dir Natl Home for Jewish Children; regional dir United Palestine Appeal. • See: AJYB, 1928, 1938; BEOA.

Blumgart, Herman Ludwig; b. Newark, July 19 1895; d. Mar 21 1977. SB, MD Harvard; honorary degree. • Physician, Cambridge, MA; faculty Harvard; officer med soc; editor in field; WWII service. • See: WWL, 1938; WWL, 7; NYTimes, Mar 22 1977, 40:3.


Blumenthal, Philip Lee; b. Owensboro, KY, June 9 1889. BS U KY, MA, PhD Yale, post-grd U Berlin. • Chemist, Lexington, KY, Buffalo; author in field; WWII service. • See: AJYB, 24:123; WWL, 1926, 1928, 1938.


Boas, Belle; b. Providence, Jan 2 1884; d. NYC, Dec 1953. MA Columbia Tchrs Coll. • Professor of fine arts, NYC; faculty Columbia Tchrs Coll. • See: WWL, 1938; NYTimes, Dec 25 1953, 21:4.

Boas, Emil Leopold; b. Goerlitz, Germany, Nov 15 1854; d. NYC, May 3 1912. To US 1873. • Resident & general mg, Hamburg-American Line, NYC; after Titanic he led in providing life boats with safety features. • See: AJYB, 14(1912-1913):127; WWL, 1; DB; NYTimes, May 4 1912, 13:1.

Boas, Ernst (Ernest) Philip; b. Worcester, Feb 4 1891; d. NYC, Mar 9 1955. BS, MA, MD Columbia. • Physician, med dir, NYC; advocate compulsory health insurance; author in field; WWI service. • See: AJYB, 24:123, 57:605; WWL, 1926, 1928, 1938; BEOA; WWL, 3; NYTimes, Mar 10 1955, 27:1.

Boas, Franz; b. Minden, Germany, July 9 1858; d. NYC, Dec 21 1942. To NYC 1886/1887. • U Heidelberg, U Berlin, PhD U Kiel; honorary degrees. • Pioneer anthropologist, trained many students; faculty Columbia; special interest: Pacific Northwest; active refugee aid, anti-racism; author in field. • See: UJE; EF; AJYB, 6(1905-1906):68-69, 24:123, 45:382; WWL, 1926, 1928, 1938; BEOA; WWL, 2, 1926, 1928, 1938; BEOA; WWL, 1; DB; 3; NYTimes, Dec 22 1942, 25:1.


Federal Land Bank (Omaha); officer agricultural soc; active politics. • See: *WWIA*, 5.


Bodansky, Meyer; b. Elizavetgrad, Aug 30 1896; d. Galveston, June 14 1941. To US 1907. • BA Cornell, MA U TX, PhD Cornell, MD U Chicago. • Pathologist, chemist, Galveston; faculty U TX; author in field; military service. • See: *AJYB*, 43:356; *WWIA*, 1928, 1938; *BOEAJ*, *NYTimes*, June 15 1941, 36:8.


Bodenheim, Maxwell; b. Hermanville, MS, May 26 1892/1893/1894/1895; d. NYC, Feb 7 1954. Poet, novelist, critic, NYC; used slum life subjects; protested persecution of Jews. • See: *UJE*, *EF*, *AJYB*, 24:123; *WWIA*, 1926, 1928, 1938; *WWWA*, 3; *DAB*, 5.

Bodenheim, Jacob Mahne; b. Shreveport, Jan 28 1883. AB LA State, MD Tulane. • Surgeon, bacteriologist, obstetrician, Shreveport; mem City Bd of Health; editor/author in field; WWII service. • See: *WWIA*, 1938.

Bodenheimer, Jacob Mahne; b. Shreveport, Jan 28 1883. AB LA State, MD Tulane. • Surgeon, bacteriologist, obstetrician, Shreveport; mem City Bd of Health; editor/author in field; WWII service. • See: *WWIA*, 1938.

Boder, David Pablo; b. Lihau, Nov 9 1886; d. Dec 18 1961. To US 1926. • Tchr Coll (Vilna), Psycho-Neuropsychological Inst (St Petersburg), AM U Chicago, PhD Northwestern. • Psychologist, Los Angeles; faculty UCLA; active work & research with Displaced Persons; author in field; WWI Russian army service. • See: *WWWA*, 4.


Boehm, Solomon; b. ca 1840; d. NYC, June 18 1927. Civil War veteran, NYC. • See: *AJYB*, 30:79.


Bogen, Boris David; b. Moscow, July 25 1869; d. Arcadia, CA, June 29 1929. To US 1890s. • Master of Pedagogy, Dr of Pedagogy NYU. • Social worker; principal Baron de Hirsch Agricultural School (Woodbine, NJ); with United Jewish Charities (Cincinnati), Conf of Jewish Charities; author work on communal philanthropies; WWII with Joint Distribution Com. • See: *UJE*, *AJYB*, 7 (1905-1906):46, 24:124, 32:153; *WWIA*, 1926, 1928.

Bogen, Emil; b. NYC, Sep 8 1896; d. Sep 19 1962. AB, MS, MD U Cincinnati. • Pathologist, Los Angeles; officer med soc; author in field; WWII & WWI service. • See: *WWIA*, 1938; *WWWA*, 4.


Bogosian, James Irwin; b. NYC, Sep 19 1903; d. May 17 1963. BS, MA, PhD Columbia. • Financial journalist, technical advisor, NYC; with *Journal of Commerce*; faculty NYU; author in field. • See: *WWWA*, 4; *NYTimes*, May 18 1963, 27:1.

Bogis, Maxwell; b. Brooklyn, Dec 26 1901. BS, MD Yale. • Pediatrician, Bridgeport, CT; author in field. • See: *WWIA*, 1938.


Bogolubski, Moisayshe; b. Chicago, Nov 1 1887; d. Chicago, Aug 30 1944. Honorary degree. • Pianist, tchr, music therapist, Kansas City, Chicago; with Kansas City Conservatory, Bush Conservatory (Chicago), Chicago Coll of Music; author/editor/lecturer in field. • See: *AJYB*, 47:519; *WWIA*, 1938; *WWWA*, 2; *NYTimes*, Aug 31 1944, 17:4.


Bokser, Benjamin; b. Luboml/Lubomy, Poland, July 4 1907; d. NYC, Jan 31 1994. To US 1920. • CCNY, PhD Columbia, ordained JTS; honorary degree. • Conservative rabbi, scholar, author, Forest Hills, NY; co-fdr, dir Center for Study of Ethics (Queens Coll), faculty JTS; editor radio programs. • See: *UJE*, *EF*, *AJYB*, 86:437; *WWIA*, 1938.

To NYC 1914/1916. • Ballet dancer, dir, tchr, NYC, Chicago, Hollywood, CA, San Francisco; fdr Bolm Ballet Intime. • See: EJ; NYTimes, Apr 17 1951, 292.

Boothe, Nathan Abraham; b. Providence, Apr 23 1894.
MD Tufts, post-grad U PA. • Otolaryngologist, Pawtucket, Providence; dir Jewish Community Center; WWI service. • See: WWWIA, 13.

To US 1939. • Civic & communal ldr, Solicitor General, Netherlands Indies; active Jewish organizations; author in field. • See: AJYB, 1938; NYTimes, Dec 22 1945, 19:4.

Bonchek, Samuel; b. Poland?, 1890; d. New Orleans, Dec 3 1942. • Labor Zionist ldr; natl pres Labor Zionist Alliance; honorary chf Jewish Natl Fund; helped unify Labor Zionist Org of Am-Poale Zion & Am Habonim Assoc with Farband. • See: AJYB, 76:512; NTimes, May 2 1974, 50:5.

Bondi (Bundy), August; b. Vienna, 1833; d. St Louis, 1907. To US ca 1848. • Pioneer abolitionist, KS settler, adventurer, Salina, KS; mem John Browns forces; Civil War service; memoir. • See: UJE; EJ.


Bondi, Jonas (ben Abraham); b. Dresden, July 9 1804; d. NYC, Mar 11 1874. To US 1859. • PhD U Prague. • Rabbi, newspaper editor, NYC; editor Heb Leader; active communal charities. • See: JE; UJE; EJ; NTimes, Mar 12 1874, 2:3.


Bonde, Curt; b. Hamburg, 1894. In US 1933-1950. • Psychologist; specialty: youth, youth in Germany; faculty U Hamburg, William & Mary; active European refugee rescue work; author in field. • See: EJ.


Bony, Joseph; b. Syracuse, Sep 13 1864; d. Syracuse, Dec 1945.
AB, LLB Columbia. • Lawyer, legislator, military officer, volunteer patriotic worker, Syracuse; authority on constitutional law; orgr Am Legion, Reserve Officers Assn, ROTC; WWII service. • See: UJE; WWWIA, 1938; NTimes, Dec 22 1945, 19:4.

Bony, Max; b. Hamburg, 1893; d. Apr 1951. To US 1939. • Progressive educator, language tchr, Germany, Switzerland, New England; fdr Windsor School. • See: EJ; NTimes, Apr 18 1951, 313.

Bony, William; b. NYC, 1871; d. Mar 1964. AB, AM, PhD, LLB Columbia; honorary degrees. • Lawyer, US district court judge, NYC; mem State Bd of Regents; active politics. • See: UJE; WWWIA, 1938; WWWIA, 4; NTimes, Mar 31 1964, 35:3.


Cornell, Harvard. • Publisher, editor, NYC; an orgr Washington Square Players; developed Modern Library; expert on literature of photography. • See: WWWIA, 1928, 1938; WWWIA, 8; NTimes, Aug 1 1981, 143.


Bonner, Adolph; b. Bucharest, May 19 1874; d. Miami Beach, Apr 1951. MD U IL, post-grad abroad. • Gynecologist, Brooklyn; faculty LJI Coll Hospital; Greco-Turkish War service. • See: WWWIA, 1928, 1938; NTimes, Apr 21 1951, 17:5.


Bonwit, Max; b. Rodenberg, Hanover, Dec 6 1854. Businessman, Baltimore; pres Bonwit Lennom & Co. • See: WWWIA, 1928.


Booke, Samuel Lewis; b. London, Jan 30 1901.
To US 1926. • BU Manitoba. • Insurance actuary & exec, Winston-Salem, NC. • See: WWWIA, 1938.

Bookman, Samuel; b. NYC, Dec 11 1869.
Columbia, MA, PhD U Berlin, NYU Law, • Physiological chemist, NYC; with Mt Sinai; author in field. • See: AYB, 24:124; WWWIA, 1926, 1928, 1938; BOEAJ.

Bookstaber, Philip David; b. NYC, Feb 12 1892; d. Harrisburg, May 20 1964.
BS CCNY, MA Columbia, NY School of Social Service, PhD U Cincinnati, ordained Hcb Union Coll; honorary degree. • Social worker, rabbi, author, Harrisburg; mem PA Civil Liberties Commn; natl, internat ldr Boy Scouts. • See: UJE; AYB, 66:573; WWWIA, 1926, 1928, 1938; NYT, May 21 1964, 355.

Bookstaver, Barnett Seymour; b. Chernoi, Russia, July 4 1888; d. June 5 1951.
To US 1892. • MD NYU. • Gynecologist, obstetrician, NYC; dir Health Dept (Teaneck, NJ); a ldr Jewish Community Center; WFW Red Cross service. • See: WWWIA, 1938; NYT, June 27 1951, 295.

Bookstaver, Joseph D; b. Russia, Dec 27 1883; d. before 1938.
CCNY. • Insurance broker, communal worker, NYC; officer trade assn; trustee Jewish Probation Soc. • See: WWWIA, 1926.

LLB Albany Law. • Lawyer, county judge, communal ldr, Albany, NY; an orgr Heeb Free School; pres synagog; active Republican politics. • See: UJE; WWWIA, 1926, 1928, 1938; BOEAJ; NYT, May 9 1973, 503.

To US 1902. • MD NYU. • Orthopedist, NYC; faculty Fordham; author in field. • See: WWWIA, 1938; NYT, Mar 30 1967, 453.

Boorstin, Daniel J; b. Atlanta, 1914.

Booth, Benjamin H; b. Vilna, Sep 26 1903.
To US 1905. • LBL NYU. • Lawyer, NYC; active East Flatbush Jewish Center. • See: WWWIA, 1938; BOEAJ.

Borasha, Menahem (family name Goldberg); b. Brest-Litovsk, 1888; d. NYC, Feb 12 1949.
To US 1915. • Noted Yiddish poet, journalist, NYC; with Congress Weekly, The Day, Jesus. • Russian army service. • See: EF; AYB, 51:319-20; NYT, Feb 13 1949, 762.

Borchardt, Frederick W; b. Berlin, Sep 22 1901; d. NYC, Apr 15 1956.
Welfare worker; active Jewish Restitution Successor Org, United, Am Fedn of Jews from Central Europe, Heb Immigrant Aid Soc. • See: AYB, 58:475; NYT, Apr 16 1956, 274.

Borden, Harold; b. Russia, May 4 1897.
To Hartford 1904. • LLB NYU. • Lawyer, Hartford; mem Bd of Alderman; trustee United Jewish Charities. • See: WWWIA, 1938.

Bordon, Abraham Samuel; b. Russia, Oct 7 1891.
To Hartford 1898. • LLB Cornell. • Lawyer, common pleas judge, communal worker, Hartford; mem Bd of Alderman. • See: WWWIA, 1938.

Borenstein, Julius; b. Anopol, Russia, Sep 25 1889; d. NYC, Dec 29 1975.
To US 1910. • Real estate exec, communal ldr; officer Workmen's Circle, Conf for Jewish Culture, Jewish Labor Com; active Yiddish Inst, Sholem Aleichem Folk Inst. • See: AYB, 77:592; NYT, Dec 30 1975, 282.

Borenstein, Morris; b. ca 1842; d. NYC, July 7 1923.
Major, NYC. • See: AYB, 26:153.

Boretz, Mary E (Mrs Henry Friedman); b. NYC, May 5 1892; d. NYC, Aug 28 1949.

Borg, Cecelia (Mrs Simon Borg); b. ca 1854; d. NYC, July 29 1905.
Communal worker, NYC; a ldr Barnard; pres Ladies Auxiliary Montefiore Home; officer Sisterhood of Personal Service; active Music School Settlement. • See: AYB, 7 (1905-1906):219; NYT, July 31 1905, 75.

Borg, Madeleine (Mrs Sidney C Borg); b. NYC, July 31 1878; d. Jan 9 1956.
Columbia. • Social welfare worker, NYC; officer Fedn of Jewish Philanthropies; dir Child Welfare League; active juvenile delinquency prevention. • See: UJE; AYB, 58:475; WWWIA, 1926, 1928, 1938; BOEAJ; NYT, Jan 10 1956, 31:1.

Borg, Sidney Cecil; b. NYC, 1874; d. NYC, Jan 9 1934.
BS, PhD Yale. • Financier, civic & communal ldr, NYC; WWII Mayorown Defense Comm & Am Red Cross service. • See: UJE; AYB, 24:124, 36:279; NYT, Jan 10 1934, 211.

Borinson, Louis J; b. Indianapolis, Dec 29 1881; d. 1972.
Merchant, civic ldr, Indianapolis; mem Planning Commn, Zoning Bd; state chr Natl Recovery Adm; officer Jewish Welfare Fund, United Jewish Appeal, Chamber of Commerce. • See: UJE; EF; WWWIA, 1938, BOEAJ.

Editor, business exec, NYC; mgr Med Credit Service; editor Who's Who In Colored Am. • See: WWWIA, 1938.

Borissoff, Michel P; b. Russia.
Violinist, NYC. • See: AYB, 24:124.

Borissoff, Joseph; b. Kertch, Crimea, Feb 17 1889.
Petrograd Conservatory. • Violinist, composer, instructor, Russia, NYC. • See: AYB, 24:124; WWWIA, 1926, 1928.

Borkon, Louis Yale/Yale Louis; b. Sirotino, Vitebsk, July 4 1894.
To US 1907. • U PA. • Publisher, editor, communal worker, Pittsburgh; with, Jewish Indicator, Brooklyn Jewish Voice; used many pseudonyms. • See: WWWIA, 1926, 1928, 1938; BOEAJ.

Born, Berthe Weil (Mrs Isaac Born); b. Rocporto, IN, Dec 1 1873.
Purdue. • Communal worker, Indianapolis; pres State Temple Sisterhoods, Natl Council of Jewish Women; exec com Natl Fedn of Temple Sisterhoods; active League of Women Voters, Girl Scouts. • See: WWWIA, 1926, 1938.

Born, Edgar R; b. Chicago, Jan 15 1886.
Armour Inst, U Chicago. • Exec, communal worker, Chicago; dir Assoc Jewish Charities. • See: WWWIA, 1928.

Bornstein, Hyman; b. Lodz, July 15 1881.
To US 1912. • Silk mfr, communal worker, Paterson; officer Independent United Jersey Verein; bd Lodzer Sick & Benevol Assn. • See: BOEAJ.

Bornstein, Hyman; b. Chicago, Sep 3 1891.
BS Armour Inst, LLB John Marshall Law. • Chemical engineer, Moline, IL; officer Tri-City Jewish Charities; WWI service. • See: WWWIA, 1938.

Bornstein, Saul H; b. NYC, Mar 29 1891.
Music publisher, NYC; dir Columbia Pictures Corp; assoc with Irving Berlin. • See: WWWIA, 1938.

Cigar co exec, industry ldr, NYC, Pittsburgh, Chicago, Philadelphia. • See: WWWIA, 4; NYT, June 2 1967, 46:7.

Bornstein, Yetta Libby Frieden (Mrs Harry Bornstein); b. Waynesboro, PA; d. Dec 8 1968.
William & Mary. • Artist, art tchr, Norfolk; officer professional socs; tchr Heb Academy, Jewish Community Center. • See: WWWIA, 5.
Borochov, Ber (Borochow, Dov Ber); b. Zolotonosh, Ukraine; d. Kiev, 1917. In US during 1914-1917. • Poale Zion theoretician, Yiddish philologist, author; a fdr World Confeder of Poale Zion; active Am Jewish Cong. • See: UJE.

Borodin (Gruzenberg), Michael; b. Yanovitski, Vitebsk, 1884; d. 1953. To US 1906, to Russia 1918. • Russian communist ldr & statesman; editor Moscow News; dir Progressive Preparatory School (Chicago); active Socialist Party. • See: UJE; NITimes, Sep 3 1953, 21:1.

Borodulin, Lazar; b. Genitchesk, Crimea, Apr 11 1879. To US 1907. • Journalist, science popularizer, Brooklyn; staff Day. • See: WWLAJ, 1928.


Borofsky, Samuel Hyman; b. Wolkovyski, Lithuania, Apr 10/30 1865. To Boston 1879. • Lawyer, legislator, civic ldr, author, songwriter, Boston; mem Common Council; sponsor Sabbath Bill, welfare bills; active Fedn of Am Zionists, communal charities. • See: UJE; AJYB, 6(1904-1905):69; WWLAJ, 1928, 1938; BEOAJ.


Borov, Benj; b. Bethlehem, PA, Feb 14 1894. Fargo Coll, MD U PA. • Physician, Bound Brook, NJ; WWI service. • See: WWLAJ, 1938.


Borow, Maurice; b. Fargo, June 1 1902. MD Temple U. • Gynecologist, Bound Brook, NJ. • See: WWLAJ, 1938.

Borowitz, Sidney; b. NYC, 1919. MA, PhD NYU. • Physicist, university official; faculty, dean, chancellor NYU; author in field. • See: EJ:1973-1982.


Borosok, Henry; b. London, 1897. Biochemist; faculty U Toronto, Cal Tech; officer professional soc; author in field & popular; WWII government service. • See: EJ.

Bortin, David; b. Kiev, Sep 23 1884. To US 1903. • U PA, Graz, LLB U PA. • Lawyer, Philadelphia; dir B'nai B'rith Home for Friendless Children; active B'rith Shalom. • See: WWLAJ, 1928, 1938.


Boruchoff, Ber; b. Vilna, Jan 20 1873; d. Apr 5 1939. To US 1905. • Rabbi, author, Malden; MA active Am Jewish Cong, Orthodox Rabbis of Am, Mizra契. • See: AJYB, 41:419; WWLAJ, 1928, 1938; NITimes, Apr 6 1939, 25:1.

Boruchoff, Raphael Philip; b. Gorzd, Lithuania, Mar 25 1896. To Malden, MA 1905. • LLB Boston U. • Lawyer, communal & civic worker, Malden, MA; mem City Council; pres YMHA; officer Heb School; trustee Malden Hospital. • See: WWLAJ, 1938.


Botkin, Bernard; b. NYC, May 6 1900; d. NYC, Feb 3 1974. CCNY, LLB Brooklyn Law; honorary degrees. • Lawyer, state supreme court judge, court & bail reformer, NYC; rector Family Court; pres Metropolitan Council of Synagogues; author in field. • See: EJ:1973-1982; AJYB, 76:512; WWLAJ, 6; NITimes, Feb 4 1974, 32:1; correction Feb 16 1974, 33:7.

Botkin, Benjamin Albert; b. Boston, Feb 7 1901; d. July 30 1975. AB Harvard, MA Columbia, PhD U NE; honorary degree. • Writer, folklorist, Norman, OK; faculty OK U. • Lawyer, Phi Beta Kappa, OK; faculty professional orgs; author/editor in field. • See: WWLAJ, 1938; NITimes, Jan 20 1949, 27:2.

Botkin, Henry Albert; b. Boston, Apr 5 1896; d. Mar 4 1983. MA Normal Art School; Art Students League. • Artist, illustrator, NYC; author professional socs. • See: WWLAJ, 1938; WWLAJ, 8.

Botkowsky, Samuel; b. ca 1821; d. NYC, Nov 3 1911. Rabbi, NYC. • See: AJYB, 14(1912-1913):125.

Bottingheimer, Seymour G; b. Fredericks Hall, VA. BHL, ordained Heb Union Coll, BA U Cincinnati. • Rabbi, Nachetz; earlier Des Moines. • See: AJYB, 5(1903-1904):46.

Botwinik, Beri (Barnett); b. Rakow, Russia, Dec 24 1885; d. Brooklyn, Aug 29 1945. To US 1905. • Columbia. • Yiddish short story author, dramatist, journalist, NYC; imprisoned for Bund activity (Russia); editor Forward; active Jewish labor movement. • See: UJE; AJYB, 48:485; WWLAJ, 1928, 1938; BEOAJ; NITimes, Aug 30 1945, 21:6.

Botwinik, Hyman (Harry); b. Rakow, Russia, Apr 15 1872; d. June 2 1940. Communal worker, businessman, New Haven. • See: AJYB, 42:477; WWLAJ, 1928.

Bouché, René Robert (born Buchstein, Robert August); b. Prague, Sep 20 1905; d. July 3 1963. To US ca 1940. • Fashion & advertising illustrator & painter, NYC; faculty Art Students League; assocd with Vogue; WWII service. • See: DAB, 7; NITimes, July 7 1963, 52:5.

Boudin, Louis Boudinoff; b. Ukraine, Feb 15 1874; d. NYC, May 29 1952.

To UK 1891. • LLB, LLM NYU. • Labor lawyer, authority on constitutional law, Socialist Party ldr; lecturer, author; mem Natl Com of the Socialist Party; active ORT. • See: UJE; AJYB, 24:124, 54:338; WWMLA, 3; DAB, 5; NTimes, May 31 1952, 17:1.


Bovshower, Joseph (pseud=Basil Dahl); b. Liubavich, Belorussia, 1873; d. NYC, 1915/1916.

To US 1891. • Yale. • Yiddish poet, wrote revolutionary & anarchist poetry. • See: UJE; EJ.

Bowerman, Harry Samuel; b. Pueblo, CO, Oct 20 1880. U CO, LLB U MI. • Lawyer, atty general, asst US atty, active Santa Fe; active bar assn; WWI natl guard service. • See: UJE; WWMLAJ, 1928, 1938; WWMLA, 6.


Bowerman, Stella Olsho (Mrs Simon H Bowerman; Mrs Samuel M Bowman); b. Bradford, PA, Dec 14 1881.

Jewish communal worker, Richmond; active Natl Council of Jewish Women. • See: WWMLAJ, 1938.

Boxer, Harold Horton; b. Chicago, Apr 24 1897. LLB St Johns; honorary degree. • Lawyer, NYC; natl officer Union of Orthodox Jewish Congregations, Natl Conf of Synagogue Youth; active Democratic politics, youth problems, delinquency. • See: WWMLAJ, 6.

Boxer, Murry; b. NYC, June 14 1900/1901. BS NYU, St Lawrence U, LLB Brooklyn Law. • Lawyer, communal worker, NYC; specialty: criminal & federal law; active Republican politics, bar assn. • See: WWMLAJ, 1928, 1938; BEOAJ.

Boxerman, Jacoby; b. ca 1860; d. St Louis, Feb 10 1944. Rabbi, St Louis. • See: AJYB, 46:335.


Honorary degrees. • Business exec, real estate developer, communal ldr & fundraiser, Los Angeles; officer Friends of Heb U; benefactor Israeli insts. • See: EJ; AJYB, 78:539; NTimes, Dec 23 1976, 21:2.

Boyarsky, Peter; b. ca 1865; d. Chicago, Oct 20 1916.


Boymon, Alter; b. Russia, Sep 25 1882; d. before 1938.

Communal worker, Providence; officer Jewish Workers Alliance; chm Am Jewish Relief Com; dir Heb Immigrant Aid Soc, Miriam Hospital. • See: WWMLAJ, 1928.

Bozyk, Max; b. Lodz, 1899; d. NYC, Apr 5 1970.

To US 1941. • Yiddish stage & screen actor; pres Heb Actors Club; bd Heb Actors Union. • See: AJYB, 72:539; NTimes, Apr 8 1970, 43:4.

Brachfeld, Charles Jr; b. Vicksburg, Jan 10 1871.


Brachman, Etta Katzenstein (Mrs Sol Brachman); b. Marianna, AR, July 20 1885; d. Dec 1944.

Communal worker, Ft Worth; pres Natl Council of Jewish Women. • See: WWMLAJ, 1938.

Brachman, Oscar; b. ca 1887; d. Sep 10 1939.

Realto, communal worker, Milwaukee. • See: AJYB, 42:477.

Brachman, Sigmund; b. ca 1884; d. Milwaukee, Nov 1933.

Communal worker, Milwaukee. • See: AJYB, 36:279.

Brachman, Solomon; b. Jacobstadt, Russia, Dec 15 1896.

To US 1905. • AB Marietta Coll. • Businessman, Ft Worth; pres Jewish Fedn. • See: WWMLAJ, 1938.

Brackman, Robert; b. Odessa, Sep 25 1896.

Natl Academy of Design. • Painter, etcher, noted graphic artist, NYC; faculty Art Students League, Brooklyn Academy of Arts & Sciences. • See: UJE; WWMLAJ, 1938.

Bradow, Harry Aaron; b. Russia, Oct 20 1873; d. NYC, Nov 21 1953.

Communal & philanthropic worker, Newark. • See: BEOAJ; NTimes, Dec 20 1944, 23:3.

Brager, Albert A; b. ca 1860; d. Mar 27 1936.

Merchant, communal & civic worker, Baltimore. • See: AJYB, 38:426.

Brager, Harry E; b. NYC, Apr 30 1918; d. NYC, Aug 4 1966.

Financier, B’nai B’rith ldr; natl mem B’nai B’rith Youth Org; natl membership dir B’nai B’rith; active Am Friends of Tel Aviv U. • See: AJYB, 68:524; NTimes, Aug 6 1966, 23:5.

Bragin, Joseph; b. ca 1875; d. NYC, Nov 1932.

Fdr, principal Heb High School, NYC. • See: AJYB, 35:122.

Braham, Aaron David; b. Liteny, Rumania, Jan 1 1894; d. Oct 1959.

To US 1905. • Cooper Union, NYU. • Investment banker, communal ldr, NYC; officer Zionist Org of Am, United Rumanian Jews of Am; WWI service. • See: WWMLAJ, 1938; BEOAJ; NTimes, Oct 16 1959, 31:2.

Braham, John Joseph Sr; b. ca 1847; d. Brooklyn, Oct 28 1919.


Brahinski, Meir Leib (pseud=Mani Leib); b. Nischni, Russia, Dec 20 1883; d. NYC, Oct 4 1953.

To NYC 1905. • Yiddish lyric poet, revolutionary, translator, anthropologist; contributor Forward. • See: UJE; AJYB, 56:568; NTimes, Oct 5 1953, 27:4.

Brainin, Myer; b. Rochester, NYC, June 25 1907.


Communal & Zionist worker, Perth Amboy, NJ; an orgr Sons of Zion; exec mem Zionist Org of Am. • See: WWMLAJ, 1926.

Brainin, Joseph; b. Vienna, June 19 1895; d. NYC, Feb 7 1970.

To US 1917/1919/1921. • U Montreal, U Berlin. • Journalist, publicist, NYC; bd Seven Arts Feature Syndicate; officer Am Com for Weizmann Inst; WWI Jewish Battalion service, recruiter. • See: UJE (sub Brainin, Reuben); EJ (sub Brainin, Reuben); AJYB, 72:536; WWMLAJ, 1926, 1928, 1938; BEOAJ; NTimes, Feb 9 1970, 39:1.

Brainin, Reuben (Ruben) ben Mordecai; b. Lyady, Belorussia, Mar 15 1862; d. NYC, Nov 30 1939.


Brainin, Simon; b. Riga, July 15 1854; d. 1911.

To NYC 1895. • U Dorpat, U Berlin. • Physician, Riga, NYC; promoter of Jewish culture in Russia; author in field, popular. • See: EJ; Eisenstadt, 24-25; NTimes, Apr 3 1911, 9:3.

Braker, Leon; b. ca 1865; d. Philadelphia, Feb 8 1936.

Real estate broker, communal worker, Philadelphia. • See: AJYB, 38:426.

Braloff, Herman Mr; b. London, Dec 25 1900; d. Rockville Centre, LI, Apr 24 1953.

Engineer, philanthropist, Brooklyn; bd Jewish Hospital. • See: AJYB, 55:454; NTimes, Apr 26 1953, 86:3.
Bratter, Andrew Robert

Jewish Choral Soc. • See: **WWlAJ**, 1938; **BEOAJ**.

Bratter, Andrew Robert; b. St Paul, Jan 21 1899.
LLB St Paul Coll. • Lawyer, St Paul; officer Jewish Educational Center Activities Assn. • See: **WWlAJ**, 1938.


Braude, A; b ca 1884; d. Denver, June 18 1932.
Rabbi, Denver. • See: **AJYB**, 34:110.


Braude, Emil; b ca 1869; d. Chicago, Feb 24 1917.


AB U MI, JD U Chicago. • Lawyer, public servant, municipal judge, author, Chicago; pres Zionist Org of Am, Young Mens Jewish Charities; active Anti-Defamation League; WWI service. • See: **UTE**, **WWlAJ**, 1928, 1938; **BEOAJ**, **WWlAJ**, 5.


Brauer, William Gordon; b. Telz, Lithuania, Apr 25 1907.
To US 1920/1921. • AB U Cincinnati, ordained Heb Union Coll, AM, PhD Brown. • Reform rabbi, author, Providence; authority on midrashic literature; active supporter Heb day school concept, civil rights. • See: **EJ**, **WWlAJ**, 1938; **BEOAJ**.


Braun, Abraham (Sergei); b. Riga, 1881; d. NYC, Feb 1940.
To NYC 1938. • Polytechnikum (Riga). • Bund ldr & foreign representative, Russia, Riga; speaker/author for Workmen's Circle. • See: **EJ**, **NITimes**, Feb 24 1940, 49:3.

Braun, Alfred N; b.*

Braun, Karl Ferdinand; b. Fulda, Germany, June 6 1850; d. NYC, Apr 20 1918.
Nobel laureate for work in wireless & telegraphy. • See: **AJYB**, 33:268.


Braunfeld, Julius; b. Sajo Szt Peter, Hungary, July 17 1863.

Braunstein, Baruch; b. New Castle, PA, Mar 3 1906.
BS OH State, MHL, ordained Jewish Inst of Religion, PhD Columbia. • Lecturer, educator, rabbi, author, Philadelphia; staff Emergency Peace Campaign. • See: **WWWIA**, 1938.

To US 1889. • MD NYU. • Otolaryngologist, Brooklyn; pres Menorah Home; officer med soc; author in field. • See: **WWWIA**, 1938; **NITimes**, Oct 18 1954, 25:5.

To US 1890. • Temple U, MD Medico-Chirurgical. • Ophthalmologist, Philadelphia; officer Am Jewish Physicians; author in field, on Jewish topics. • See: **AJYB**, 47:519-20; **WWWIA**, 1938; **BEOAJ**.

To US 1891. • MD Medico-Chirurgical. • Proctologist, communal worker, Philadelphia; author in field. • See: **FAHIS**, 29:156-57.

Brav, Louis; b. Austria-Hungary, Feb 17 1887; d. May 1950.

AB, MA U Cincinnati, ordained Heb Union Coll. • Rabbi, Dallas, Vicksburg, Cincinnati; active Jewish Chautauqua. • See: **WWWIA**, 1938.

Braver, Jehudah; b. Lynngmian, Lithuania, Dec 7 1891.
To US 1913. • LLB, LLM Kansas City Coll of Law. • Chief rabbi, United Orthodox Synagogues, Kansas City; earlier Akron, OH; exec mem Mizrahi. • See: **WWWIA**, 1928, 1938; **BEOAJ**.

Braver, Moses Isaac; b.; d. Sioux City, IA, Apr 1936.
Rabbi, Sioux City, IA. • See: **AJYB**, 38:426.

Braverman, Harold; b. NYC, Oct 28 1913; d. NYC, Feb 27 1971.


Bray, Bella Galek; b. ca 1867; d. Feb 23 1939.
Communal worker, Albany, NY. • See: **AJYB**, 41:419.

Breakstone, Benjamin Harrison; b. Suwalki, Mar 27 1877; d. Chicago, Apr 1945.
To US 1883. • BS Carnegie, MD Rush Med Coll. • Surgeon, pioneer in field, communal ldr, Chicago; a fdr Mt Sinai, Jewish Peoples Inst; faculty Jenner Med Coll, Loyola, Chicago Med Coll, School for Nurses of West End Hospital; author in field. • See: **WWWIA**, 1938; **NITimes**, Apr 24 1945, 19:2.


Brecher, Morris; b. NYC, Feb 15 1896; d. NYC, June 14 1974.
Communal ldr, a fdr Albert Einstein Coll of Med; bd United Jewish Appeal, Jewish Community Services of LI. • See: **AJYB**, 76:512.

Brecher, Samuel; b. Borysław, Austria, July 12 1887; d. NYC, Apr 1945.
To US 1910. • Cooper Union, Nat Academy of Design, Cape Cod School of Art. • Portrait
& landscape artist, NYC. • See: WWLAJ, 1938; WWWLA, 8.

Bredig, Georg; b. Bologau, Germany; 1869; d. NYC, Apr 24 1944. Honorary degrees. • Chemist, educator; mem several Academies of Science. • See: AJYB, 46:335; NTimes, Apr 28 1944, 19:3.

Bredt, Charles Ellis; b. Lithuania, June 18 1881. To US 1889. • MD U PA. • Physician, patent holder, insurance examiner, Mahanoy City, PA; mem Bd of Health; earlier with US Indian Service. • See: WWLAJ, 1938.


Bregman, Walter I; b. Cleveland, Sep 30 1897. BS U IL. • Merchant, exec, Chicago; with Price Iron & Steel Co. • See: WWLAJ, 1938.


Bregnstone, Anne Rosenberg (Mrs Philip P Bregnstone); b. Chicago, 1873. Communal worker, Chicago; active Jewish Welfare Bd; WWI active council for Natl Defense, fundraising. • See: WWLAJ, 1938.

Bregnstone, Philip P (Phillip); b. Weirwy, Russia; 1866; d. Chicago, Feb 4 1934. To US as child. • Lake Forest Law. • Lawyer, probate court judge, communal worker, Chicago; faculty Northwestern, Hamilton Law; author on local subjects, Jewry. • See: UJE; AJYB, 36:279.

Breidenbach, Lester; b. NYC, Dec 21 1897. CCNY, BS, MD NYU. • Surgeon, gynecologist, NYC; author in field; WWI service. • See: WWLAJ, 1938.


Breitkopf, Michael; b. Newark, Feb 12 1895. LLB NJ Law. • Lawyer, ass prosecutor, Newark; ldr general & war veterans assns; active Am Jewish Cong; WWI service. • See: WWLAJ, 1938.

Breitner, Hugo; b. Vienna, 1873; d. US, Mar 1946. To US 1938. • Austrian socialist economist; advisor Vienna municipal council, Austrian government; lecturer Claremont Coll; active in bldg low-cost housing. • See: EJ; NTimes, Mar 7 1946, 26:2.

Brekes, David; b. ca 1840; d. NYC, Aug 2 1932. Physician, NYC; Civil War veteran. • See: AJYB, 35:122.

Brickstone, Abraham; b. ca 1878; d. NYC, Apr 9 1934. Lawyer, public official, NYC. • See: AJYB, 36:279.


Bremer, Anita (Mrs David Glusker); b. Aguila Caliente, Mexico, Aug 13 1905; d. Mexico, 1973/1974. To San Antonio 1915. • Our Lady of the Lake Coll, U TX, Natl U (Mexico), PhD Columbia. • Writer on art, Mexico City, Brooklyn; contributor NTimes. • See: UJE; BEOAJ; NTimes, Dec 3 1974, 44:1.

Bremer, Daniel; b. NYC, Apr 13 1917; d. Feb 13 1977. B Arch Columbia, BS IL Tech. • Architect, Chicago; faculty IL Tech; WWII service. • See: WWLWA, 7.

Brener, Jacob M; b. NYC, Apr 8 1857; d. Brooklyn, Oct 16 1921. Lawyer, city magistrate, commr of jurors, Brooklyn; counsel police dept; pres synagogy; supt religious school; active Republican politics. • See: UJE; AJYB, 6(1904-1905):69-70, 24:101; NTimes, Oct 17 1921, 15:3.


Brener, Louis Isadore; b. Legum, Russia, 1866; d. Chicago, 1886. To US as child. • Lake Forest Law. • Lawyer, probate court judge, communal worker, Chicago; faculty Northwestern, Hamilton Law; author on local subjects, Jewry. • See: UJE; AJYB, 36:279.


Brener, Rica; b. * Poetry critic. • See: UJE (sub Brenner, Rose).


Brener, Samuel; b. Sep 15 1888. CCNY, BA Columbia. • Architect, NYC. • See: WWLAJ, 1928.

Brener, Sylvia Frechhof (Mrs Mortimer Brenner); b. NYC, Mar 9 1889. Training School for Tchrs, Academy for Adult Jewish Education. • Communal ldr, Brooklyn; officer Natl Council of Jewish Jrs, state Natl Council of Jewish Women; WWII Red Cross service, fundraising. • See: WWLAJ, 1938.


Brener, Victor David; b. Shavli, Lithuania, June 12 1871; d. NYC, Apr 5 1924. To NYC 1890. • Cooper Union, Natl Academy of Design, Art Students League, Paris. • Medalist, sculptor, designer Lincoln penny, NYC; noted for bas relief portraits; author in field. • See: UJE; EJ; AJYB, 6(1904-1905):69-70, 24:125; WWWLA, 1; DAB; NTimes, Apr 6 1924, 27:1.

Brentano, Arthur; b. Cincinnati/Hoboken, Apr 20 1858; d. East Orange, Jan 28/29 1944. Bookseller, exec, canoest, NYC. • See: UJE (sub Brentano); EJ (sub Brentano); AJYB, 24:125, 46:335; BEOAJ; WWWLA, 2.

Brentano, August; b. Austria, 1831; d. Chicago, 1886. To US 1853. • Bookseller, NYC; fdr internat firm. • See: UJE (sub Brentano); EJ (sub Brentano).

Brentano, August; b. Evansville, IN, 1853; d. 1899. Bookstore firm pres, NYC. • See: UJE (sub Brentano); EJ (sub Brentano).

Brentano, Lowell; b. NYC, Apr 18 1895; d. July 8 1950. AB Harvard. • Publisher, novelist, playwright,
Brentano, Simon; b. NYC, Sep 14 1891/1892; d. Lorca, Spain, May 14 1958. AB, AM, BS, PhD Cincinnati, Heb Union Coll., ordained, MD Hez Heb Union Coll., School of Jewish Social Service. Reform rabbi, social worker, Zionist, Toronto, Cleveland; pres Central Conf of Am Rabbis; active Jewish Welfare Bd, Jewish military welfare, communal philanthropy. • See: UJE; AJTBY, 24:125; NTTimes, Dec 27 1941, 202.

Brentzfelder, Ira Lewis; b. Louisville, Jan 11 1879. Mfr, St Louis. • See: WWAJ, 1938.


Breuer, Joseph; b. Papa, Hungary, 1882; d. NYC, Apr 19 1890. To US 1939. Rabbi, Orthodox communal ldr, kashrut supervisor, author, Frankfurt, NYC; ldr Torah Im Derech Eretz movement. • See: AJTBY, 82:363-64.


Brickman, Asher; b. ca 1869; d. Syracuse, Dec 6 1923. Rabbi, Syracuse. • See: AJTBY, 26:154.


Brickner, Balfour; b. 1926. Reform rabbi, Washington DC, NYC; specialty: interfaith relations; later with Union of Am Heb Congregations. • See: EF (sub Brickner, Barnett Robert).

Bricker, Barnett Robert; b. NYC, Sep 14 1891/1892; d. Lorca, Spain, May 14 1958. AB, AM, BS, PhD Cincinnati, Heb Union Coll., ordained, MD Hez Heb Union Coll., School of Jewish Social Service. Reform rabbi, social worker, Zionist, Toronto, Cleveland; pres Central Conf of Am Rabbis; active Jewish Welfare Bd, Jewish military welfare, communal philanthropy. • See: UJE; AJTBY, 24:125, 50; FWAJ, 1926, 1928, 1938; BEOAJ, WWAJ, 2; DAE, 4; NTTimes, Mar 3 1948, 23:1.

Brickner, Perla Abrahams (Mrs); b. NYC, Aug 20 1934. Mem, Daughters of the American Revolution, United Daughters of the Confederacy, NYC. • See: AJTBY, 37:254.

Brickner, Richard Max; b. NYC, Nov 20 1886; d. Apr 1959. BS, MD Columbia. • Neurologist, NYC; faculty Columbia; author in field. • See: WWAJ, 1938, NTTimes, Apr 27 1959, 27:2.


Bricker, Walter Max; b. NYC, Aug 28 1875; d. Atlantic Beach, NY, July 22 1930. BSc, CCNY, MD Columbia. • Surgeon, noted instructor, textbook author. NYC; editor in field; WWI service. • See: UJE, AJTBY, 33:125; WWAJ, 1926, 1928.


Brill, Abraham Arden; b. Austria, Oct 12 1874; d. NYC, Mar 2 1948. To US 1889. • CCNY, PhB NYU, MD Columbia, Zurich. • Pioneer US psychiatrist, studiec with Freud; fdr NY Psychoanalytical Soc; head Columbia U clinic; author/translator in field. • See: UJE; AJTBY, 24:125, 50:513; WWAJ, 1926, 1928, 1938; BEOAJ, WWAJ, 2; DAE, 4; NTTimes, Mar 3 1948, 23:1.


Brill, David Harris; b. Chicago, Aug 2 1896. Lewis Inst, LLB Northwestern. • Lawyer, Chicago; active Republican politics; WWWI service. • See: AJYB, 1938.


Brill, Isidor Chernicn; b. Russia, Oct 1 1888. To US 1903. • AB, MD Columbia. • Physician, Portland, OR; faculty OR U; WWWI service. • See: WWLJ, 1926, 1928, 1938.

Brill, Jeanette Goodman (Mrs Abraham Brill); b. NYC, June 15 1888; d. Brooklyn, Mar 30 1964. LLB Brooklyn Law, AB NYU. • Lawyer, municipal judge, social worker, Brooklyn; fdr Madison Community Service League; Womens Bar Assn, Brooklyn Child Guidance Clinic; officer Natl Crime Prevention Bureau, Fedn of Jewish Charities. • See: UJE, AJYB, 66:573; WWLJ, 1938; NYT Times, Mar 31 1964, 35:3.


Brill, Joseph Gottland; b. Zaslav, Russia, Apr 2 1897; d. Brooklyn, MA, Mar 21 1952. To Boston 1908. • LLB, LLM, PhD Boston U. • Lawyer, editor, publisher, semanticist, Boston; mem Natl Commn for Mental Hygiene; faculty Boston U; co-publisher Jewish Advocate; orgr Springfield Review. • See: WWLJ, 1928, 1938; BEOAJ; NYT Times, Mar 22 1952, 13:2.

Brind, Moses; b. Letichev, Ukraine, 1894. To US 1923. • Heb Tchrs Coll (Jerusalem). • Heb poet, writer, tehr, NYC; contributor UJE. • See: UJE.


Brock, Samuel; b. NYC, Oct 8 1893; d. Sep 1974. MD NYU/Bellevue. • Neurologist, NYC; faculty NYU/Bellevue; author in field; WWWI service. • See: WWLJ, 1926, 1938; NYT Times, Sep 25 1974, 42:3.

Brod, Ruth Hagn (Mrs Albert T Brod); b. NYC, May 31 1911; d. May 9 1980. Crane Jr Coll, Mus B Chicago Coll of Music. • TV producer, journalist, public relations advisor, Philadelphia, NYC; active WWWI fundraising. • See: WWLJ, 7.

Brod, William; b. ca 1853; d. NYC, June 29 1935. Pianist, composer of popular music, NYC. • See: AJYB, 37:254.

Brod, Charles Adrian; b. NYC, Jan 20 1872. BS CCNY, MA, LLB Columbia. • Lawyer, business exec & dir, NYC; active WWWI fundraising. • See: WWLJ, 1938.

Brodey, Arthur; b. Toronto, Oct 28 1900; d. NYC, 1979. To US 1930. • AB U Toronto, MHL, ordained Jewish Inst of Religion. • Rabbi, communal worker, Haitiessburg, MS; active Zionist Org of Am. • See: WWLJ, 1938; CCARYB.


Brodie, Maurice; b. Liverpool, Aug 19 1903; d. Detroit, May 11 1939. To US 1933. • MD, CM, MS McGill, NYU. • Bacteriologist, NYC, Detroit; discoverer of a
vaccine for infantile paralysis; faculty NYU. • See: UJE, AJYB, 41:419; WWAJ, 1938; NYTimes, May 12 1939, 21:2.

Brodski, Baruch; b. ca 1880; d. reported July 26 1936. Bldr of cooperative housing, NYC; active ICOR (colonization in Russia). • See: AJYB, 39:589.


Brodsky, David; b. Poltava, Apr 17 1894; d. Brooklyn, Mar 15 1967. To US 1914. • Cantor, Brooklyn; Newport; with Jewish communal Center, Touro Synagog; asst chaplain Newport Naval Base. • See: AJYB, 69:605; NTimes, Mar 16 1967, 472.


Brodsky, Max; b. Kiev, Feb 17 1902. RI Coll of Pharmacy. • Business exec, Providence; owner Eastern Scientific Co. • See: WWAJ, 1928.


Brodsky, Saul; b. NYC, Feb 4 1906; d. Palm Beach, FL, Apr 30 1974. Business exec, philanthropist; a dir, officer Yiddish Inst; bd United Jewish Appeal. • See: AJYB, 76:512.


Brody, Alexander; b. Seiraijai, Lithuania, Apr 14 1903; d. Bronx, Oct 1968. To NYC 1914. • BS, MA, PhD, LLM NYU. • Lawyer, NYC; faculty (economics) Yeshiva Coll, CCNY; author/editor in field. • See: WWAJ, 1938; NTimes, Oct 22 1968, 472.

Brody, Alter; b. Kartuz, Beroza, Russia, Nov 1 1895. To NYC 1903. • Author, Yiddish playwright, Brooklyn; contributor Nation; author plays, reviews, criticism, poetry. • See: UJE, AJYB, 24:125; WWAJ, 1928, 1938.

Brody, Catherine; b. Aknizt, Lithuania, Dec 15 1900. Journalist, novelist, short story writer, NYC; society reporter NY World. • See: UJE; BEOAF.


Brody, Charles Sidney; b. NYC, May 24 1894. AB, LLB Yale. • Lawyer, Bridgeport, CT; active Republican politics; Jewish War Veterans, Boy Scouts; WWII service. • See: WWAJ, 1938.

Brody, Herman; b. Ansonia, CT, Sep 8 1896. DMD Harvard. • Surgical dentist, Springfield, MA; author in field; WWII service. • See: WWAJ, 1928, 1938.

Brody, Irving Abraham; b. Union City, NJ, Jan 23 1899. NYU, U PA. • Editor, publisher, Trenton; fdr, editor NJ Shield; WWII service. • See: WWAJ, 1938.

Brody, Joseph Harris; b. Lechovich, Russia, Mar 12 1877; d. Aug 16 1937. Composer for Yiddish stage, tchr, Brooklyn. • See: AJYB, 40:382; WWAJ, 1928; NTimes, Aug 17 1937, 192.


Brody, Louis Jacob; b. Russia, ca 1888; d. Kansas City, Aug 5 1944. To US 1912. • Rabbi, Spokane, then Kansas City. • See: AJYB, 47:520.

Brody, Paul Ward; b. Hartford, June 6 1903. Tufts, Boston U Law. • Editor, publisher, lawyer; advertising agent, Brookline, MA; active politics. • See: WWAJ, 1938.


Brodsky, Maurice; b. ca 1851; d. NYC, Mar 1919. Australian veteran of Franco-Prussian War. • See: AJYB, 21:204.

Broi¢a, Herbert Philip; b. Aurora, CO, Dec 25 1920; d. Apr 9 1978. BA U CO, MA PhD Harvard. • Physicist; faculty CT Wesleyan, Harvard, Georgetown U, UCA (Santa Barbara); author in field. • See: WWJ, 7.

Broioé, Aaron; b. Russia, Nov 21 1843. To US 1888. • Rabbi, preacher, orator, Philadelphia, Newark, NYC. • See: Eisenstadt, 23.


Broioé, Lucy Kaufmann (Mrs Louis Broioé); b. 1900; d. Dec 1969. Communal ldr, NYC; officer Natl Council of Jewish Women, United Jewish Appeal, Jewish Education Com. • See: EF (sub Broioé, Louis); NTimes, Dec 8 1969, 47:2.


Brown, Bernard Lewis

Bromberg, Jacob; b. Yedidzy, Bessarabia, June 20 1898; d. Queens, June 1948. To US 1929. • U Simmeropol, ME Czechoslovakia Polytech. • Mechanical engineer, NYC; with Bd of Water Supply; author in field; WWII Russian army service. • See: WWIIAJ, 1938; NTTimes, June 9 1948, 29:6.

Bromberg, Louis; b. Rohatyn, Austria, Jan 29 1887/1889. To US 1890. • Columbia, Nat Academy of Design. • Artist, scene designer, muralist, NYC; a fdr Jewish Art Theatre. • See: BEOAJ, 1938.


Bromson, Abraham; b. Russia. Rabbi, Omaha. • See: AJYB, 5(1903-1904):47.


Bronsfenbrenner, Martin; b. Pittsburgh, 1914. Government servant, economist; specialty: Far East; mem Federal Reserve System; faculty Carnegie Tech; author in field. • See: EJ.

Bronfin, Isadore David; b. Lantszkierne, Podolos, Sep 13 1886; d. July 31 1934. MD LI Coll Hospital. • Physician, authority on tuberculosis, Denver; with Jewish Consumptives Relief Soc Sanatorium; author in field. • See: AJYB, 37:234; WWIIAJ, 1926, 1928; NTTimes, Aug 1 1934, 17:1.


Bronner, Augusta Fox (Mrs William Healy); b. Louisville, July 22 1881; d. Clearwater, FL, Dec 11 1966. BS, AM, PhD Columbia. • Psychologist, expert on juvenile delinquency, Chicago; Boston; co-fdr child guidance clinic (Boston); officer professional assn; author in field; Jewish ancestry. • See: WWWIA, 6; NAW.


Bronstein, Jacob Hannack; b. Memphis, Aug 29 1897. MD U PA. • Physician, surgeon, Memphis; faculty U TN; author in field; WWI service. • See: WWIIAJ, 1928, 1938.

Bronstein, Morris; b. Ostrog, Russia, Nov 17 1880/1881; d. St Petersburg, Russia, Dec 7 1884; d. Boston, Dec 2 1939. To Boston 1895. • Realtor, business exec, civic & welfare ldr, Rent & Housing Commr, Boston; mem Bd of Overseers of Public Welfare. • See: AJYB, 42:477; WWIIAJ, 1928, 1938; BEOAJ.

Bronstine, Max; b. ca 1887; d. Denver, Jan 10 1933. Communal worker, Denver. • See: AJYB, 35:122.


Brooks, Maurice; b. 1893?; d. NYC, Mar 8 1952. Newspaper mgr, exec, NYC; with Der Tag. • See: AJYB, 54:538.


Brooks, Morris; b. Lutzk, Poland, May 28 1892. To Brooklyn 1896. • MD LI Coll Hospital. • Physician, Brooklyn; with Metropolitan Life; WWI service. • See: WWIIAJ, 1938.

Brooks, Sam D; b. *; d. Syracuse, Jan 24 1945. To NYC 1899. • CCNY, MD Cornell. • Physician, allergist, NYC; faculty NYU; author in field. • See: AJYB, 47:520; WWIIAJ, 1938; NTTimes, Jan 25 1945, 19:2.

Brown, Aaron; b. Warsaw, July 4 1884; d. NYC, Jan 24 1945. To NYC 1889. • CCNY, MD Cornell. • Physician, allergist, NYC; faculty NYU; author in field. • See: AJYB, 47:520; WWIIAJ, 1938; NTTimes, Jan 25 1945, 19:2.


Brown, Benjamin; b. Tulchin, Russia, Apr 10 1885; d. Hightstown, NJ, Feb 12 1939. To US 1901. • Drexel, PA State. • Communal farm colonizer, ldr in farm cooperatives, turkey king, UT, NYC, Hightstown, NJ; pres Jewish Agricultural & Colonial Assn; advisor in Russia to Jewish agricultural colonists. • See: UFE, EJ; AJYB, 41:419; WWIIAJ, 1938; NTTimes, Feb 13 1939, 15:3.

Brown, Bernard Lewis; b. Poland, Feb 6 1891. Cooper Union, NYU. • Dept store exec,

Brown, Charlotte (Mrs); b. ca 1853; d. Detroit, May 22 1933. Communal worker, Detroit. * See: AJYB, 35:122.


Brown, Merliss (Murdock Merliss); b. Minsk, Oct 5 1885. To US 1906. * Automibile exec, civic ldr, Flint, Ml; with Chevrolet; mem Bd of Managers; officer Community Fund Bd; active YMCA, Republican politics. * See: WWIAJ, 1928, 1938; BEOAJ.


Brown, Michael Stuart; b. NYC, 1941. BA, PhD U PA. * Medical geneticist, Nobel laureate, Bethesda, MD; with Natl Inst of Health, U TX. * See: EF1985-1987.


Brown, Mrs David A; b. ca 1878; d. Detroit, Feb 1 1924. Communal worker, Detroit. * See: AJYB, 26:154.

Brown, Murdock Merliss; see Brown, Merliss.


Brown, Saul Pardo; b.; d. Curacao, Apr 17 1702. Early religious ldr, wholesale merchant, Newport, NYC. * See: EF, BDEAJ.

Brown, Stanley Lawrence; b. Brooklyn, Mar 19 1911; d. Santa Monica, Sep 1964. NYU. • Distillery exec, financial consultant, realtor, Los Angeles; WWII fundraiser. • See: WWLAJ, 4; NYTimes, Sep 29 1964, 43:3.


Bruckman, Henrietta Kahn (Mrs Philip Bruckman); b. Bohemia, Apr 1810; d. NYC, ca 1842. To US ca 1842. • Edr, Order of True Sisters (1st Jewish womens lodge in US), NYC. • See: JE.

Brudno, Ezra Selig; b. Volozhin, Lithuania, June 5 1877/May 28 1878. To US 1892/to Cleveland 1894. • Western Reserve Law, Yale, Sorbonne. • Lawyer, author, novelist, Cleveland. • See: UJE, AJYB, 6(1904-1905):71; 24:126; WWLAJ, 1928, 1938; BEOAJ; WWWA, 6.

Brudno, Mollie Rothenberg (Mrs Emil Brudno); b. Cleveland, Sep 20 1880. Radio mgr, communal ldr, Cleveland; fdr, pres Fedn of Jewish Womens Org; natl dir Nat Council of Jewish Women. • See: WWLAJ, 1938.


Bubis, Haytie Raphael (Mrs David S Bubis); b. Atlanta, July 3 1899. GA Peabody Coll. • Tchr, communal ldr, Nashville; active Young Womens Hs Assn, Nat Council of Jewish Women. • See: WWLAJ, 1938.


Buchalter, Louis (Lepke); b. 1897; d. 1944. Criminal, gangster, racketeer; executed for murder. • See: EJ.

Buchau, Max; b. ca 1841; d. NYC, Oct 19 1894. Yiddish writer, journalist, NYC. • See: AJYB, 7(1905-1906):216.

Buchbinder, Jacob Richter; b. Chicago, Apr 11 1887; d. Sep 17 1947. AB, MD Northwestern. • Surgeon, Chicago; faculty Northwestern; WWI service. • See: WWLAJ, 1938; WWWA, 3; NYTimes, Sep 19 1947, 23:1.

Buchalter, Julius; b. Mariampol, Suwalk, Aug 17 1860.
Buchalter, Simon
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Hephzibah, author, NYC; officer Union of Orthodox Heb Congregations. • See: AJYB, 6(1904-1905):72.

Buchalter, Simon; b. Russia, 1881. Pianist, composer, NYC. • See: AJYB, 24:126.

Buchler, Samuel; b. Budapest, Mar 21 1884. PhD U Switzerland (Berne). • Lawyer, public servant, rabbi, prison chaplain, NYC; fdr Jewish Court of Arbitration; pres Fedn of Hungarian Jews. • See: WWIAJ, 1926, 1928.


Buchman, Jacob Manuel; b. Leova, Russia, Mar 12 1881. To US 1906. • Merchant, window shade mfr, Tampa; active synagog. • See: WWIAJ, 1938.

Buchman, Joseph; b. Hommel, Russia, Mar 13 1898. To NYC 1905. • BS, MD Columbia. • Orthopedist, surgeon, NYC; faculty NYU; author in field. • See: WWIAJ, 1938.


Buchsbaum, Elisabeth Mahaly b. Ft Corregidor, Philippine Islands, Nov 25 1909. Chicago Art Inst, U Chicago. • Artist, tchr, Gary, IN; active professional orgs. • See: WWIAJ, 1939.


Buckin, Leon; b. Russia, 1874; d. Paterson, Dec 6 1941. To US 1904. • Rabbi, cantor, Paterson. • See: AJYB, 44:335; NYTimes, Dec 7 1941, 76:1.

Buckstein, Abraham; b. near Ostrow, Volhynia. To NYC 1912. • U Berne, U Leipzig, Columbia, NYU. • Yiddish novelist, journalist, playwright. • See: UEJ.

Buckstein, Jacob; b. NYC, July 21 1890; d. Sep 1962. BS CCNY, MD Cornell. • Physician, gastroenterologist, NYC; with US Public Health Service, US Veterans Bureau; author in field; WWI service. • See: WWIAJ, 1938; NYTimes, Sep 20 1962, 33:3.

Bucky, Gustav; b. Leipzig, Sep 3 1880; d. 1963. To NYC 1913. • MD U Leipzig. • Radiologist, NYC; worked with Albert Einstein; author in field. • See: EF, WWIAJ, 1938.


Budner, Harold Sydney; b. NYC, May 8 1893. AB CCNY, MA, LLB Columbia. • Lawyer, NYC; active Am Jewish Cong, city politics, taxpayers assm. • See: WWIAJ, 1938.

Budnick, Jacob; b. ca 1873; d. May 14 1938. Zionist worker, Dayton, OH; active Jewish Natl Fund. • See: AJYB, 40:382.

Budon, Fannie Dushman (Mrs Alexander Hudson); b. Russia; d. July 5 1889. To US 1894. • NJ Training School for Tchrs. • Social work exec, public school tchr, Trenton; exec YMHA, Jewish Fedn; orgr Sunday school; dir Natl Council Jewish Women. • See: WWIAJ, 1938.


Bueno (de Mesquita), Joseph; see Mesquita, Joseph Bueno de.

Buerger, Charles R; b. Vienna, ca 1882; d. Pittsburgh, Jan 3 1939. CCNY, Stevens Tech. • Engineer, oil official, Pittsburgh; active industrial orgs. • See: AJYB, 41:420; NYTimes, Jan 4 1939, 21:5.

Buerger, Leo; b. Vienna, Sep 13 1879; d. NYC, Oct 6 1943. To US 1880. • AB, MA, MD Columbia, U Breslau. • Surgeon, urologist, NYC; discovered Buergers Disease; inventor/author in field. • See: UEJ, AJYB, 24:126, 46:335; WWIAJ, 1928, 1938; NYTimes, Oct 7 1943, 23:2.

Bugenstein, Morris; b. To US 1910. • BSc CCNY, MD, ScD NYU. • Businessman, communal & civic ldr, Cedar Rapids; officer Zionist district; active Am Jewish Cong. • See: WWIAJ, 1928, 1938; BEJA.

Bühler, Charlotte Bertha Malachowski (Mrs Karl Bühler); b. Berlin, Dec 20 1893; d. Feb 3 1974. To US 1940. • U Freiburg, U Kiel, U Berlin, PhD U Munich. • Psychologist, Los Angeles; specialty: child development; faculty Dresden Inst, U Vienna, U Southern CA; active "humanistic psychology movement"; author in field. • See: EF, WWIAJ, 6; NAW.


Bullowa, Emilie M; b. NYC, ca 1869; d. NYC, Oct 25 1942. LLB NYU. • Lawyer, NYC; a fdr Natl Assn of Women Lawyers; bd NY Med Coll & Hospital for Women. • See: AJYB, 45:382; NYTimes, Oct 26 1942, 15:3.

Bullowa, Jesse Godfrey M; b. NYC, Oct 19 1879; d. Nov 9 1943. AB CCNY, MD Columbia. • Physician, NYC; faculty NYU; author in field. • See: UEJ, AJYB, 46:335; WWIAJ, 1926, 1928, 1938; BEJA; WWIAJ, 2; NYTimes, Nov 10 1943, 23:2.


Bulova, Joseph; b. ca 1852; d. NYC, Nov 18 1915. Watch mfr, NYC. • See: AJYB, 38:426.


Bunin, Joseph Jay; b. Wolozin, Russia, Nov 5 1906; d. Bethesda, MD, July 8 1964. To US 1910. • BSc CCNY, MD, ScD NYU. • Physician, researcher, Bethesda, MD; with Natl Inst of Arthritis; faculty Georgetown U, Johns Hopkins; author/consult in field. • See: AJYB, 66:573; WWIAJ, 4; NYTimes, July 9 1964, 33:2.

Bunshaft, Gordon; b. Buffalo, 1909. Architect, NYC; specialty: large commercial bldgs. • See: EF.

Bunzel, Ruth Leah; b. NYC, 1898. Anthropologist; specialty: Indians, Chinese in NYC; faculty Columbia; author in field. • See: EF.

Burack, Aaron David; b. Popelan, Kovno, May 14/16 1892; d. Brooklyn, Oct 7 1960. To US 1914. • RIETS, Yeshiva Coll. • Rabbi, Brooklyn; faculty RIETS; officer Union of Orthodox Rabbis; natl bd Mizrachi. • See: EF.
Burstein, Pesach


Burack, Ethel; b. Newark, Mar 20 1907. • Ab Columbia, PhD Yale. • Biochemist, New Haven; specialty: vitamins; faculty Yale. • See: WWAJ, 1938.

Burck, Jacob; b. Visoky, Poland, Jan 10 1904/1907; d. May 11 1982. To US 1914. • Cleveland Art School, Art Students League. • Editorial cartoonist, illustrator, mural painter; with Chicago Sun Times. • See: WWAJ, 1938; WWLJA, 8; NYTimes, May 13 1982, II 27:5.


Burnstein, Alexander J; b. Kiev, Mar 19 1900; d. NYC, Oct 17 1980. • To US 1914. • Ordaigned JTS, AB Northwestern, MA Columbia; honorary degree. • Conservative rabbi, NYC; active rescue of refugee Jewish ministers, interfaith concerns. • See: AJYB, 82:364; WWAJ, 1938.


Burnstein, Benjamin; b. Lomza, Apr 1 1902; d. NYC, June 17 1964. • To US 1941. • Zionist & communal exec; exec seey Jewish Theological Seminary; officer Labor Zionist Org of Am, Histadrut. • See: AJYB, 86:573.

Burnstein, David; b. NYC, Jan 20 1896. • Comedian, singer, actor, dancer, Beverly Hills, Los Angeles. • See: WWAJ, 1938.

Burnstein, Eliot M; b. New Haven, Oct 30 1908. • BA Columbia, ordained JTS, post-grad U UT, Reed. • Rabbi, Portland, OR; bd Zionist Org of Am. • See: WWAJ, 1926.

Burnstein, Michael (Mordecai); b. USA, 1945. • To Israel 1954. • Pop singer, movie performer, Israel. • See: EF (sub Burstein).

Burnstein, Mordecai; b. Chyzew, Poland, Sep 25 1887. • To US 1903/1908. • Orthodox rabbi, New Bedford, MA, Kansas City, Chicago; exec dir Heb Theological Coll (Chicago). • See: WWAJ, 1938; BEOAJ.

Burnstein, Pesach; b. Warsaw, 1900. • To Israel 1954. • Yiddish actor & mgr, NYC, Brooklyn. • See: EF (sub Burstein).
Burstein, Samuel; b. NYC, Oct 21 1904. AB Brooklyn Coll, MA, LLB NYU, JSD Brooklyn Law; • Lawyer, NYC; active Fedn of Jewish Philanthropies. • See: WWIA, 1938.


Bush, David; b.* Early settler, patriot, Mason, Wilmington, DE, Philadelphia. • See: UJE.


Bush (Busch), Isidor; b. Prague, 1822; d. 1898. To NYC 1849. • Printer, journalist, viticulturist, union supporter, alderman, communal & civic worker, NYC; St Louis, mem Bd of Education, State Bd of Immigration; publisher, editor Israel's Herold; pres German Immigrant Aid Soc. • See: UJE; EJ.

Bush, Mathias; b. Prague, May 10 1722; d. Philadelphia, Mar 29 1790. To Philadelphia ca 1742. • Early Am merchant, landowner, communal ldr, Philadelphia; contributor PA Hospital; signer Non-Importation Agreement. • See: UJE; BDEA.


Bush, Solomon; b. Philadelphia, Oct 13 1753; d. 1795. Patriot, revolutionary war officer, Mason; mem Quaker Abolitionist Soc; active civic affairs. • See: JE; UJE; EJ; BDEA, FPAHS, 21:177-78.

Butensky, Jules Leon; b. Novograd, Russia, ca 1865/1871; d. NYC, Feb 26 1947. To NYC 1904. • Academy of Arts (Vienna). • Sculptor; used Biblical & Jewish themes. • See: UJE; EJ; AJYB, 24:126, 49:609; NYTimes, Mar 1 1947, 15:2.

Buttenwieser, Benjamin Joseph; b. NYC, Oct 22 1853. AB Columbia. • Banker, civic ldr, philanthropist, NYC; active Jewish Welfare Bd; WWII service; asst High Commr for Germany post WWII. • See: UJE; EJ (sub Buttenwieser, Joseph); EJ (sub Buttenwieser); WWLA, 1938.

Buttenwieser, Helen Lehman (Mrs Benjamin J Buttenwieser); b. 1905. Lawyer, social worker, civic ldr, NYC. • See: EJ (sub Buttenwieser).


Buttenwieser, Moses; b. Beerfelden, Germany, Apr 5 1862; d. Palo Alto, Mar 11/12 1939. To US 1897. • U Leipzig, U Würzburg, PhD U Heidelberg. • Biblical scholar, translator, Cincinnati; faculty Heb Union Coll; author in field. • See: UJE; EJ; AJYB, 6(1904-1905):72, 24:126, 41:420; WWLA, 1926, 1928, 1918; WWLA, 1; NYTimes, Mar 13 1939, 17:5.

Butzel, Fred M; b. Detroit, Aug 25 1877; d. Detroit, May 20 1948. PhB U MI; honorary degree. • Lawyer, public servant, philanthropic & communal worker, Detroit; commr House of Correction; pres Natl Conf of Jewish Social Work, Community Union, Legal Aid Bureau, United Jewish Charities; bd Urban League; active bar assn. • See: UJE; EJ (sub Butzel); AJYB, 24:126, 50:14; WWLA, 1928, 1938; BEOAJ, WWLA, 2; NYTimes, May 22 1948, 15:4.

Butzel, Henry Magnus; b. Detroit, May 24 1871; d. Detroit, June 7 1963. PhB, LLB U MI; honorary degree. • Lawyer, state supreme court chief justice, Detroit; a fdr Am Jewish Com; co-fdr Legal Aid Bureau; pres bar assn; officer United Jewish Charities, synagog. • See: UJE; EJ (sub Butzel); AJYB, 24:126, 65:432; WWLA, 1938; BEOAJ, WWLA, 4; NYTimes, June 8 1963, 25:1.

Butzel, Leo M; b. Detroit, 1874; d. Feb 27 1961. PhB, LLB, LLD U MI. • Banker, lawyer, Detroit; director on corporation law; active Am Jewish Com, synagog. • See: EJ (sub Butzel); AJYB, 24:126; WWLA, 4; NYTimes, Mar 1 1961, 33:4.

Butzel, Magnus; b. Burgellern, Bavaria, 1830; d. 1900. To US 1852. • Clothier, state Republican Party ldr, civic & communal worker, Detroit; mem Bd of Education; pres Public Library Commn; active B'nai Brith, synagog. • See: EJ (sub Butzel).

Butzel, Martin; b. Burgellern, Bavaria, 1828. To US 1845. • Wholesale clothier, Union uniform mfr, communal & civic ldr, Detroit; pres Public Lighting Commn, synagog; supporter Jewish colony (Bad Axe, MI). • See: EJ (sub Butzel).

Byer, Herbert; b. Cincinnati, Oct 31 1899. BS OH State. • Advertising agent, novelist, Columbus, OH; WWII service. • See: WWLA, 1938.

Byer, Samuel G; b. Warsaw, Feb 22 1885. To US '906. • Hull House, Chicago Art Inst. • Artist, Chicago; used Jewish subjects. • See: WWLA, 1938.


Byfield (born Beifield), Joseph; b. Hungary, Aug 22 1853; d. Sep 17 1926. To US 1867. • Hotel owner, Chicago; WWII supplier. • See: WWLA, 1.